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Stay Proceeding—Gov. Budd Be-
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San
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Franolsco,

6.—Unless

January

southing unforseon intervenes to prevent
William Henry Currant, the condemned
murderer of Blanche Cnmont, will expiate his crime upon the gallows at
San Quentin prison tomorrow morning.
G.—Counsel for

Washington, January

tions

for interference.
Justice Brewer
went over the case in detail with him and
iirst considered an application Mr.Boardman

made to

appeal

sign

which

a

was

citation

upon

the

sought to be taken

from tho judgment of the Federal circuit
court of California, denying^the issuance
of a writ of habeas corpus, the object be-

ing to perfect the appeal.

This application was refused and then Mr. Boardman
presented an application for a writ of
error from the judgment of the Supreme
court of California upon the appeal from
the last order of Judge Bahrs fixing the
date of Currant’s exeoution, the object
being to secure a writ of supercede are
_Ui„U
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Consequently the best.

HEAVY FOOTWEAR
-fob-

W inter.
Rubbers of all kinds.
LARGE STOCK.
LOW PRICES.

Center & McDowell,
530 Congress St.
dec25
dtflstp

HOT WATER
BOTTLES.
< 3 GRADES, y
The Bargain Kind,38c.

Good Quality,
G5-75-85C.

Very Best,
ssl.uo, 1.10, 1.20

R. I., January
C.—Today
the directors of the Valley Palls company
at Albion,
and tho Albion company at
Valley Falls, tho two remaining companies in
the Blaekstone valley, between
Central Palls and Woonsocket, which had
not announced a reduction in wages, deoided to post notices in the mills making
reductions averaging 11 1-9 per cent, to
take effect January 17. In some departments tho cut will
be rr.oie than 11 1-9
per cent, and in others a littlo less.
Tonight there was a meeting of the
of tho Mulo
stnte executive committee
Spinners' association of Rhode Island. It
Fallon that the
was stated by Secretary
delegates reported that the feeling in the
state against a cut of wages runs very

*-

New Bedford, Mass., January 6.—It is
to strike. Briefly that was the result of
the special general meeting of the weavers’ union held in response to the call of
executive committee at
the augmented
City hall, this evening, notwithstanding
that the vote was informal, it is generally understood that it is the sentiment of
the practically the weavers of the city. A
meeting of the augmented committee
will be held at the Weavers’ union headquarters Friday evening at which time
the manner of
taking the formal vote
will be decided.
in event of a
stated that
It
was
strike
help might be expected in
Fall River, Lowell, Lawto
addition
rence, North Adams, Waltham and Fisherville.
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JOHN REDMOND ARRIVES.

X-CI--

In denying tho application upon the
the
New York, January 6.—Among
habeas corpus proceedings Justice Brewer Teutonic’s passengers were Robert GuinJohn
the
E.Redmond,
the
oarsman,and
tho construction by
ness,
said that under
The latter was met at Quarrantine
the Federal M. P.
court of the constitution,
by Messrs. O’Flannagan and O’Callahan,
courts had no power of limitation upon who remained over
night at Quarantine
the right of appeal in habeas corpus pro- awaiting the steamer’s arrival.
Mr. Redmond has come to this country
ceedings, tho opinion being that such appeals should not be allowed where the at the invitation of several well-known
of
the
workers in tne Irish cause.
power
appeal operates to suspend
the state authorities and especially where
been heard upon
O’NEIL DENIES HIS GUILT.
the case has already
in a habeas corpus proceedone appeal
Mass., January 6.—-A specSpringfield,
of
error
writ
to
the
ing. With reference
that John
ial
from Greenfield, says
hs considered especially the representato be hanged Fricondemned
O'Neil,
Jr.,
tion of Mr. Boardman upon the claim
for the murder of Mrs. Hatthat as the constitution of California day morning
tie E. McCloud, in an interview, affirms
grants an appeal, such an appeal became his innocence in as emphatic language
a
vested right. The justice considered
has ever been used by a man In the
as
this point carefully, but said as he could
shadow of the gallows.
not accept the court’s judgment on this
This was done with the full knowledge
point as its final action, he could not that all hope is gone and that nothing
therefore see his way clear to interfere on
He
can
interfere with the execution.
this account. Mr. Boardman pointed out
that the police got the wrong man.
that tho probable execution of Durrant says
the practical
have
would
tomorrow
efleot of
making the judgment final so GOES TO JAIL FOR WIFE BEATING.
far as it should bear upon his fortu' es,
rgPECIAL TO THE PRESS.!
bnt the justice held to his original determination in the matter.
Old Orchard, January 6.—At about
The interview last 40 minutes. After 10. SO this
morning B. Baymor, a painter,
its conclusion Mr. Boardman stated that
honee of W. A. Gates
he was undecided as to whether to mate while passing the
to the full Supreme court on Atlantio avenue, heard the crash of
an application
for
a
writ of prohibition,
tomorrow
glass and a woman’s cry of murder. On
As the court does
staying the execution
Haymor found quite a
not convene until noon and the execution investigating
Gates had
row in progress.
is set for 10.30, he was fearful that the family
difference in time would not be suffic- knocked his wife down and was preparient. to save Durrant, even if he should
ing to renew hostilities when help arbe successful in having his motionjgrantrived. Mrs. Gates at once had her hused.
and when he was brought
San Francisco, January 6.—Gov. Budd band arrested,
has aDnounoed that he will not interfere before Trial Justice Yates he pleaded
with the execution of Durrant.
guilty to assault, but not guilty to the
The governor waited at his apartments
Justice
charge of threatening to kill.
this afternoon for Gen. Dickinson, Durrant’s attorney to appear. Dickinson did Yates fined him $14 and costs and bound
over in
$200 to keep the peace.
not come and the governor expressed his him
determination to allow tho law to take Gates claimed he had money enough in
and
its course. It was stated that Mr.
his pocket to pay expenses, also the bond,
Mrs. Durrant would call on the governor
this afternoon to make a last appeal for put as there was no work here he would
their son, but the governor said he would prefer to
spend the winter in Alfred
not. receive them.
jail.
6.
January
g San Quentin Prison, Cal.,
uurranc
passed tho day reading his
THE WEATHER.
Bible, praying and racing his cell. Chaplain Brahms administered spiritual consolation this morning, the prisoner joining him in prayer.
—

HAY’S PHARMACY,
Middle

Pawtucket,

high.
Currant, the condemned California murWhat action will be taken by the mule
derer, today made an unsuccessful effort spinners of Rhode Island will be deterof tho national
mined
at the meeting
to have Justice Brewer of the Supreme
committee in Boston, next Sunday aftercourt .interfere and stay the proceedings.
noon.
Attorney Boardman arrived here from
California today and made two applica- NEW BEDFORD VOTES TO STRIKE.

Orders

St.

O’NEIL’S LAST NIGHT ON EARTH.
Greenfield Mass., January 6.—On the
eve his execution, John O’Neil, Jr., condemned by the law of this commonwealth
-—-—-____
to die that the murder of Hattie E. Moannounces that
Cloud shall be avenged,
The visit of
he is haupv and ready to go.
his
Kev. W. i. Sherry,
spiritual adviser
effect on O’Neil,
Washington, January 0.—For Maine,
20 cars white or sliver birch, today, had an excellent
and he is willing to extend his forgiveNow
square st cit front 1 1-2 in, ro ness to
Hampshire. Vermont and Massahim
every one who has wronged
3 1-2 in. «qiu»re; also 5 cars 1-2
mr
nir’A„„nii
*lxr»
Iprl “rirchusetts; rain, clearing Friday afternoon,
silver
or
birch,
white
in. board-,
fcrom what little ho says,
cue man.”
northwesterni l contract the whole or port O’Neil evidently believes that O’Connell southerly winds, becoming
la
reliable
reply
to
parties.
is the cause of his present trouble and lystale amount you cn:t furnish oouflrms this impression by expressing
Boston, Jan. 6.—Local forecast for
Kill price, f. o. b. eat'.*,add $7.SO the wish that O'Connell was tried for Boston
and vicinity for Friday: Kain
Address the murder. O’Neil insists that ho .and
to
Bos on
freight.
night followed by fair during Friday; colder
IXJlIBEit, Box 1557, Portland, O’Connell drank togethor on thedenies.
of the murder, but this O’Connell
ciecSldtf lstp
Me.
Friday night; west te northwest winds.£
The
last report from the jail tonight
was that O’Neil was resting quietly.
wo ticks.
Local Weather
__

'lumber

wasted.

-.

incnii

Report.

LITTLE GIKL, SHOT.

FOstcr’s
FGrest
City
5>Vo
HOuse,
dyING, cleansING,
sponglNG, carpet
feather renovatING,
tress stoamlJiG.
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Portland,

N. IL, January 6.—Annie
13 years old, living with her
adopted parents, Mr. and Sirs. Frank
Gauvin, was shot in the main street of
this
village this afternoon by Joseph
The shooting
Peltier, aged 2U years.
was
undoubtedly an accident, and it was
another instance of carelessness with a
loaded weapon. The girl is not seriously
wounded except that blood
poisoning
may follow which would lead to a serious
result, if not death.
According to the explanation given of

Westvllle,

Dupont,

Preble
St

pressISG,
beatlNG,

hair mat-

Me.,

Jan. ti.—The

weather bureau oflice records
weather are as follows:

as

local
to

the

S. a. m. Barometer 30,197; Thermometer 25; Dew Point 24; Humidity 94;
Wind W. ;Velocity 9;Weather cloudy.
8 p.m. Barometer 29,988; ThermomeDew Point 38; Humidity 88;
ter 40:
Wind S.: Velocity IS; Weather, cldy.
Mean
daily therm. 29; maximum
therm, 40.0; minimum therm,18;max. voocity, wind 20 S.; total precipitation,
.00.

_

Weather Observation.

Work called for and delivered.
Telephone 303-3.
gff- Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.

jnldtf

SIX CENTS FOR ANTHONY’S CHARACTER.
New York, January 6.—A jury in the
United States court today awarded Anthony Comstock a verdict for 6 oents in
his
suit for $50,000 damages brought
against Ur. Montague E. Leverson. Mr.
that his
oharacter
Comstock claimed
had been damaged to the extent of his
claim by the assertion publicly made by
Ur. Leverson at the Albany X. Y. depot.
“Ijadles and gentlemen, this Is Anthony
Oomstock, a notorious blackmailor, who
neter earned an honesj dollar In his life.”

to the

patience

to

from

the

galleries

was

In the nature of

warning that If niembors refused to
listen to the voice of the people in hostility to this law they would not be members of the 56th House of Representatives.
He argued that the people were
a

the law and
that hundreds of thousands of Republicans felt a secret sympathy with
Mayor Van Wyck of Now York who announced that none but Democrats would
be appointed to office under the new city
government.
Governor Black said a few days ago
that when the “late unlamented” Republican government of New York came
into powor there wore 15,00U
Tammany
men in offioo and when It expired there
were still 15,000 Tammany men on the
pay rolls.
The Republicans, Mr. Grosvenor said,
had been
justly punished for keeping
of
Barrett
Setto
AVith
Mr.
Interesting
these enemies in their camp,
Massachusetts—Galleries In Full Sym- i Mr. Grosvenor professed his adherence
to the people of the merit system and to
pathy With the Opponents of the Law the theory of examinations for office
within certains limitations. “But, “he
—Short Session of the Senate,
addressing the defenders of
explained,
on you
Washington, January 0.—The friends the law, “I want to serve notice
that unless you join us In the correction
and enemies of the civil servioe law exof the abuses and the reformation of the
changed broad sides in the House today. law, that we will join any portion of the
The heaviest guns on each side were community,
legislative, executive or
the law root and
brought into action. Mr. Grosvenor of judicial, and destroy
branch,”
Ohio and Mr. Johnson of Indiana, oach
Mr. Johnson, Republican of Indiana,
made exhaustive speeches and kept their one of the ardent defenders of the law,
respective sides in a constant furore. followed Mr. Grosvenor with an extended
The interest in the debate was muoh argument in support of the merit system.
Ha took occasion to review the history
The of
more lively than on yesterday.
the civil service. Men were appointed
orowded galleries whioh were plainly in to office In the time of Jackson, yet never
sympathy with the opponents of the law was party feeling stronger than then.
It was
absurd to say that party spirit
became so noisy in their demonstrations
He
must be fed upon the bribe of office.
of approval at one juncture that the
statements of the adrepudiated the
of the law that Lincoln and
chairman was compelled to call them to versaries
order.
Mr. Johnson was warmly sus- Grant believed In the spoil system.
his
review of the records of
During
tained by the friends of the law on the
eminent men on this question, Mr. Johnfloor but he got very little applause from son became involved in a controversy
the galleries.
Mr. Grosvenor did not with his colleague, Mr. Landis, Republiand during the cross Brdefine his attitude in detail but gave his can of Indiana,
ing the galleries became so obstreperous
adhesion to the bill agreed on by the in their
approval of the position of the
last latter that the chnir was obliged to susoppponents of the law in caucus
the
debate and admonish the spectapend
night and warned his colleagues that untors that such demonstrations must cease.
less modifications of the law were made
In enumerating the evils of the spoils
he and his friends would by oo-eperatlon system,
Johnson said
it made
Mr.
find a way to destroy it.
Mr. Lloyd of cowards of legislators, stormed the White
Missouri was the only other speaker. He House, interfered with the departments;
it reaohed in to the eapitol and shaped
favored a repeal of the law.
legislation; it oxalted the office broker
and attacked, vilUBed and caluminated
iioruB tuuiu iiut
Washington, January 6. —At the open- Wje uvubujciiiuuus uiuu.
do Justice to this prolific evil which had
mg or the session of the House today, the debauched the civil service. It seemed
speaker announced the resignation of An- incredible to him that men could dare
He
drew
Devine, one of the official steno- advocate a return to this saturnalia.
up the criticisms of the opponents of
graphers of the House and the appoint- took
the tow, one by one, and answered them,
as his
ment,
sucoessor, of Ruel Small
frequently evoking applause from the
of Portland, Maine.
The talk
friends of,the law on the floor.
was a bugaboo, deThe House then resumed the discussion of a civil pension
the
defenders
of the
to
frighten
on; the oivil service question and Mr. signed
A proposition for a civil
merit system.
look the floor with
of
O
Grosvenor
pension could not command half a dozen
an elaborate
speech in the opposition to votes in either house or secure the executive approval.
the law.
Speaking to the Republicans of the
In opening Mr. Grosvenor disclaimed
House he said thBt the merit system was
of
tht
anti-civil
servioe
any leadership
a Republican child.
Every Republican
forces or any purpose to speak Senator and all except seven Republican
reform
of the House voted for it.
it.
members
for any officer of the government, execuhas been endorsed by state and national
lve, legislative or judicial.
cities
and
states
were
conventions,
adopt“All efforts to entangle me in a colli- ing it.
The American people were besion with the President, said he, “wastes hind it.
Mr. Johnson attributed the discordIf I believed that my
so much powder.
ant and disgraceful scene now going on
be in Ohra, with its “visions of senatbrships
to
"the executive would
relations
ise
I
differed going glimmering’’ to the scramble for
changed or modified be
state and national, and said that
with him in my representative capacity spoils,
surest way to put Bryan and his
the
I would despise him as he would despise blaok banner in the White House in 1S00
me if I faltered in my convictions.
would be for the Republican party to be
Mr". Grosvenor said he had watohed reoreant to its trust and to slap in the face
those who believed in an honestly conwith admiration the President's career
ducted service. Without desiring in any
and one cf his most prominent character- way to reflect Upon the present occupant
istics had always been that be not only of the White House, Mr. Johnson said
be no
did not demand subserviency but despised he was convinced that there could
civil service reform unjil, by cona man who sought favors by
sycophancy. genuine
the president
Mr. Grosvenor proceeded to pay his re- stitutional amendment,
made
was
Ineligible for election. As
spects to the National Civio Servioe
for
re-election he
as
he
was
eligible
Reform league and to Carl Sohurz, Its loug
His excoriation of the latter muBt neoessarily be more or less under
president.
domination of machine
politios.
the
mest scathing that has been the
was
in After expressing confidence in President
floor of the House
heard on the
with an
concluded
Mr.
Johnson
months. Ho denounced unsparingly those MoKinley
to him to stand by the
who sought the read out of the Repub- eloquent appeal
upon the perpetuity of with
lican party those who believed in the principle
the permanence of our institutions derepeal of the civil service law. With
vitrolio language he sketched the politi- pended.
Mr. Johnson was given an enthusiastic
cal career of Mr. Schurz, which he charwhen he oonclnded.
acterized as the “Checkered,
spotted, applause
Mr. Lloyd, Democrat of Missouri, folleprous career of one who betrayed every lowed in
of the law, which he
opposition
party and every duty to which he was
was an attempt to establish au
bound and whose betrayals had been his argued
aristocratic
government by and an
only stock in trade in the arena of polioffice-holding class.
tics.
At
4
m.
the
House ad jonrned.
p.
He traced Mr.Schurz's political history
and defied any one to show a point in the
trail which was not tainted with political
BRIEF SESSION OF SENATE.
corruption. Yet, he said, fie was the man,
Ked
Cross
Protect
who with other ‘Foul political dema- Bill Passed to
under the name
gogues at Cincinnati,
Society.
of the National Civil Servioe league had
denounced him and those who thought
Washington, January 6.—In tho Senate
with him on the question.
today after the transaction of routine
the
He read the resolutions adopted at
Mr. Allen of Nebraska, called
Cincinnati meeting, branding them as business,
up the bill providing for the holding of
infamous beyond discussion.
Continuing, Mr. Grosvenor was pro- a congress of the representatives of the
ceeding to pay his respects to several of different Indian tribes of the United
the members of the House when he ran
and
in 1898,
approfoul of Mr. Barrett. Republican of Mas- States at Omaha,
The ideas of
sachusetts, who took
umbrage at Mr. priating $100,000 therefor.
4L..
In
In
ntinm
lUn
nnct
till
lirosvenor’s olns-diication of himself with
the “Cuckoos.” He demanded an explaent condition of the Indian tribes of tho
Mr.Grosvenor replied good naturedly by country at the Omaha exposition and to
recalling an inoident in a former debate, show what advancement they have made
service question, when Mr- in education ar.d civilization. After some
on the civil
Barrett had insisted that he (Mr. Gros.
was
minor amendments to the bill it
had
abandoned the President
venor)
Mr. Grosvenor’s subsequent discussion passed.
of the “Cuckoo” teemed
of the habits
The’ consideration of a bill to protect
wit and kept the House in a roar. the
with
name and Insignia of the Red Cross
The Massachusetts member appealed for
Mr.
to
on
but the Ohioan brought out some interesting facts.

Ohio Man’s

MORE REDUCTIONS.

tirewer of the United

The

fiRosmors broadside.

of blocd

greatest

cures.

S' and

the accident, Peltier had been out gun
ning and wits on his way home when he
met the girl in tho street. He deliberately raised his shot gun with the order to
hold up her hands or “I’ll shoot you.”
the
The weapon instantly discharged,
shot taking effect in Miss Dupont’s right
lag above the knee. When the girl fell,
on
Peltier rushed to his house and was later
found in his room crying hysterically.
He
said that he did not know the gun
was loaded as he thought it had been disThe girl was carcharged in tho woods.
ried home and given surgical attention.
Bath the girl and the young man belong
to excellent
families and there having threatens to destroy it if m>t
been no troubled whatever between them
the supposition that the shooting was acMODIFIED.
cidental is well founded.

Vigorous Attack

overwhelmingly opposed
said

keep

on

taking

medicine that does not cure. But
it is trying that leads to success.
If you are suffering from eczema,
boils, eruptions, etc., you will begin
your cure the day you begin trying

Ayer’s
sarsaparilla.

The agricultural department weather
for
bureau
yesterday, Jan. 0, taken
at. 8 p. m., meridian time, the observation for each section being given in this
order: Temperature, direction of wind,
state of weather:
Boston, 40 degrees. S, cloudy: New
York, 42 degrees, SB, rain; Philadelphia, 40 degrees, W, cloudy; Washington,
40 degrees, S, rain; Albany, 36 degrees,
3 4 degrees,
W,
8.
rain; Buffalo,
Detroit, 34
degrees, W, rain;
rain;
St.
clear;
32
degrees, N,
Chicago,
St.
30
SW, clear;
Paul.
degrees,

Vincent, —degrees.-: Huron,
Dak., 32 degrees, SW, clear; Bismarck,
32 degrees, E,
clear; Jacksonville, 02
S3
degrees, SW, cloudy.

___

opportunity

reply,

declined to yield further.
this incident, Mr. Grosvenor
After
in replying to the oharge made aganist
himself and his colleagues that they were
betraying the Republican party adverted
to what he called the list of traitors
among the high prests of civil service rewhioh he placed
form, at the head of
lieorgo Wiliam Curtis, who abandoned
the Republican party n 188L Ho reviewed
the platform declarations of the Republican
party to show that the present
position ocoupiod by the majority of the
House was not inconsistent with these
declarations. “For I give the members
of the civil eerlvce committee notice,”
he said, '‘that;we have a majority on this
floor and you cannot strangle a majority
in the American Congress.” (Applallse-.)
Louis
He argued that when the St.
platform was adopted the extension conMay,
tained in the Cleveland order of
It was
1890, had not been understood.
not until November, 1890, that the enormous scope of that order
covering 48,000
officials
was publicailv declared.
Republicans coining into power on a platform adopted before these vast extensions
wer8
not in honor bound to agree to
them and it was proper that
the President should announce in his message to
of
Congress that there were portions have
those orders which never ought to
been mode.
Mr. Grosvenor discussed the practical
effect of the law and the examinations
cf the committees, giving many illustrations of applicants who through years or
service had proved their ability but who
failed to answer questions asked.
One of
Mr. Grosvenor’s statements
which evoked an enthuSlastio outburst

jh®

m

nroc.

Hale of Maine thought that the moasuro
was rather sharp in its restrictions.
who reportod
Mr. Gray of Delaware,
the
bill, said that Miss Clara Barton,
several years ago asked that the insignia
be
of the Red Cross society
protected
from those who would use it for commercial or perhaps fraudulent purposes.
Under treatv entered Into by a majority
of the civilized nations of the world the
sign of the Red Cross is known as an
insignia of hospital corps ofeharitablo organizations. Other nations had protected
the insignia ofjthe sooiety.and the United
States, it was thought, ought also to
protect it.
"JIBS
Mr. Pettus 01 Alabama expressed tho
opinion that tho bill placed too much
power in the hands of a privato society,
but ho did not
offer 6peoial opposition
it and the bill was passed.
the measures upon which favoraction was taken was a resolution
13,, 18P6,
amending Senate resolutionofMay
providing for marble bursts be\ ice Presiplaced in
dents of the United States to
the vacant niches of the Sonate chamber.
The amendment provides that the busts
shall be placed in the Senate wing of t._e
to

Among

able

capitol,
Tne resolution

was

adopted.

on motion
p. m., the Senate,
Mr. Gray, went into executive sesm.
adjourned.
sion, and at x p.

At

1.50

of

NEW YORK’S CHIEF OF POLICE.
New York, January 6.—The police commissioners today appointed Acting Chief
McCullagh as chief of police of this city.

WHOM

DEMOCRATS MAY BE

ABLE TO UNITE ON.

Conservative Estimates Still
ator Hanna

Five

Game—Opposition

Voles

Make

Sen-

Behind

the

Still Holds

Its Own

Spoils.

—Senator Burke Out For

Columbus, Ohio, January 7.—Conservative estimates
tonight place the legisHanna.
lative vote as 75 to 70 against
The Hanna men, however, claim 71 votes
and assurances of the necessary two advotes and possibly four more.
The
opposition Insist that Hanna will
never have seventy votes on joint ballot
and that they.have gained two votes since
the legislature adjourned over until Mon-

ditional

day. Before the chairmanships and other
patronage are disposed of his opponents
say that Hanna's vote will be reduced
below seventy, which is
considerably
three short of enough to elect.
to Hanna consists of 65
members and of the following ten Republican members: Representatives .Mason and Bramley of Cuyahoga,
Jones of Stark, Griffith of Union, Otis of
Hamilton, Soott of Fulton, Redky of
The

opposition

Democratic

Rutan of Carroll and Harrison, Manuel of Montgomery and Senator
Inoluded In the
Burke of Cleveland.
list of those supporting Hanna are Repre-

Highland,

»*• »

ovu

bell Labi YOD

v*

publican fusionlsts from Cincinnati who
counted on for Gerrard.
The developments today Indicated that
Gerrard would not only be voted for on the
ballots for Senator but that he might lead
are

the first ballot, if the present efforts
make him the free silver Republican
candidate are successful.
Gerrard Is one of the wealthiest men In
Cincinnati and has always been a radiloal
silver man.
Representative Joyoe of Guernsey, who
Is included in the seventy votes claimed
for Hanna, is considered doubtful. The
Hanna men claim that Jones of Stark,
Redky of Highland, Rutan of Carroll
and Harrison, and Manuel of Montgomery, who are on the list of the opposition
The combination workers
are doubtful.
were aggressive until the past day or two
not
thi
when
only had enongh votes to
J
defeat Hanna but had also reached all the
The opposition is
doubtful members.
now on ,the defensive In keeping Its mahas
The
contest
settled
lino.
in
jority
down to a siege In which the opposition
holds the fort and the Hanna men are
on
to

..

oharging the.breast-works.

-The .talk Of Senator Burke being in the
doubtful list has about subsided. He
was slated for president pro tem of the
Senate by the opposition. As he was not
present on Monday to qualify, Senator
Crumley,^Democrat, was elected president
Senator
It transpires that
pro tem.
Crumley wrote out his resignation before
of
his election and it is in the hands
DemoSenator Fink the leader of the
cratio side. Whenever Senator Burke Is
ready, Senator Burke will present the
resignation of Crumley as president pro
tem and Burke will get the place.
So far the opposition to Hanna is not
only holding its men well In line, but
exeoutea all the plans provided
it has
for previous to the caucuses on last Saturday. The opposition managers say they
to hold their men
are having no trouble
out against Hanna, but admit their difficulty in finding any candidate for whom
all the “bolting” Republicans and the
Democratic members will vote.
The bolting Republicans are unanimous
in declaring they cannot vote for
any Democrat for Senator. Enough Democratic
members to give the managers
trouble and
anxiety say thoy do not
for
want to vote for a Republican
Senator.
The solicitude of the combine on this
issue is shown in the following editorial
leader in this evening’s issue of the Democratio Press, the organ of the oombine
in the opposition to Senator Hanna:
“The Democratic members of the legislatnre now have it in their power to defeat Mr. Hanna for the Senate and the
blame for a failure to do it will rest with
them.
They can make no satisfactory
Stupidity in
explanation if they fail.
such an emergency as the present is inas
tolerable
guilt.
“Every Republican vote against Boxwell for Speaker was cast to show unfalterlng opposition to Hanna and has no
other meaning whatever.
“Let no Democratic members of the
legislature suppose a time will ever af
rive
during the session when a Demo■

elected.
“But as the Fornkor Republicans stand
ready now to unite with tho Bryan
Democrats to agree upon a Republican
Mark Hanna, let no Demoether than
cratic member hestitate. Let the fusion
all who oppose
he as complete between
Hanna as it wan in opposition to Boxwell, so that Hanna can be defeated and
first ballot,
some opponent elected on tho
is the only suro method to out
This
Hanna.”
general

”^“'new
Mr.

Gerrrad

figur e TO FOREof

Cincinnati

Candidate

for

a

Possible

Senalor.

Columbus, Ohio, January 0.—The sencontest today is changed someitorial
combine is on
what. The anti-Hanna
tho defensive. As “the count of noses”
stands now with the steering committees,
Senator Hanna is beaten, Tho opposition
claims from six to seven majority against

Ohio

a 1*6

Hanna men.
There are almost 200
papers in Ohio; and

Republican newsat Springfield,
the governorJ,is interested, is
only Republican paper In the

Most

one

tires for some of them at their homes.
The Republicans in'some of tho coundes
are aroused to Intense indignation
tgainst Gov. Bushnell and others. These
iomonstrations have disturbed some of
tho
Republican members, who aro^ooiperating with tho Democrats. The oplot

of Her

Valuable

Cargo

in which
ibout the
date that is not denouncing the RepubliThe language
can opponents of Hanna.
:>f some letters and telegrams to the governor
and tho anti-Hanna legislators is
discourteous that CAPTAIN DANCE AND CREW SAILED
:he most severe and
could be used.
FOR LIVERPOOL THURSDAY.
So far as his own and the efforts of Ills
managers are concerned, Senator Hanna
will bo beaten, if a ballot were taken tolay. The organization against Hanna is
the most compact and complete that was
Theory That Steamer Was Taken Out of
ever known in Ohio, but It has much to
Her Course by Strong Currents—Gerona
withstand.
Senator Bourke.the only doubtful memNow Dos in bOiCPitlioius of Water.
ber of the Senate, Is at home today, there
ire
no
changes In the estimates on the
Halifax, N. S., January 6.—Captnin
Senate.
The
Hanna mon claim that Dacre and crow of the lost steamer Gerona
Representative Jones of Stark county, sailed on
tho Beaver liner Lake Superior,
who comes fromjhe home of President
McKinley, has promised some of his eon- 'or Liverpool this aftternoon. The only
dtuents to support Hanna.
heory which is assigned for the ship's
Jones
presented Mason's name for itrlklng is that
strong currents carried
speaker on Monday and was one of the
Republicans voting with tho Democrats. ter twenty miles out of her course. AcJn tho other hand, the opposition claim lording to tho report of Captain Campchat Representative Snyder, who voted yell of the
government steamer Newfleld,
by Boxwell, and the entire regular Re- ihe Gerona lies in
twenty fathoms of
publican ticket, on Monday, will not remain on the Hanna list.
vater, with her two masts ten feet above
The most important development today
;he surface at low water. She Is situated
was a conference in the interest of Gern a sort of a hole surrounded by shallow
of
rard
Cincinnati, a Silver Republican, vater and in such a
position that she
is the man upon whom
the opposition
will try to concentrate against Hanna.
night lie there lor years without broakSome of the Democrats refuse to vote
up. The wreck will^likely be bouyetl
!or Republicans like Bushnell,
Kurtz, ng
MoKisson and others who have not been yy the department of marine and fisheries
pronounced for free silver, but they have inless some attempt is immediately made
These ;o float the
;utd they would vote for Gerrard.
ship.
Tee silver Democrats prefer McLean to
Shipping men who have had much exa
to
man
and
tried
get
up
my
they
in raising wrecked ships say that
iompromise for Gerrard for the short ! yerience
be
;erm and McLean for the long, but the | treat difficulty will
experienced in
Republican opposing Hanna said that louting the steamer, if it can bo done at
soua
Democratic
for
could
not
vote
hey
The place where the wrock lies
ill.
itor.
Among those assisting in tho Gerrard : .bounds in shoals and strong currents
vhlch will make It difficult to get her up.
a.
LUUVUIXJCJ1U Oif
UOJl. XV.
Timiivi,
It Is, however, likely that a New York
lent of the American Bimetallio league;
tyvAolr I vs rv twin na ntr
\
malrii Sen olfcrorit
M. E. Neff of Cincinnati, and Judge
0
raise the Gerona.
While difficulty
under
Brown, who waB consul at Glasgow
be met In raising (he steamer
President Harrison.
night
Representatives Otis and Droste, two tself, there Is said to he a fair chance of
Republican members from Hamilton aving the cargo, and a Halifax company
a tender
to the underwriters
s making
With
;ounty, are listed for Gerrard now. needs
md owners for the salvage. The Gerona
;ho 86 Democratic votes, Gerrard
iad a very valuable cargo, most of which
mlv eight Republican votes to elect him,
claimed that he will get more : nust still remain
intact, and if the
»nd it is
listlalvors get to work soon, it is
thought
han that number. Gerrard is today
1 hat muoh of it oan be*brought up.
< id as the leader,the Hanna men claiming
conthe
71
while
opposition
votes,
inly
BITTENGER TURNED DOWN.
sided them only 68. It is learned that
I Senator Burke went home with the balMontreal, January 6.—U. S. Consul
in
his
custhe
Senate
in
of
,nce
power
Jeneral
Blttenger was tonight black
that body
He
will re-organize
1 ody,
)alled by the St. James club, the leading
1 hroughout unless he gets whnt he wants
of the city, which
ocial organization
J Monday or Tuesday and It Is said, that
lumbers among Its members the present
be president pro tern and vote
1 le will
md past governor generals of Canada,
.gainst Hanna.
uany
prominent Canadians and the
The opposition has prepared a bill to
citizens of Montreal.
the congressional districts. 1 irincipal
] eapportlon
Col. Knapp of New York and Hon. W.
Phis Is intended to break intended as a
L Anderson of Wisconsin, Mr. Bitten1 ilow
at the
Republican congressmen ;er’s predecessors, were honored members
vho are working for Hanna.
f the olub.
Mr. Bittenger’s defeat was undoubtedly
A call was issued tonight by the Rerought about by an article published in
1 mblican state executive committee for a
a week ago last Sunday
to
be : Chicago paper
oass convention of Republicans
nd telegraphed to and published in full
1 leld in this city next Monday afternoon ,
In the article
local
the
newapapers.
iy
1 o protest
againet tho attempt to defeat ; Ir. Blttenger was made to say that the
1 lanna. The call follows:
french Canadian citizens of Quebec were
“Headquarters Ohio Republican State f ermlng secret societies>nd arranging
j executive Committee, Columbus, Ohio, \ or an outbreak
looking to the indepeulanuary 6.
t ence of Canada.
Tho
“To the Republicans of Ohio:
state provides that
of our
< onstiturion
LONG DISTANCE TALKING.
i he people have the right to assemble
couLowell,
Mass., January 6.—The 1> n
to
manner
1 ogether in a peaceable
wss equalled if
, ult for their common
good; to instruct c istanoe telephone reoord
today, when a conversation
t hoir respresentatlves and petition the r ot broken
Lowell anil
between
ras
maintained
assembly for the redress of *J
( :eneral
Mr.
Charles .1. Glidden,
Linneapolls.
f ;rlevances.
call upon you in the exercise of I resident of the Traders National bank,
“We
The direc
I his right, to meet in mass convention v rns in the Minnesota city.
auditorium In
the
Columbus, on t jrs of the bank held a meeting and Mr.
f ,t
the connection being
t illdden presided,
] londay, January 10, at 3 o’olook.
lade by
telephone, whioh worked per“Thu Republicans of Ohio, In county,
is 1500 miles.
The
distanoe
and state conventions assembled f ictly.
< listrict
J ast spring and summer promised the
POSSIBLE PARTNER OF BRYAN.
] leople they would elect Mr. Hanna to
i he Senate of tho United States. A pledge
Austin, Texas, January 6.—Since W.
] core sacred was never given.
Upon this j Bryan’s visit to this city, stories bavo
camj ssue one of the fiercest political
^ een in circulation that he and ex-Gov.
our state was
] laigns in the history of
j S. Hogg had arranged for the latter
j ought until you achieved a splendid vie- t 3 run as vice-president with Bryan In
;oiy.
j 500, and further, that Gov. Hogg intend“During this campaign a few conspirad moving to New York with a view cf
not
i ora, pretended Republicans,
giving f souring the support of Riohard Croker.
) leed to the lawfully expressed will of a rj 'odav,
ex-Gov.
Hogg authorized ti e
ast majority of their party,
sought in
there was no truth In
latement that
section of the state to deteat the t hose reports.
( very
h
At the proper time,
nominees of the Republican 8 sid, be would support Gov. Robert Tay( xecutive
defeated
our
and
Overwhelmed
by
for
the
j larty.
j >r of Tennessee
position.
consorted with
| laiiots, they have since
< ur enemies for the purpose of
defeating
MR. SINGKKLY’S BANK SETTLES
< ur will, solemnly expressed at tho ballot
Philadelphia, January 6.—Tho plan prol iox.
By these acts they have shown that
of the Chestnut
\ hey do not love the great and lenelicent { ofed by the assignees
trust and savings fund company
s
treet
that
the
and
our party
] irinciples of
f 3r liquidation of the affairs of that insti■
rafishes of tho people are not to be
Is dear to them
t ution and of the Chestnut street nationj :ardcd by them. Ail that
was
today assented to by lioth
I 1 bank,
j s personal revenge and spoils.
c
amnion and select councils on behalf of
we
in“Not in anger, but with shame,
one dissenting
j arm you that some of your represent*- t he city. There was but
t Ives in the general assembly havo joined v oto.
is
1 n this unholy campaign and there
NEW REVENGE CUTTER.
umit mrj
< Laager
instructions.
and
wishes
expressed
Boston,
January 6.—The new U.wtS.s
“We, therefore, call upon you to assemDaniel Manning,
avenue cutter
! ile and consult as to how our state can f
armaliy
placed in commission today,
l ie saved from this infamy and to pe;itho usual ceremonies incidental to
,’ith
ion your representatives by your presence
lacing a government vessel on active
£ ,nd by your words, to faithfully
perform
uty.
< he duty which you imposed upon them.
“By order of the committee.
STEAMER FOUNDERED.
“George K. Nnsh, Chairman.
“John R. Malloy, Secretary.
Marseilles, January 7.—It is reported
“W. F. Burgott, Treasurer.”
t hot a large steamer, as yet unidentified,
with all hands off Boon
as foundered
A report was current tonight that a j )uo, in the Mediterranean.
t olegram had been received by the Demoratio leaders from John R. McLean, ro< [iiestlng that his name be kept out ot the
onatorial matter and urging the Demorats to agree upon a candidate for sena1 or to defeat Mr. Hanna. While there was
of this story,
I 10 positive confirmation
( here vvero developments which led to the
lelief that it contained somo truth.
Hon.Henry Redby, representative from
] lighland
county, came out today for
1 fauna.

Remains Intact.

j

J

OPPOSED TO IMMIGRATION BILL.

New York, January G.—A meeting preiminary to the setting on foot of an
to the immigration
, ■otivo
opposition
in congress by tienator
] dll introduced
it
necessary for imraisecretly mak- -lodge, making
the

Hanna and that they are
ing accessions to their ranks. The opposition Is kept busy defending its ranks,as
tho Hanna workers are after the doubttul members constantly and are starting

CENTS.

proceedings

to

Prominent Free Silver Republican
Comes to Front,

THREE

lllleil with accounts of the j
and resolutions of Republiand other organizations, decan olubs
nouncing Gov. Bushnell and ..the antiof

GERM IB FOR SENATOR.

MAN

PRICE

«clash'sau^maxmiU

1898.

MORNING, JANGARY 7,

Civil Service Lavv.

the Last.
TThetlier itching, burring, bleeding, scaly,
crusted, pimply, or blotchy, whether simple,
scrofulous, or hereditary, from infancy to age,
speedily cured by warm baths with Cuticcra
Soap, gentle anointings with Cutxcura (ointment), the groat skin cure, a*ad mild doses

MAINE, FRIDAY

;rants to be able to read live line_s of
before being allowed to land
n
this
country, was held today at the
A number of well-knownHouse.
Vstor
non
were
including Hon. Oscar
j Strauss, present
W. Bourke Cochran, Dr. J.
:
James McMahon and Rev.
j.
Sennet-,
; father Fiscope. W. Bourke Cochran and
Jr.Senner were electod president and sueit was agreed to
pro tem, and
ntary,
■old a meeting tomorrow to elect perraa-

j onstitution

j
]

lont officers, adopt
1 list of
ior Lodge’s bill, was

a

constitution,

etc.

which oppose Senread, among them
Catholio
ierman Roman
snciity of North
position workshop will be required to
fmerican, with an enrollment of 50,000;
American Gymnastic society of
seep up the closest vigil for another week 1 forth
it. Louis, 10,000 and a largo number of
ir more to hold all their men in lino.
c there.
The pressure from the constituents of
bolting Republicans is increasing every > 7”v."Wolcott "of Massachusetts was inlay and is likely to be overwhelmingly „ ugurated yesterday with the usuifi cereionies.
Tho Republ can papers
by next week.

organizations

j

|

»

—:--

—

AUCTION SALES.

K"o7”_BAi LEY" &~00.

Committee

Aactisneers and Commission Merchants

tion

c.

W.

ALLEN
tf

marU>
STEAMERS.

STEAMSHIP CO.

MAINE

and

Other

Matters of

Always Appears Wholesome and Popular
—Other Interesting and Timely Feat-

legisla-

flcarlaga, Proposed

National

cres

Import.

Salesrsont 40 Exeisange Street.
V. O. BAILEY.

THE SUNDAY GLOBE’S MAGAZINE.

DOINGS AT THE CAPITAL-

Kew York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

Washington, January 6.— Reprsentatlvo
Overstreet of India, ho.s introduced in the
House a comprehensive bill for carrying
out tho plan of tho monetary commission
for the reform of the currency.
Reed
was referred by Speaker

.January 7.—The Magazine of
colors
Humor and Stories, issued in
from Its own wonderful press, continues
to maintain its place among the features

The bill
tho
to

which give The Sunday Globe its
load in New England journalism,

Cartoons In

colors, humorous pictures
without number, the puzzle picture, the
song, and the page of short stories give
this magazine supplement of The Sun-

alternately leave Franklin whari Tuesdays,
The bill contains forty-seven sections
Thursdays and Saturdays at G n. m., tor New
in legislative form every
York direct. Returning, Sleave Pier 38, Fist anti embodies
of the
River, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at feature of the recommendations
commission.
G i>. m.

Portland and Now York.
Fare, one way, $4.00; round trip, $G.oo.
Merchants’ and Buyers’ round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,only $5.oo.
J. F. LISCOMB.General Agent
octddtf
j. B. COYLE, Treasurer.

International Steamship Co.
=====

FOP.

-■■■■

Eastport, lubeo, Ca'a's, St Jo'-n. M.B„Halilax, N.S-

parts of Now Brunswick, .Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The

and all

favorite route to Campobeilo and St. Andrews.
N.B.

Winter

AirmigeinKUt.

and after Monday. Dec. 2Ctb. steamer will
leave Portland on Mondays at G p. ni.
Returning leave St. John and Eastport Thursdays.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination. (^'“Freight received up to 4.00
On

m.

p.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.

J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
11. P. C. 11EF.SEY Agent.

septiOdtf

r.vt'wrwfh

end

rrnnn.vri

Clflsmsrfl

u.jguatlt

uitu

>

uiuumviui

m-jpuii

On and after Oct. 4th steamers leave Portland
Pier lor Mackworth’s and Falmouth, Consens,

Chebeague and Bustin'* Islands, So. Freeport
and Porter’s Lauding at 2.00 p. in.
Return—Leave Falnioltth. 8.15 a. m., leave
Couseu's Islana, 7.45 a. m.; leave CliebCKuq,
7.35 a.m.; leave Bustln’s, 7.15 a m.; leave So.
Freeport, 7.00 a. in.; Porter’s Landing, 0.45 a. m.
BENJAMIN M. SFaBlIBY,
General Manager.
octodtf

UARPSWKLL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st. 1897. steamer Aueocisco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, dally, Sunil ays excepted, as follows;
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailev’s and Orr's Island, 2.00 p.

m.

Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
Return tor Portland —Leave Orr’s Island, byway of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Pork
land, 9.30 a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. GenT .Mgr.

For

d 11

seplt

OASGO BAV STEAMBOAT GO,
Wharf, Portland,
table, commencing Sunday,
Nov. 28, 1807.

Custom House

Week day time
F<

r

Forcef Clfcv

5.30. 6.40. 8.00.

a.

Me,

Peaks’
Ltinfliuc.
in., 2.15, 4.20 6.15 p.

Island.
11L

Ponce’s Landing, Loag Island, 8.00,
а. in.,2.15 p. m.
For Treiethen’s Latulln", Little and Great
Diamond Islands 8.00. a. m„ 2.15, 4.20 p. 111.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steambea; Co.
line discontinued for the season.
0. W. X. GODING. Geu. Man.
sept24;(ltf
For

Portland and Boothbay Sioamooai Go
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOING WEST.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves

fol-

as

Ea'sT

BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondiijs uad Fridays, at 7.15 a. m.. touching at
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
1‘EMAQUID for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. in., touching at above landings,
GOING EAST.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
and Saturdays fpr
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol,
and East Boothbay,
Leava PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for PEMAQU1D and abovo landings.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
octSOUtt

MONDAY. October
On and alter
trains will run as loiiows.

4th, 1807

LEAVE.

For Auburn and Lewiston 7.05, 8.00 a. m.;
1.30, 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham, Berlin and island Fond 8.00 a.
1.30 and 6.00 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago 8.00
б. 00 p. ni.
For Quebec 8.00 a. in. andJO.OO p.
m.:

a.

m.; and

m.

ARRIVALS.
and
Auburn S.30, 11.16
I.ev.'Istoo
From
a. tin,
3.16, 6.00 and 6.40 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin and Gorham 8.30
and 11.15 a. m., and 6 00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal 8.30 a. m., and
6 00 b. m.
Prom Quebec 8.30 a. m.. and 6.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Montreal. Quebec. Toronto and
6.00 p. m.
For LevvistbQ and Auburn, 7.30 a.
p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.30 a. m.,
p. m.

Chicago.
m.,

6.00

and 6.00

ARRIVALS.

From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal
and West, 8.oO a. m.
From Gewlston and Auburn 8.30 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and Darior cars on day trains.
OFFICE DEPOT AT FOOT OF
TICKET
INDIA STREET.
CHAS. M. HAT3. Gan 1 Mauagar.
oct4tl
Portland. October 4tn. 1897.
_

CASCO.

Casoo, Jan. 4.—The mercury ran down
to 10 degrees below zero this morning.
The enow storm last week gave us over
a foot of snow in the woods, and Monday
morning business began to put on a lively
aspect. Decker and Hancook have pus in
ur
two horse teams on one of their
:M ji:dow road lots, and Wm. M. Cook has
gone into camp on his lot on the Meadow
road, with a largo crew. The prospect is
now that there will be a large lot of lumber handled here this winter if the sledding holds gold from now out.
Bev. D. E. Coburn gave the L. T. L’s
a ohalk talk Tuesday night, Dec. 28.
There was a watch meeting at the resi-

dence of Mrs. S. C.. Sylvester last Friday
night to usher in the new year.
Tho Y. P. S. C. E. will observe the

The first four are to be used
000 each.
in replacing the Seward, the MoLane,
last
the Colfax and the Boutwell and tho
in replacing the Washington at
three
Philadelphia harbor, tho Hamlin at BosNew
ton harbor r.nd the Chandler at
The $k!50,000 vessel is to be used
York.
Pacific
bar
on
the
river
at the Columbia
coa»t.
Tho bill was introduced at the instance
The old vessels to be reof the treasury.
places! are complained of as obsolete and
unfit for the service required.

creamery.
Dr 1). W. White, of Medford, Mass., is
visiting bis brother-in-law, Mr. Peter
Jordan, who l as been sick for several
months.
TO

CUBE A COED IN’ ONE DAY

SENATOR MONEY NOMINATED.
Miss., January 6.—A joint
Jackson,
to nominate a U. S. senator to
succeed the late Senator George was held
today. Hon H. D. Money-.wss nominated
by acclamation.
oauous

RAILROAD MAN DEAD.

commiltee on
military
today ordered a favorable report
the
military force
bill increasing
Senate

Portsmouth* N. H., January d.—E. 4.
Ferguson, superintendent of the Boston
&s Maine road
round house and repair
•hop, dropped dead while at work this

couulry by adding two regiments
of artillery. The purpose of the bill is to

afford a sufficient number of men to proare
tect the new guns and mortars which
being pat in place. It was stated in the
that by next August there
committee
would lie 115 guns and b33 mortars which
would be entirely without protection.

afternoon. He was one of the best known
A
men in the employ of the corporation.
widow and one daughter survive him.
ENGLAND WANTS

the
Up to the closing hour today resilver certificates
amount of 810J
retirethe
ceived at the treasury under
ment order was $847,000. Boston sent in

As a result of tho day’s examiihe counterfeit notes
nations none of
found. The shipments for the rewas
mainder of the week are expected to be

£78,000.

quite heavy.
The following blll3 were introduced in
the House today:
By Mr. Gardner of New Jersey, to
amend the labor law so as to limit to
eight hours the dally service of laborers
and mechanics employed on the public
works of the United States.
Mr. Raoves of Illinois, to amend the
patent laws to allow more reasonable
inventions and discoveries by tho
use of
oubllo and to protect patentees.
Mr. Miers of Indiana, to pay eight and
one-third dollars per month to each private or non-commissioned officer serving
for 30 days in the late war for such time
as they served.
By Mr. Bhafroth of Colorado, to amend
the copyright law so as to except photographs In publications from the list of
subjects which can be copyrighted.

ago,was burned Wednesday at midnight. The property was owned by E.
3. York of thisjoity. The cause of the fire
There was no insurance
known.
s not
rears

md the loss

u„4-

pnnimirtflfi

4-rt

a

»

government

armor

MR. LEDOUX CONFIRMED.

Washington, January 6.—The Senate
.-or>firmed the following nominations tolay:
To be United States consul, U. J.
Uedoux of Maine, at Three Rivers, Que.

FKEIGttT

LEFT RAILS.

Mass., January 6. —The
Lawrence,
in
freight from Manchester, N. H., due
o’olock tonight, left the
at
10.10
this city
rails at the Essex street crossing, derailing six cars and overturning the locomo-

assigned as
tives. An open switch Is
of the accident. The train
the cause
usually stops half a mile above where the
accident oocurred, but tonight the brakes
would not work and the rails being slippery no stop could be made. The locomotive was turned directly Ground and badthe tender being severed
ly damaged,
of tbe engine. The cars
from the rest
30 feet from the track. A
were throwD
passenger coach on a siding was struck
and badly damaged. The damage to the
rolling stock Will be heavy. Engineer
Stone stood at his post and escaped injury. Conductor McCauley was in charge
of the train.

v,

a

Big

Made Revenue
Marble in

Man-

Stamp Deputy—Ex-Gov.

Washington.

fBPKCIAI. TO TEE

PRESS.)

6.—Tha debate on
the civil service
sections of the legislative appropriation bill has begun with

Washington, January

great spirit and amid considerable exoitement. It is noticeable, however, that
the most influential and the oldest men
the floor of the House are not geunerparticipating in the onslaught.
and HepMessrs. Groavenor of Ohio
burn of Iowa, are almost alone amoDg

on

have just received a full line
of the famous

ED. PliVAUP

Parisian Preparations,
and present for your consider-

ation the following
of Staple Goods:

Ed.
Ed.
Ed.
Ed

quatotions

Pinaud's Eau ds Quinine Hair Tonic.
Pinau '3 Riium ant Quinine.
P.naud s Vicieite ds Farms ToJet Water.
Pinaud's Roman Violet Toilet Water.
Wo have pleasure in presenting in addition to the above a
very' attractive line of JKd.

Pusaud's Perfumes and
Toilet Preparations in

unusually
If you
see

can

attractive

call,

ypu; il not,

answer

we

wo

packages.

will be glad to
will cheerfully

all correspondence.

»-♦

Tigers

D. Prlndable has bee Q
accepted the position < j
internal re venue £“stamp deputy wit ^
offloe at Portland. This offioe has hereti
fore been at Alfred; but under a recer (
order of the department is to bo remove a
Colonel John
offered and has

to Portlund.
Mr. George G. Kimball, a native <
has been appointed a pos
Wells, Me.,
office inspeotor.

GERMANY’S LEASE.

With

Tarried

Luck

Overtime

Them for

Deserted

Them

Play—Over

1200

Periods But

acquaintances at the Capitol.

To

Yelled Themselves

sistences or follies that may exist in the
system. Ho not only has the power; but
it is the line of his duty and not in the
line of the duty of Congress.
Those spoilsmen who want more offices
put at the disposal of the President for
distribution have not yet seamed to be
aware that the President can take out of
tho civil service all the offices he
may

the law has given him. He has the whole
matter in his own hands and they do not
his
see the necessity of assuming either
prerogatives or his responsibilities.
But it is not to be denied that thoss
law have
who propose to change the
mnoh strength on the Republican side.

and undignified plan of campaign, and
will probably not be resorted to, although
such a course may be attempted. This is
all that can be done at this time, since

prohibiting “riders” on appropriation bills will preolui e putting on

an

a
a course would be
very bad
precodent for tbe conduct of business in
the House. It is a precedent which the

tee, such

committee on
make.

rules

are

not

likely

to

LION WONT BITE.

ANGLO

Hoarse Over

lession.

the existence

o

Anglo Japanese alliance is openly as
there In well informed quarters
sorted
sn

longer

Ind.”_

WE CAN
Still show up

Black and Brown Kerseys.
in Blue,
Also in sizes in $15, $18 and $20 in Black
and Blue Kerseys.
In our Suit assortment there is a showing of Scotch goods in broken plaids and
mixtures, Blue and Black Cheviots, Ac.
Special lines of Suits made for

STOIJT i?I JEUL-a complete stock
Furnishing Goods in medium
grades.

We carry

Boston, January fi.—The delegates at
lending ths annual convention of <th >
Fixers’
association
Sational ,Loom
which has been in session In this oity

«ri7nrfnr Mai rift. Thfl nnnvpntinn Arlrmtai

1

ABLE merchandise.

HiSKELUJONES,
TAIIiOHS.

CLOTHIERS AND WIEN’S FJRNISNERS,
Monument
d»c3leodU

The seoond period was far more excitand much faster polo than the first

|

himng is alwayB superb, fairly outdid
islf last night. He stopped drive after
and his blocking Bnd aggressive
irive
John
work were simply magnificent.

ing

had been. White, Lewiston’s, goal tender,
had all ho oould do to stop the succession of drives which were made for Lewiston’s cage. Time after time the mix up

electrified the big crowd by again
Allen
md again stopping difficult balls and for
lie fine work ho was cheered to the very

about this goal was of the wildest kind.
It was a case of smash and bang all the
time, with some: of the finest kind of
team playing. After ten minutes of play,
Portland took the lead again with anoth-

Finally after some desperate playa fiend
ng, Curtis, who was playingjlke
tried for the goal, and failed, but the
Sail bounded out to Whipple, who caged
it in elegant shape.’iThis gave the Portlands a lead of two goals, and it looked
soho.

GORIIAM.

of town treasurer havinj
office
death of Stephei 1
iccome vacant by the
Binkley, It is understood thut the towi
will request John A. Hinkle;
dlioers
a< oept the office whiuh Mr. Stephei !
lo
riinkloy held so long. It. is the desire o
ihe citizens of this town that Mr. Johi 1
The

Hinkley acoept thojposition.

MAINE POSTMASTERS.
Washington, January 6.—The followinj
'ourth-class postmasters were appointee |

Vjjw

Lorillard's
day.

tridge.

under the civil service

plug

new

day—always Carquite so good. Look for the

||pm

You will chew it every
None other is

'I
the tag on every piece. Your dealer wants ten
A
cents for a quarter-pound plug of Cartridge.

f
«,-•

>.-L

of comfort in every

;•

io

cent

PLUG
*.

«

has
Chris Von Der A he denies tba* he
John
out the St. Louis franchise to

lold

r.fBrush.
The
iV. C.
vill

_WViinnlft

He Kay,

centre;

be

presented

to

the

second._

"westbrook7
of Veterans, will inWade camp, Sons
In connection
evening
this
stall officers
After Installation
ivlth the Ladles Aid.
Cloudman
fire.
;hey will hold a camp
Relief Corps have
Cloudman
and
Post
t.n hft nresent.
Rev. George
will be the
j
Leighton of Skowhegan
nstalling officer.
of WestA large delegation of members
and Presumpscot
of
K.
P.,
lodgo,
)r0ok
lodge attended the funeral of

halfback;

\llen, goal.

Lewiston—Tarrant'and Jason, rushers;
JTtzgerald, centre; Furbush, halfback;
A’hite, goal.

}oal. Won by. Rush by. Caged by. Time
.30
—Portland, Tarrant, Curtis,
i—Lewiston, Tarrant,

to

association
;eam, lead the Western
of the Lewising last year, and Lippert
;on ’96 team was

mshfira-

Turnbull,

retnrned
Temple cup has been
donor and
Temple, the original

probably
of 1
iuquesne athletic clnbof theittsbnrg.
Pawtucket
Waldron, formerly
In bat-

aation of the contest.
Tide up and summary:

,:■!
j

1 iolo.

gretting

Turnbull, whose play-

tobacco—Cartridge—to-

NOTES.

amateur game last night resulted
for the South Portlands by
3 n a victory
1 , score of 8 to 3 over the Forest Citys.
A Blddeford paper states that M. J.
out to that oity yesterday
1 iarrlty was
for
* ,nd has leased the National hall there
The

rant caged the wlnnimr goal after 30 soomds of play. But it was the finest game
the orowd
» wltletl of the season and
went home perfectly satisfied with the
ihowing made by the Portlands, but reof course the unfortunate terml-

to be seen on every

rtCtlEW *£=

175.

two goals in succession and tied the
and the third period ended in a tie.
It was now necessary to play overtime,
teams were'finely matched
knd as both
;he result simply i depended upon luok.
had the luck, and after John
Lewiston
Allen had made some elegant stops, Tar-

ful countenances
hand.
third period opened in the same
The
fieroe manner. Turnbull and McKay bad
thoir hands full now keeping the Portland cage free from the hot drives of Tarrant and Jason.

Refon, 6; Murphy. 3. Fouls, Murphy.
Attendance,
ree, Long. Timer Purnell.

| —POLO

icore,

and the crowd aotually became crazy
with anger and for a moment it seemed
Refas if a riot might be forthcoming.
blew his whistle and
Snowman
eree
separated the two men, but called a foul
on
neither of them. The period ended
with Portland still In the lead and joywere

|

won

~

|lll \m

Square.

Mi. (iarrlty states that he has been
the advisalUthorized to Investigate
illity of putting a polo team in that
1 ilty.
Manager Burnbain when asked
ks If the home team had the game won.
1 ,bout the
matter last night said that he
and
desperate,
Lewiston was becoming
1 lid not
know anything about it.
the men from the Spindle City played
larder polo than ever. Finally Tarrant
BASE BALL NOTES.

|

Maine—Searsport, Joshua W. JBiack
ivest Poland, Mrs. R. K. Maguire.

Men’a
fine

and

If you are not a REGULAR CUSTOMER of OURS, try us. We sell REH-

resolution calling for a national eigh
and endorsing Congressmai
law
Lovering’s bill. It was declared by th >
that
competition 1b destroylni > er goal whioh was won by Whipple after
ielegates
japltal; also destroying the workers b; a fierce
fight around the Lewiston cage.
iverwork. It was resolved that all Indus
In the hands o ! Whipple
got the ball around the oorner
;ries should he placed
the national govenrmBnt.
and popped it in past Dick Furbush’s
burly frame, muoh to the delight of the
ICE HOUSE COLLAPSES.
crowd on (he fbenches. It seamed as if
6.—Tin
January
Hamburg, Mich.,
the scoring had ended here, for the teams
nammoth loe house in course of ereotioi
rest of the period and
out the
it Whitmore lake near here, oollapsei I fought
Two hundred men wen > neither of them was able to. score. Onco
his afternoon.
it work in the buildlngo. Two are knowi 1 Furbush and Whipple came together in
1
o have been killed or possibly more.
corner and then there was excitement
a
lozen or more are injured.
while.
of the wildest kind for a little
to strike Whipple
Furbush threatened
lour

ioday:

of

team.

FACTORIES.

iransaoted all business submitted to then
oday and adjourned to meet in Bostoi
m the second
Wednesday in September
1'hotnas Caronan was appointed state or

complete line of fine

OVERCOATS

hearts’

RU>

a

CUSTOM MADE

j

TO

**

I was then so ill that I was compelled to stay in bed. and so nervous
The least noise or surprise
that I could not hold anything in my hands.
would cause my heart to beat so loudly, and I would become so weak that I
could hardly stand. I suffered for almost a year. It is different now. I
work was a drudge.
can go about my work with pleasure, while before,
Trusting that my words of praise may help some other afflicted person,
and be of benefit to womankind in general, I remain, Yours in gratitude*
L. H„ 444 S. East St., Indianapolis,

chance of yelling to their
a
content when Curtis caged the
New York, January 6.—The Evenini : ball on a handsome drive,from the side
Telegram today soys that the Amerioai 1 of the hall. Then followed over eleven
Express company was robbed last nigh minutes of the kind of polo that makes
if a large amount which is said to te ii
the heart beat faster and which raises
the neighborhood of Si,000,000.
The
story as printed by the Evenini I the enthusiasm to the highest point. The
Telegram was denied at the Grand Cen ; ball was at the Lewiston end of the hall
fcral Depot and at all accessible sources o
and
It was learned, however about all the first period. Whipple
information.
that a detective agency reported tha : Curtis worked like Trojans and some of
Clark Braden,Jr., a night clerk employe! 1 their plays wore beautiful to
witness,
American Expios
branch of tho
it a
succeeded in popping an
Tarrant
Finally
had stolen five $100
company, today
easy one past Alien, and the score was
bonds of the Consumers’ Uas compan:
if Chicago. Bankers and bank broker 1 a tie.
were not! fled not to aocept these bonds 1
There was a large contingent of Lewmd if possible to arrest the person pre
I ieton admirers present and they fairly
known
It
is
not
whethej
them.
tenting
raised the roof with their yells of exulBraden took more than this or not.
Later at the office of the American Ex
tation. A few seconds afterwards and
press company, tho report sent out by th *
Whipple knooked the ball into the cage.
with
was
ad
confirmed,
i elective agency
crowd started in to yell, hut before
iitional information that besides takini ; The
15000 in bonds, Braden was alleged ti 1 the shouting had fairly commenced the
taken $5000 in cash, making th' 1
lave
out onto the surface again
sphere was
;otal of the robbery $10,000. Tho brand
and Portland had unluckily lost a goal
ifflee where this occurred is at 7th street
ind Madison avenue, this oity. Bradei
because the ball had not been driven far
lad only been night clerk there for threi
enough Into the netting, ine nrst periou
lights.
ended with one goal to the credit of eaoh

GOVERNMENT

speculum, or

will be received. She says:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—It affords me great pleasure to be able to say a few
words in regard to the merits of your Vegetable Compound. I was tempted
to try it after seeing the effects of it upon my mother, and now I feel like a
I am a stenographer and was troubled with falling of the womb
new person.
and female weakness in general. I continued to work until I was so weak I
could no
walk, and the last day I was forced to stop and rest.

they had

STORY OF A BIG ROBBERY.

WANT

hospitals

J nis wouia

quarter

<

showed what the rest of the game might
It was smash, bang and dash
be like.
from the very start. The orowd got into
the game at once and the very first thing

Shanghai

in

patients heeded their symptoms in time.
Exciting Contest.
If a young girl’s blood is watery, her skin
her lips colorless, bowels
It was a hard game to lose, but Port- pale and waxy looking,
and temples throb and
her
ears
land snould not feel ashamed for having torpid, digestion poor,
she is subject to headache, begin at once to build up her
been defeated.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
For over 45 minutes last night fLewis- system with Lydia
a physical examination.
It Do not allow her to undergo
ton and Portland fought for victory.
Here is a letter from a young lady who requests that
was by all odds the hottest polo ever seen
not be used, but gives her initials and
in Portland, and it took the fourth period her name should
number so that any inquiry addressed to her
to settle the game.
Lewiston was not in street

alliance to maintain the status quo ii
China and Corea and to declare the inde
pendonce of Corea under joint guarantei
if England, Russia and Japan.

from

quarter-pound

are

so common

now

and private practice.
An examination by

the

in

powerful enough to override the Republican organization of the House and overturn its precedents of action.

which

“examinations,” which

are

otherwise, is sometimes a positive
in certain stages of
Three necessity
in the
many diseases peculiar to women,
so at least it is declared by the
People
not ue mo was

craok-a-jack first rusher of Lewiston, went
Into the game with a vlin and dash that

on

offices

than the

Referee Snowman sounded his whistle
at
for the commencement of the play
o’clock. Tarrant, the
to nine

if Great Britain’s universal domination.’

iispatoh

there is

painful ordeal

or

January 6.— The Deutschi 1
Vienna,
Zeitung echoing German feeling, says
Lewistons, as might have been exsuffered a crushing defeat the
has
‘England
The Britisi peoted, was hissed and hooted at every
but there is no tear of war.
lion roars, but does not bite. All civilize! time the crowd saw a chance of doing
nations ought to be grateful to Einpero:
so.
William for having destroyed the mytl

So after all, the present debate is largely aoademic. unless some combination Is
mode with the Democrats which will be

The magnitude of the government service, in the number of employes, and the
salaries paid them, the proportion of the

trying

to the visitors.
When the gong sounded for the commencement of the professional polo game
there were
fully 1200 people In the hall.
The arrival of each of the Portland playthe floor was the signal for a tuers on
mult of applause, and Dick Furbush of

Arthur and the Liao Tong
penlnsuh
from a point considerably north of Ti
It is believed that the at
Lien Wan.
titude of England and Japan will frus
trate her designs.

JAPANESE ALLIANCE.
London, January 6.—According to

especially

woman,

unmarried woman,

no more

the rule

civil sorvice law
any modifications of tbe
under cover of amendments.
There has been talk of requesting the
committee on rules to bring In an order
permitting suoh a “rider” to be added to
the bill; but as such on rider will have
to come before tho House without the examination and approval of any commit-

modest, sensitive, higji-

a

strung young

nn

a

Cook, Everett & Pennell

Examinations.

it at the start, but from the beginning to
London, January 7.—Tho Times saj
the end
they fought like tiger* to keep
this morning it understands the term < j
the home team from getting such a lead
the older members who are participating Germany’s .lease .of Klao Chou to bo 5 9
that they never could be headed.“ Portinstead of 50 years.
actually.
A despatch to the Times from I’eki
land
played an elegant game. Every
are
two-fold.
The
reasons
for
this
The
Under the agree
dated Thursday says:
man
on the floor did his share towards
older statesmen do not want the spoils ment between Baron Hoiking, Germa:
to Ohioa and Prince Lung
making the contest exciting and the ensystem returned, realizing that a Senator ambassadorof the
Tsung Li Yumen, Ger thusiasm
as the game progressed grew
president
or member of the House would have all
many will pay a nominal, annual rent
and grew until It seemed as if the crowd
She acquires th
his
time taken by the distribution of age foT
Kiao Chou.
nnivlR
Innnav nnnf.aln Itflplf
rl’hft lftTffoffices, and that there would result other right to begin forthwith the constauctioi
a fortified coaling etation
and
a
seen
dook
est
crowd
game In
polo
of.a
which^has
evils as great.
The belief in an early French occupatioi 1
City hall this season, yelled and yelled
There is a feeling very general among of Hal Nan Island is general here.
until they fairly shouted themselves
all members of the House that certain
RUSSIA WANTS A LEASE.
It was not until Tarrant caged
hoarse
changes should be made. The “blanket
London, January 7.— According to I the winning goal for Lewiston that the
of Cleveland was undoubtedly
order”
menial desnatch from Shanghai. Russii
result of the game was certain and then
Illustration of this is is endeavoring to obtain torms similar t>
Ill-advised. An
It was only luok, whioh gave the victory
for
the
of
Por
commissionsrafforded by the shipping
Germany’s
occupation

has been
(1400
the Democrats do not care for.
year, for making charges against a
The recent debate will not probably
cllow
clerk, a Democrat, which wore
lot sustained.
result in much action because the rules
A special telegram from New Castle, of the House prevent.
Del., says: Stephen Smith, colored, genbefore the House is the
The subjeot
irally known throughout the country ae
‘Steve” Smith, died at his home.ifnear section of the legislative bill making apstate Road, Wednesday evening, at the
proprlation for the office of the civil seridvanoed age of 118 years.
vice commissioners, who administer the
law. The House might strike out this ap»
propriation and thus starve out the combut this would be a lame
missioners;

ilOOO

Florida for a sojourn this !wlnte:
Governor Marble is 81 years old but sti il
strong and interested In publio affairi '•
He called on Speaker Reed and other ol ^

ally

partment
1

IN OLDEN TIMES

time but finally injure the system. Buy
AH the
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
genuine made by the California Fig
to
cure
to
fads
refund
the
if
it
money
druggists
HOC." The genuine has L. B. Q. on each tablets. Syrup Co.

edly

Mistake—Portland

nroe

of the minister of war. Gen. Correa.

People overlooked the importance of
permanently beneficial efifeots and were
satisfied with transient action; but now
that it is generally known that Syrup of
Figs will permanently overoome habitual
oonstipatlon, well-informed people will
which act for a
not buy other laxatives,

Cleveland’s “Blanket Ortler”Wai Cndoubt

JOHN PIEDLA HILL,
If they could join the Democrats
they
Ayer, Mass., January 6.—John Piedla, could do about all they might want to
have
hef Finlander. who Is charged with mur- do. But the Democrats
generally
iering Mat Salin, a fellow countrymen, taKGQ a pDBUlUU buuu ID uuuwaumo lur
luring a quarrel at a boarding house at the antl-olvil service Republicans. The
Shirley, early yesterday morning,! was Democrats say that they will vote for the
irraigned before Judge EiiWallace In the entire repeal of the law but not for any
First District court this morning and held ohanges. The Republican members who
4-V>.n
,1
Inmt
T
rlcni/InH
fn
want to repeal the law outright are probnake the speoiflc charge against Piedla ably too few to make an effectual union
;hat of manslaughter,
with the Democrats. Most of tbe Republican; opponents of the system want only
A Republican clerk in the treasury de- to make changes, and this the most of
reduced from
to

!arcr«

faotory.

about 12000.

MRS. BUTTERS’S MURDERER.

Representative Boutelle, chairman of
the Houso committee on naval affairs returned today ana work was begjun on the
Tho impornaval
appropriation bill.
tant
question of new ships and armor
plate will not be considered for some
time, the purpose beiDg to settle first of
all the regular items lor carrying on the
naval establishment and then take up
tho more serious questions. Secretary
—.

was

Mrs. Pinkham Tells Bow Women May Avoid Painful

to

Boston, January 6.—John M. Harris,
.he alleged murderer of Mrs. Emma C.
was
Butters of Concord,
brought Into
;ourt at East Cambridge at 1 p. in., and want.
They are trying in Congress to
Melvin
counsel
O. Adams
ns
isslgned
a law to force him to do what he
ind ex-May or Henry S. Milton of Wal- make
these may already do now if he wants to.
assigned
Lliam. Judge Sheldon
lawyers in accordance with Harris’s oxMost of the experienced members of
desire. The date for the trial has
nress
House are not In favor of infringing
hot been fixed.
upon the duties of the President, which

The minority report of the Houso committee on the judiolary on the bankruptcy bill,was submitted to the House today.
The minority members report that they
aro unable to
agree with the committee
“the amendment, in
in recommending
in facts,” which
substituted
but
name,
the committee has reported to the House.
The
minority say they do not believe
that the bill as amended, with tue oxton
it
confers ou the federal
give powors
and just measure or
a wl3e
courts, is
one which should be passed.

cumber of bills covering various naval
features. It has been thought expedient,
however, to proceed in the usual way to
frame the bill allowing the ideas of the
committee to bo mainly Instrumental in
maturing It, rather than the suggestions
Seoretaiy Long will be
from without.
invited to appear before the committee
will have a hearchiefs
and all bureau
ing. Members of the committee say that
the sentiment as to additional battleships, cruisers or torpedo boats has not
line of action
yot cry stall zed nor is any
in View on the vexed question of the cost
of
armor plate or the establishment of

RECIPROCITY.

?

Augusta, January g 6.—A postponed vice.
nearing was held today at theirailroaii
In filling the office there has not been
commissioners office,
on the petition of a recourse to the civil service commis:he Wiscasset & Quebec railroad for per- sion
but a man has been apppolnted
mission to cross at grade three highways “from day
to day pending the permain Pittsfield. Judge Warren G.Philbrook nent filling of the offloe.
ippeared tor the plaintiffs, while a writThere are many suoh oases as this, and
en protest was filed by Frank W. Hovey
they are affording fuel for {the flame of
for this town. The decision of the board opposition to the lafw.
was reserved.
But there is one great fact whioh is not
brought into great prominence yet; and
YORK MILLS REDUCE.
this is that the entire body of the rules
Biddeford, January 6.—A reduction of and regulations of the oivil service have
take effect January 17, is an- been built, not by speoiflo aots of Conwages to
nounced today by notices posted In the
orders of the Presidents.
gress, but by
mills of the York Manufacturing oom- The oivil service law, itself, inthenature
nany. The amount of the reduction is of a skeleton, was passed in 1883, and
not stated, but it Is supposed to be In under its authority the Presidents have
,lno with the out downs at other
mills. from time to time issued orders bringing
4bout 1500 operatives will be affected by first one department and then another; of
:he cut.;
the government under its provisions.
Tho power whioh has brought these deANCIENT RESORT BURNED.
and places under the I»w, in
partments
Bangor, January 6.—The Perch house, other words, the President has ample
it Pushaw lake, a famous road house of
power to remedy any injustices or incon-

adopted at the
The civil service
conference of Republican opponents of
the existing civil service system last
Houso this
night, was introduced in the
afternoon bv Mr. Evans of Kentucky. It
on civil
was refrroed to the committee
details of the bill have
The
service.
been outlined here before.
bill

TRYING 0RDEALS FOR WOMEN.

Aggro- CJassl- Compensj
fled.tlon.
Service.gate.
Work
Bad to
President Can
Civil Service Departmental, 626,69 60,263 f48,783,677.( i Lewiston
104,811 26,316 38,665,025.1
Postoffice,
to Win It.
Gov. Printing, 3,853 2,816
2,609.830.1
Rules if He Chooses.
5,103 4,645 6,333,027.1
Guetom-house.
Internal revenue.3,282 8,168
3,298,266.1 i
__________
Total service, 178,717, 87,108 99,689,827,5 6
PERSONAL. S
PORTLAND’S POLO TEAM PLAYED
FEATURES OF SITUATION NOT IET
< 1
Ex-Governor Sebastian S. Marble.
an elegant game.
MADE P KOMI SENT.
Waldoboro Is in Washington, on his wa y

Modify

MlgCEIXAJtEOP*,

j

BflSCEIXANEOtm.

to lose.

large departments:

Washington, January 6.—Them is reason
to believe that Great Britain will
jgain take the lead of other national in
This is an office
of New York oity.
of reciprocity treaties ship
the negotiations
paying $5000 yearly and requiring a man
under the Dingloy tariff not.
of
high administrative and executive
ITALIAN* BARK ASHORE.
ability as well as cf financial reliability.
Boston, January 6.—A cablegram from Itjcan hardly be contended that any comGibraltar says that the Itallian bark petitive examination would be proper to
Fortune is ashore on Eastern Bench here. determine the selection of suoh a man.
A
bark of this name and register left
Yet under the Cleveland “blanket order"
Bangor, December 6, for Catania.
this
place like ail the other shipping
A WISCASSET ROAD HEARING.
commissionerships is under the civil ser-

The House committee on banking and
arrangements today to
currency mado
l.o.,c nf the Indianapolis monetary
on
January lb, relative to
commission,
the bill for currency reform prepared by
that bodv. Those to appear will be Judge
Edmunds, representing tho commission,
also representing the North and
and
of Terre
East; also Judge H. S. Tayor
Haute, Ind., representing tho middle,
N.
of
C.,
Freese
Salem,
with J. W.
sontirepresenting the gold Democratic
the South, and ex-Secretary
meet of
Fairiicd of New York.

WANTS WEYLER PROSECUTED.
week ol payer,
commencing Monday
evening.
Madrid, January 6.—If is the general
Mrs. Mary Poor, of Cumberland Mills, belief that the decision not to proseoute
is visiting' her sister, Miss Iva Spiller.
Gen. Weyler will lead to tho resignation
school at
Iva N. rfpliler returned to her
Is'orth Bridgton Monday.
The harvesting of the Ice crop comn-eneed last week on Pleasant Pond. E.
V/. Jopson Is lilling the Ice house at tho
corn shop, and Gill and Brackett at Casco

day Globe u unique character among Sunday newspapers everywhere.
Among other leading matures of next
Sunday's! Globe will be Illustrated interviews with men who have taken abandoned farms, and who relate their actual
experience with this interesting project;
the warmest and coldest places in New
England; advice to women who wish to
become dressmakers; and Frank CarpenRichard W.
ter interviews
Thompson,
who has known every president except
and
who tells
and
Adams,
Washington
you how to live.
Order next Sunday’s Globe of
your
newsdealer in advance.

Senator Frye today introduced^ a bill
authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury
tor the
to have eight vessels constructed
cutter service, four of
use of the revenue
}hem to cost $160,000 each, one of them
to cost $250,000 f,nd the other three $45,-

The
affairs
on tho
of the

great

a circulation every Sunday more than double
that of any other Boston newspaper.

on banking, and Chairman
committee
Walker arranged to givo early hearings
to former Senator Edmunds, the chairto
man of the commission and perhaps

;[

(ivflf!

urns

Branoh of

Sunday’s Edition.

Boston,

THREE TRIPS PESi WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan ana John JEnglis other members.

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travckand afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between

of Next

191 HMDS OP EXECUTIVE.

(in the classified service as it is called
and.the
proportion outside, ore show
by the folio svlDg table of service iu fiv 0

Tarrant,

11.21
Limit.
10.00 /alley
Limit
Whipple,Stephen Hinkley of Gorham yes8.36
.—Portland, Tarrant, Whipple,
*
erday.
3.36
—Lewiston, Tararnt, Jason,
Ammonoongln club held a very
The
.22
i ;_jL,ewiston, Tararnt, Tarrant,
Limit
Tarrant,meeting with Miss Laura
j nterestlng
(Overtime)
roster Wednesday afternoon. A variety
.30
’—Lewiston Jason, Jason,
if topics wore considered, parliamentary
Snore, Lewiston, 4; Portland, 3. Stops,
aw,
politics, annexation of Hawaii and
RetWhite, 00; Alien, 40, Furbush, 2.
The next
meeting will be with
Timer, Dyer. Scorer, nitsic.
iree, Snowman.
W S. Msrr. Attendance, 1200.
lira. Lemuel Lane whioh will be “Maine
extended
lay.” An invitation has boen
GARDINER, 3; ROCKLAND, 2.
1 o the Excelsior club to be present.
fast(i.—One
of
the
Gardiner, January
Miss Maggie Redden has returned from
1 ■st
polo games of the season was played
ten days’ visit with her sister in New
>ere
tonight, Gardiner winning from
fork.
features was the playitockland. The
Calvin S. Walker of East End, Is very
ng of the Gardiner team and the pheno! ick.
lienal goal work of O’Malley, but Kook-

—-Tarrant,I—Portland, Tarrant, Whipple,

Ion.'

■

1

and’a playing was marked by dirty work
if Murphy.
Score, Gardiner, 3; Rockland, 3. Stops,

Tackett, 31; O’Malley, 33.

Rushes,

to foresee an accident.
to be prepared for if.

Impossible
;

mpossible

Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

Daw11 din.

Not
Hi.

Monarch over

AS

DEEKING.
sleigh
a

spirited

horse attached to

a

single

Part

drivon by iwo gentlemen, caused
of exoitement yesterday afteravenue about 3 o’clock.
on forest

a

nesday

The horse became frightened at an electric cur and in his frantic efforts to
make for freedom, succeeded in breaking
the shafts of the sleigh and also
one of
the dasher.
Special revival services are to be held
at the East Deering chapel, commencing
and continuing through
this ovening
the com lug*week under the direction of

Superior

damaged by flra.
The® members of Bayard lodge, K
hold their installation of officers

P.,
evening

at their hall.
Mr. John Melia, W. M., and. Wardens
A. A. Cole and F. I. Brown of Hiram
lodge of Masons, with their ladies, were
in attendance
upon the reception and
opening cf the new Masonio hall at Deer-

ing.
Chandler R.

Mr.

been able

to

<

ure

in

;;Ii

ilalK Favily Fills

are

ihe Sest.

—

ui

an

Toledo,

wu
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MARKED DOWN

Figures.

Genuine happiness is in store for the head of many families, substantial and lasting comfort for Men and Boys. Gulling down, shaving off, chopping up former
prices'until profits and wholesale costs are figures of the past. Below are a few of our many Bargains to be fount ii our several departments.

BUTS

MEN S DEPARTMENT.

Boys* Ulsters that
Men’s Dress Suits in Cheviots, Worsteds and Fancy Oaseimeres
6.00. 5.00 and 4,00.
from $18.00 to 12.00, former prices $20.00, 18.00 and 15.00.
Several sizes of $15

Fancy Checks

$9.68.

at

Boys’ Long

Sawyer Cassimeres at $9.75.

“

Cood Business Suits from $5 to 8.00.
Men’s Overcoats, latest style of cut and

make, in Blacks, Blues and
Brown Kersey, from $24 to 20.00, former prices $30, 28.00 and 25.00.
Fancy Kerseys and Brown Mixtures, $16 to 12.00, former prices $15,
18.00 and 20.00.
Oxford mixed. Blues,
prices $15. 18.00, 20.00.
Good Business

Blacks and

Long Panto,

Children’s

Browns, $10,12.00, 15.00, former

from $3.98 to 3.00.

Reefers from $2.50 to 8.00.
Canvas Coats, from $1.75 to 4.00.

of Bargains and only

we have hundreds

Department

In this

88

11

“

M
“

u
**
**
«*

C'Sc

gja25

I_B

=
In Hosiery sand
Scale wo hsave she
Figure
HI

we
sse

||

“

“

Reefers, ftom W.OD

55

angles

FI«rau»3s, sail e©8»rs,

os

sa

from $16 to 6.03.

7.00.

to 6,08.
OS t&5.00.

> n

O.

Ulsters,

“

Overcer'

88

Short Pan is, f.

18

Shirt

v:

3.00.

.i
„:;i

9c.

c

Waists, nev/'designs, 98c quality, 75c.
59c.

Underwear for 19c and SSc,

“

“

ts

£1

$1.25
“

1.45

“

ss

©3c

»

iS

SI.25

1.25 and 1.45

11

3®c

quality^

$LQQ and JL25
o3c

quality,

50c

from 519c to S&.59>.

In eorancction wish
that will meet She approval! of ail.
»ce window
*&e.
to
ftlovc House sand have marked each puss’

kinds sand

wholesale

Suit”, fr

Heavy Ribbed

$8.00

Ban ye sail

sat

$3,00,

'u’ts, frcro £1.50 to 5.00.

6S

Natural Woo!

75c

Outside Shirks of Theriots sand

to

Fleeced Lined Underwear, 5©c

quality,

75c

words”

«

5Cc

now

visit will convince iey of them.

19 and 23c

Camel’s Hair Underwear,
“

a

$1.93

Vestoe

Boys5 Sweaters,

Pants, from $5.00 to 1.00.
Special lots of $3.00 quality, now 1.98.
Men’s

5.00;

from 98c to 35,00.
8

Suits,

and

to 3.93.

styles and colors,

“

“

Ulsters that were $25, 20.00 and 18.00, now $20, 16.00 and 15.00.
“
Rubber interlined, $12 and 8.00,former prices $14 and 10.00.
“
for rough weather, from $4.93 to 8.00.

O.OO, 3.00, 6.00

$5

Suits, from $12

Pant

88

Overcoats,

were

Overcoats, all

11

CHIUMN'S UfcrAnIMtNI,

AND

prices

received with

©nr

Red

applause.

NARROW ESCAPE.

Mrs. Small was
was open.
iway. .Mr. F. C. Small was awakened
by Mr. R. W. McDonald who woke him
tp saying “Atldio is dead or dying. I
ion't know which.”
At tbit Mr Small

'Managed to ari o hut, with considerable
Ho rushed to the door and
iifTiculty.

26 and 28 SiONUWiEAiT

It. open so that- lie eenirt breathe
Trsh air.
'ilien lie went hack into the
louse and dragged out Mr. AleDomilU
,vho as fenceless. Tie u he ri tnrn.d and
,vas no t by. i'.irs.
McDonald who said,
tujle.t

j*

1

WOULD BE GOLD GATHERERS.
a
was
prospective
meeting
gatherers at the United States h nd
Edward
Mi*.
Wednesday afternoon.
'Etcher, Alorzo Libby, »!. W.Hall and a
1 lozon
■*ii known people took the
otb.iv
os
towards arranging an
j jreiimira
iska to leave. Portland
'Xpe.ittion

There

‘What is tho matter with me?" The lady
nu there sue
carried to the door
ail-.!' d.
Mxt Mr. Willie sv F Beni bard rraebed
he •-.or K1 d ho, too, dropped sem-cie.-s
v i•.b
Mr.
jii»^ ulnicst oxreturned i\> <:cr thn yon na son
a
Lombard who wh>: carried outside.
( ii Mr
L'.io la y was .*1 itp with a quiifc drawn
utsd oubtoalj’ K-ved
iv. j- i.is he tu nnu g
Ji rs li e.

of

j jold

v;n

ii

2

j

Maori).
dr ill-the il:
Ti\.- meeting Wednesday was chiefly to
elk over routes, and formulate plans for
he successful carrying out of the ven-

AT TREBLE CITADEL.
*
!1 are. Another meeting will be called and
id an;: the Souii*! Modern Thought,
were present, will be notified
in
1 hose that
read
subject of a paper to he
! i 3 t
O. I
lookedis soon as Mr. Fletcher receive'?
t*
h>*e
tomorrow rveuihg at 7
or information from Vancouver.
Seats free.
c ’clock by S. M. Watson.

i.s:

■

:h- s'.ovo

Ii all's Catanvstages and that is Catarrh.
Cure is the only positive cure known to the
medical fraternitv. Catarru being a cnnstilu
tlonal disease requires a constitutional trr«1menu Hall’s Catarrh Cure is E.hen iuiernaJly. ;
mil miieonacting directly upon t’Noo
surfaces of the system, liumby d.*»troy:ii^ Hie |
foundation of th** disease, :uk pivjnjr: ibo pa- I
tleut strenirth i y buii<!iii:; up Uic i: mistr ufiot. !
and ass'.-nature in u •im: ii* wo. K.
Tlmi
prop: i«toi •» navr*-.<> uiucn !;ut!! in its curativ*.
powers, lhar th«*y offer Out* iiimdred Doliar -j
f ir any case t.ut it tails to cure.
testinion mis.
\ duress. t-.
CHENEY & CO
'*»J
uic/ -us, 7«f*
y

GOODL.

There was an exciting time at the resilience of Mrs. R. M. Small, 27i Portland
street, Wednesday night, and as a result
[Ive persons came very near losing their
lives The trouble err e from a misplaced
It is supposed that the
stove damper.
back damper in the.sr, ve dropped down
(Tien all retired for the night the door of

married daughters, Mrs George Doughty,
Mrs.
Soott Jordan and Mrs. Sumner
Smart, residents of this village, besides r
host of friends. The funeral services are
to be held from the residence 8aturd, y afternoon at 2 o’clock.
On account of the concert to be held, in
Bethany Congregational chorea on mst
bo
Tuesday ev ning the meeting of
P. C. E. will be held on Sunday evening
at B o'clock.
The History club met last evening with
Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Davis. The sr.bj er
last evening for study was “Mitel erb

that science has

--—

85

Re J

Blazing

**

sentence

THEY HAD

Dyer of 35 Preble

The readers of this paper will he please*! to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease

EVERY GARMENT

own
his
bidding—and
blackboard at
ihey did so in a most “literal” sense.
A hen tho joke was discovered it evoked

was

a

glOO Reward, $E0O.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

,y” and “Home for Friendless Boys.”
_Iii8 announcement of the fact last night

well-known and favorably known
citizen of the
village, died yesterday
morning at 4 o’clock from heart disease,
Mr. Dyer leaves
at the age of 7S years.
two sons, Edward and Leonard, and three

street,

0 A L

ailM>> ——»n miiih■■>!!mi—imiiiiipwpwiii k ~r~ii'tHTityiyfiirf*33^

rr

hall, Wednesday and
Thursday, January 12 and 13, AnBbach
will give an entertainment for the joint
ceneflt of the “Female Samaritan sooie-

ia,

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FURNISHING

AND

CLOTHING

nuch laughter.
At Kotzsehmar

nf

A PI i

NEW

leys’

«

a

same

;;ie

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

---OHF®-

of four words, “exactly
would appear on the

vrite

NEW

RED FIGURE REDUCTION SALE

must have laid them. Cards passed myseriousiy from pockets to pockets. He also
;ave an extra mind reading feat, by suggesting that if somoono would secretly

Mr. F. H. Harford has gone to Boston
on a brief business trip.
Messrs. J. E. Paige and Frank Ross
commenced work yesterday on the reconof the house on Front street
struction
owned by Mr. M. E. Goruou and recently

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

was

contract with Higgs at Bowdoinham to
Higgs said at the
procure him a wife.
tinie^that he was lonesome and wanted a
middle-aged, rather small, good-looking,
the pastor, Bev. J. R. Clifford.
woman, so that if anything hapstylish
Mr. Sumner Johnson, driver of one of
he could take her under his arm
Geo. C. Shaw’s grocery teams, is rapidly pened
aDd run with her.
recovering from his recent illness and is
raid he did much running
Philbrick
now able to get out of doors.
about to find a woman for the old man,
The terra cotta to be used on the new
who had given him a picturo of himself
High Sonool building which has been de- to show to the candidates for wifehood.
tho
and
oity
in
arrived
has
transit,
layed
The witness negotiated with a woman in
teams are transporting it to the buildWaterville but that fell through. Finally
ing.
Mrs. Ellen Hadley of Belgrade decided to
Mr. Walter Whitman, a nephew of Rev.
the offer and went to Bowdoinham
the accept
of
a
and
H. S. Whitman,
graduate
with Philbrick one Saturday in August,
class
senior
the
in
Seminary, who is now
She
18SG.
Stayed at the Riggs house
of Tufts college, was in the city yesteruntil the following Monday when she reday visiting his relatives.
turned home and this was the end of the
instructor of
C. Folsom,
Prof. H.
matter.
has
Seminary,
Greek at the Westbrook
|The letter whioh the aged suitor wrote
in
Oakland
been detained at his home
F adley
to Philbrick just before Mrs.
owing to an accident received a few days visitod him was introduced of which the
town.
in
that
ilro
a
at
while
assisting
ago
following is n portion.
The
professor expects to be able to re|“Tlie old saying is that a patient waitturn in a few days.
and the lady you have in
er Is no loser,
Mr. Clarence Rice leaves today for Burto think, is just what
appear
view,
you
Vt„ where he is to pursue a
lington,
I need for a housekeeper or companion.
the
Uniat
medicine
in
course of study
I would be pleased to meet with her if
versity in that city.
If she would
she thinks favorable no*.
Tie spring term at Westbrook Semito come down to my
take the trouble
during the past week
nary opened np
place and stop a few days I would be glad
with a largo attendance. Nearly all of
to wait on her and she would have a
their
from
returned
the students have
I guarantee
chance to seo for herself.
tho others are expeoted
vacations and
there will bo no harm come from our
The school has also received
next week.
meeting together, providing it don’t go
several new students this term.
and I can meet her at the
c_o P
W iroc
nml
TTfl'A any farther
she Is
if you will tell me when
iepot,
of
the
Alarms Moody has received most
I would like to have her come
coming.
supplies for the equipment of the city
soon, this week, if possible.”
eleotrioian’s room in the newOdd Fellows’ jnite
Charles E. Philbrick, of Bowdoinham,
of
whom
block. The Gamewoll company,
a son of the plaintiff, and Clarence Hamtho supplies were ordered, have been unmond, of Mt. Vernon, testified to being
able to fill the orders owing to demands
and having a talk with the plainMr. Moody, how- present
in other di e tions.
tiff made the contract with the defendant
rooms
the
new
have
to
ever, is in hopes
to find him a wife.
equipped not later than the middle of the
Mr. Riggs took tho stand. He is a man
month.
73 years old and a well-to-do farmer. He
Tho members of Hose 3, Morrills cordenied having had any talk with Philner, had a very enjoyable evening last
brick about getting a wife. It was a
evening at the hose house on Forest
thatPhllbrick was to procure
housekeeper
An
avenue.
oyster supper was served
for him, the wife part being an after
the
evening.
during
“I told Philbrick that I
consideration.
The ladles’ ciroles of Oakdale hold a
wouldn’t begrudge a pair of my steers if
last
evening
supper and entertainment
I
I had as good a wife as the one I lost.
in the hall on Pitt street, Oakdale.
him to show her up if ho had anytold
Deering lodge, F. and A. M., held a
thing he thought would suit. H« asked
reception and formal opening of their me for my ploture. After she came, he
last
block
new
quarters in Odd Fellows’
asked me how I liked her and I replied,
The officers of the surroundevening.
‘Weil enough.’
were
with
of
ladles,
Masons,
lodges
ing
On oross-examinatlon, Riggs was tart
Refreshnumbers.
in
large
represented
in his replies. “I was married again last
were
cake
and
coffee,
ments of ice cream,
“I was foolish when
spring,” he said.
served during the evening.
I have got a
I talked with Philbrick.
ThJ proceedings at the evening session
wife,no thanks to him. I wasn’t satisfied
of the Scarboro Sunday school associawith Mrs. Hadley because she didn't do
tion, held with the Stroudwater Sunday
She agreed to come baok
she agreed.
is
as
follows:
were
5th,
January
school,
Pra i«8 service, led by Geo, H. Boothby; hut didn’t. I told him I wanted a midtemperance work, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens; 31e-aged woman, one who would take
remarks in the interest of the State SunI never told
bare of me in my dotage.
day school work, I.N.Halliday and L. M.
He never asked
Philbrick I’d pay him.
Douglass.
Voted, That the matter of state work me personally for pay. If he had come
bo laid on the table until the next con- lown like a man for pay, I’d have given
vention in June.
dollars.”
The committee on resolutions submit- him a few
of Augusta, was
H. Fisher,
W.
ted the following:
Resolved. That the hearty thanks of counsel for^the plaintiff, and John Scott,
this association be hereby extended to of Bath, for the defendant.
tho Stroudwater Sunday school, and all
The jury gave a verdict for th3 plainthe friends who have assisted in making
the great success it has tiff for ?c3.
this meeting
been.
ANSBACH.
Resolved, That especially to the ladies
who have served such a bountiful supper
and by every attention made our tarrying Be Entertained the Athletic Club Last
so
here
pleasant, do we extend our
Sight.
thanks.
Rev. G. Everett Bean
Solo,
Ansbach, the German magician made
Address—The Elements of Success,
Rev. .1. W. Lewis last evening a very enjoyable
one for
Kev. C. Everett Bean
golo,
of the Athletic club,
many members
The convention was a success in,1 every who
at the club rooms to
got together
way
His hands
tricks.
his
clover
witness
C.
Everett
Bean
were
of
Rev.
The solos
and by request he sang moved with tho rapidity of lightning and
a great addition,
twice, “The Holy City.” The next con- tmong other mystifying things, he promeet with JSouth Gorham
vention will
luced eggs from seemingly no where and
in June.
it. last brought out the large hen who

SOUTH FOHTLAAi).

NEW

© U

Jury.

court at Augusta Wedheard a case of a kind new
It was the
to lhe history of the oourt.
suit of benjamin P. Philbrick, of Mt.
Vernon, against Wm. F. Higgs, of Bowdoinham, for 59 for services in securing
the defendant a wife. '1 be plaintiff testified that in May, 1890, ho entered into a
In the

ripple

noon

by

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Dowdoiubam Man’s Claim Allowed In

A

A

j

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

MATRIMONIAL AGENT.

1

j

‘■f-r

DR SELAH MERRILL'S

LECTURE.

j

SQ.-CblkS.

THE WASHINGTONIAN SOCIETY.

phy
entertaiy

REDLON, Prop.

for rearrangement of beacons ana buoys
Seth L.Larrabee by request, made
inner harbor, was received and
at the
x verbal report of the progress of the speclaid on the table.
naval
a
ial
committee on establishing
Messrs, ffm. W. Merrill and A. 13. Hall
:lry dock at Portland, which so far had
to audit
were appointed a committee
resulted in suggesting plans and assing
the treasurer’s acc unts.
jur representatives In Congrss, to if p sMessrs. E B. Winslow, L. M. Commits
dble, obtain the passage of a resolution
and Ij. A. Goudy were appointed a comlor the survey of Portland harbor with
mittee to nominate a list of candidates
:he view to determining the best loaation
for the several officers of the boerd, to
lor a naval dock here. The committee
be presented at the annual meeting at
will continue its work and use their best
3 o’clock Monday afternoon. January 10.
mdeavors to secure the dock.

ill

! cu.

Tim Minim] meeting or the Washing-!
Rev. S. lull Merrill. I). J)., of AnJovtr, ;
>
a
Ionian Kocii*t> '* a*4 1° bev*- > *-"• 51 1** !
in
:v-s
tl?;ivcretl a Xv turo Ijibt evening
the second IN.’ > ••»>' in Drmu'rr «ut Ifc
and
will
on
i7io°•
il this
was i;o^ ]hj;'*
U vr.-try of ton St a re S net church
Pearson 1« able to
Mr
occur when 1.
a
v>n,s
‘Street LiTe in Jarusalem.71
n- never been any pres*
srcf ont.
m*
'i
la
uccesslor. 01 pici-nres oT scenes in the itionr. of the society, its leading officer
iioly City," token by Dr. Merrill whir* Peln^r Ivjr. Pearson, who is its vice pr^si; (ienr During rha past year its treasurer,
on.-,ul of the ■I’niffcb Suites at that
Mv. John C. i henix, died and no succesi-’hioh he ho cribod in a most
sor has silica been chosen.
-mi insivij' it-.-, manner, to a j&ood
mlicnco. D.
Merrill has been connecte
HOARD OE TRADE MEETING.
l*1 1 a]0“
^ Ltb many exploration parties
i,s an
t ine and
At the stated meeting of the managers
may te looked open
Report of the committee on progress of
nthorjty on The matter which he mariv if the Board of Trade yesterday mornthe harbor was’deferrjd on aehe subject, of
his somewhat inlcriuai
Iredging
and
] ode.
Richardson
Messrs. Peroy H.
While in the city Dr. McrrMi was ing,
jount of the absence of Mayor Randall.
\ ho r/u-'-t of liny. J. L. JcckiOSi
"n. John B. Kehoa-ercro eJeoted to memberA petition from Cant.BenjaKiin Willard
tn Park street.
*fclp.

j

H.

|

j

|

\

1

i-i

O LiUl

-L

The Portland board of patrons for tho
■lame Symphony concerts is as fellows:
Ion. C. H Randall, Mr. and Mrs. KorMr. and Mrs. E. A.
n.'inn Kotzsohmar,
■loves, Mr. and Mrs. George V. Evans,
C. Gordon, Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Dr. H.
iwasoy, Mr and Mrs. A. W.Oo unbs, Mr,
,nd Mrs. Lyman M. Cousins, Mr. and

George 1’’. Duncan, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
■Totcher, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. I.lecring,
,lv. arc: Mrs. Gco.C. Frye, Mr. and Mrs.
r-.-ph V. Thompson, Mrs. Evelyn Day
Two million Americans suffer the tor■Vi-.ite. Mr. and Alr-c. O. ii. Fogg, Mr.
to.
need
No
,■ ml
Mrs. F. II. Little. CoLdnA Mm. F,
turing pangs of dyspepsia.
At any i ;. Bcothby, Dr. nnu Mae. JcfcaW. BoW»
Burdock Blood Bftters cures.
drug store.

Irs

|J ; lac ban

8

rs.

A.

AND
MAINE

STATE PRESS.

'standard

Subscription Kates.
aro
crying out against the law woult
DAn.tr (in advance) $G per year; $3 for six
have ltjrepealed, and all the place!
bofto
mouths; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
treated as spoils, for every place then
The Daily is delivered every morning by
would certainly be at least a dozen ap
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
plieants, and for every friend the con
Woodford’s without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance). Invariably at the gressman would make In liisj distribu

Annual

JANUARY

olude to go on strike.

HcgXlgCiJ l)

The Hon. George Fred Williams tells
Mr. Bryan that the Massachusetts Democracy is in line for him and the ChiThat is probably
cago platform in 1900.
true, though the line is pretty thin and
not very long.
of the Germans and
Russians in China appear to have given
Hawaiian aunexatlon a "boom,” and it
Is now confidently predicted that the

operations

The

UE»**,

boiler,

by

improper

V? L1WD

these things.
There are no important new developments in the tight against Hanna. Eaoh
side is exerting itself to the utmost to
keep Us ranks intact, and pick off some
from the other side. Both sides are making claims of accessions, but tho weight
of evidence seems to be that they remain
about

at the

as

organization

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland will be held at
the office oi said bank on Tuesday, the eleventh
day oi January. 1898, at 10 o’clock a. ra., for the
purpose of electing seven directors for the ensuing year, and the transaction of any other business which may legally come before that meeting.
jn4dUl MARSHALL R. GODING, Cashier.

some

tacking

of the orators who

the law are

appalling,

ore

but

that a good many of their speeches were
for buncombe only. When a new administration comes in tho average congress
man is certain to be surrounded
by a
large and clamorous orowd of the hungry
and thirsty demanding tbeir reward. It

CANAL

will not do'for him to be unsympathetic.
and
He most enter into their
sorrows
promise to do all he can to satisfy tho
cravings of their hunger. What easier
method of squaring himself with them
than to get up a roaring oration against
the civil service reform iaw, and deliver
It on tho floor of
Congress or have it

published

in the

Congressional Record.

We imagine that a good many of the assaults of the present session if their real
animus oould be ascertained would be
found to be inspired largely by a desire
to

pleaso

certain

cltm >rons

constituents

NATIONAL

1
!
r

1

crnsKH

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Portland National Bank of Portland for the
election ol dieutors for the ensuing year and
Die transaction of any other bu-hieis that may
legally he presented, will he held at tneir hanging house on TUJ£BDA«2 the llth., day of January, S98, at n o'clock A. M.
CHARLES <}. ALLEN. Cashier.
Portland, Maine, December 9,1897.
de< 9dtd

AMSCAL MEETING.
'ilie annual meeting of die stockholders of
the First National Bank of Portland for the
election of Directors for the ensuing year, and
the transaction of any other business that may
legally he presented, will be held at its Banking Rooms on TUESDAY, the llth day of .Jannary, 1898, at 10 o’clock A. M.
J. E. W’ENGREN, Caahler.

Nothing but alocalren
edy or change of cllnjat >
ill cure it.

well-known

Ely’s

dtf
=====

Matinee

scenic

on

sale.

S. S.

AND~

This Company is a corporation doing business
under charters granted by the Legislatures of
both Maine and New Hampshire, and controls
the gas and electric plants which furnishes
municipal and domestic lighting in the cities of
Dover, Rochester and bomers worth, in New
Hampshire, and in the towns of Berwick and
The population of
North Berwick, in Maine.
tills territory aggregates about 32;000.
This Company not only furnishes the light for
tlie cities and towns named, hut also supplies
the power used in operating the street railway
between Dover add Somersworth, and also
purposes.
power used for manufacturing
This branch of business has never been developed, and the next live years will,show a
wnunt,

'’‘

.......

de-

partment.
1
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STEAMSHIPS.

M

a

mm asm

mm

YEAR’S

NEW

‘‘CANADA” (New.)

mm

mm

WEEK,

iTAST. 3rd.

Ton*, is intended to sail from Boston as
follows for Queenstown and Liverpool:
SA'UJKDAY, JAN. 13, 3 P. M.
SATUKDAY, FEB. 19,8.30 A.M.
Saloon passage $«o and upwarrls, according
to location, second cabin (very superior accommodations) $42.60; round passage $78.37.
Steerage passage $23.60

IHurveloiis

Puzzling—The

The

—

AND

—

BILLIE HALLMAN

Service.

P0RTLAND-L1VERP00.

«ai

liAltl T IntAInc,

9000

Second Baseman Brooklyn, N. Y., B. B.
Club, supported by

Str. Scotsman sails Wednesday, Jan. 19, at
Str. Labrador sails Wednesday,
1 i\ Ai.
Feb 2, at 1 P. »l. Low passage rates. Saloon
*50. Second cabin #34. Steerage *22.50. For
passage, plans, etc., apply at company’s office,
103 State Street, Boston, or to Local Agents: J.

A MATCHLESS COMPANY

6 -COMIC COMEDIANS—6
SO—GAY GIRLS—20
B. Keating, 51% Exchange street, T. F. McGow8—BRIGHT SPECIALTIES—8
an. 418 Congress street. J. W. Peterson, 2 Ex2—PRETTY BURLESQUES—2
change street, or David Torrance Si Co., general
EVENING AT 8.
jan7codtf
agents, Montreal.
MATINEE DAILY AT 2.

Til OMLSOFLlFL

Orchestra Chairs extra.

Admission 10c.

Next Week, May Shaw Boad Show.

PORTLAND
TO

LONDONDIRECT.
“

Fremona, 4500 tons, Jan. 7th
“
14th
Cenona, 7000 ““
“

“

S. 8. itevona, 7000
21st
And weekly thereafter.
Special attention given to the carriage of
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

ThaMJBERT REFORD GO., Limited,
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
sept23dtf

Illlan

Manager)*

the

and

Prices 25c, 50c, <5c, §1.00.

Dominion Line

Deposit & Trust CoM
Portland, Trustee.

me

Saturday.

The Hanlon's Gorpeons Spectacle

Importance.

-.-—

OCEAN

DUE MARCH 1. 1917

(From Official Statement of
Capital Stock authorized

and

line

$250,000.00 _ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
Total amount of First Mortgage
and Portland, Calling at
250,000.00 Liverpool
Bond, authorized and issued,
Earnings from April 1, 1895, to
Londonderry.
April 1. 1897, the time of operaFrom
From,
tion underpresent management,
Gross Receipts,
$139,226,77
103,133.08
8 jan.
23 Dec.
Parisian,
Operating Expenses,
Net Earnings,
36,092.09 so Dec.
15 Jan.
Laurenttan.
722.00.00
22 Jan.
0 Jan.
Numldlan,
Original cost of this property,
It is certified to by two engineers
C arthaginian,
129 Jan.
13 Jan.
that the present value of the
20 Jan.
Mongolian,5 Feb.
504,681.60
property is
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the ceninformed by the treasurer of the tral
VVe ar
part, where least motion Is felt. Eleccorporation Unit the net earnings for the tricity is used for lighting the ships throughyear ending in 1897, will exceed the interest out. tbe lights being at the command of the
on the bonds by at least $10,090.
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promeuade
BOND ISSUE.
bonds is
The total
§250,000.00
Secured by mortgage certified by attorneys
the entire property and
lien
on
tie
a
first
to
franchise of the company, now owned nr
hereafter acquired. The full amount of this
mortgage lias been issued, therefore no additional first mortgage bonds can be issued.
issue of

EXAMINATION.
We have the favorable reports of two engimade a careful examination of
neers wlio
this property.

C A VITAL

phai

Cream Balm,

is quickly Absorbec
mi
n -l
MFfln K Gives
N nCWU
uULU
relief at once,
Nasal Passages.
tlie
cleanses
and
Opens
Allays Inflamation. Heals and Protects th *
Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste air
Smell. No Cocaine. No Mercury, No Injuriou
drugs. Full Size 50c.; Trial Size 10c. at drus
gists or by mail.
ELY BROTH F.RS, 56 Warren St., New Yorl

AND

KtIKPI.CS

MILLION

ONE

DOLLARS.

MW- fH ®
Pn

p|

qi

Em

ppi

E Ha
EininiaiGivES
m ■»

For sale by J. E. Goold & Co.

iuned&wtt

The
management of the Company is as
follows:
Albert Wallace, President, Rochester, New

Hampshire.
purt, Maine.
Hon. H. L. Shepherd, Treasurer
Rockland Water Co. First Mortgage eral Manager, Roekport, Maine.

Sterling Exchange.

National Provincial
Drafts drAvn
of England, London, In large or
Bank

and Gen-

Direct rs, Albert Wallace, Rochester, N.
J hn C. Klrel.
H.,
George E. Wall ice,
Rochest r, N. H.; Fred E. Richards, Port-

land, Me.; Georgo E. Macomher, Augusta.
Me; H. L. Shepherd, Roclcport, Me., and
Berney C. Parsons Boston, Mass.
This* corporation is controlled by well

known Now England men and the directors
are men of local standing and position.

—FOB SAFE Blr-

WOODBURY

& MOULTON,

■

mall amonnti, for sale nt current rales.
Current Accounts received on favorable

:«rms.

Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individand others
Banks
uals, Corporations,
iesiring to open accounts, as well as from
Interest allowed

DOBS

aeso

on

nuaiuj;

iu

description ttironcli

uautmct

_

STEPHEN R SMALL PrasistouL
MARSHALL R GODINEL
Je4dtf

Middle and Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.

MASON&MERRiLL
98

Exchange Street

Janl

Maine Central R. R.,

4’s

Brunswick, Me.,

4’s

4’s

Portland Water Co.,

4’s

Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co„

5’s

jt HI

liutiu

n

HIV*

A

Royal Mail Meiuners—Liverpool

DIARIES FOR 1898.

Merrimack County,
4s.
4s.

Saco,

4s.

Biddeford,

LORING, SHORT k MARION
gec27eodtf

Prices

on

application.

dtf

XTOT ICE— We have got the

best flour

inPorti

land for all purposes, It will make raise
sread, biscuit am, pastry. It is winter wheat
white as snow, and every barrel warranted or
norey refunded and only $5.75 a
barrel
WHITNEY, the Grocer, 2»i Congress St. si-i

From

From
Liverpool.
Sat. 18th Heel
Sat., 1st Jan.
Sat.. 13th

Steamers._Portland-

Vancouver, Wed. Jan. 5. l p. m
w, 1 p.m
Scotsman,
F'eb. 2.1 p. m
Labrador,
Vancouver. Sat.,
12,1 p.m
Boston Service.

••

Thurs.27

TO

LIVE It POOL

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.

CANADA, JANUARY 15.
HATES OF PASSAGE.

Return
Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
$100 and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonRedonderrv and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50.
turn gcoJS and $78.40, according to sleamer
and accommodations.
London,
Kieuraxe, to Liverpool, London,
Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfastderry
to
steamer.
oo'and
acoording
$25.00
822
Apply to J. B. Keating, 31 1-2 Exchange
street, "T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Toragents, foot of India
rance & Co., general
First

PORTUN^andTMALL

The

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
4t!

Most

Water

ComMortgage, gold, 5’s, due
pany, First
1927*
estimated, 28,606.
Population,
slock of the Water Company, $225,nix)

Rapids,

Iowa,

ibo.ooo
1'otarbonded dent,
at the rate
This company has paid dividends
for many years.
jf 8 per cent
FOK SALE BY

!

Sleds, Skates,
Boys’ Tool Chests,

H. M. PAY80N ft CO.,
dec31

dU

Maine Coast
On

ami

At the

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. in.
for 1‘npham beach, bath, Hootlibay Harbor
and WiHcasset Touching at Five Islands on
Tuesdays and Saturdays.

H

Carvinsr Knives, 75c to $10.00.
Plated Table Knives and Forks,
&C., &C.

■
1

with Sterling Silver Handles.

|

CALL AND SEE OUK LINES.

;;t

Bj

e|
jjjj

N. M. PERKINS & CO.,

1

Hardware Dealers,

je

8 FREE

»T.,

Opposite Middle.

E

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston eyary Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

Saturday.

ENTERTAINMENT
a

Day in Camp.)

AUDITORIUM, WED. EVE. JAN, 12
GIVEN BY THE

Sheridan Rifles, Co. L, 1st Regt.
N. G. S. M.
Assisted by the AMERICAN CADET BAND.
Tickets—Gents 50c; ladies 25c. Dance music
janedct
by orchestra of 20 pieces.

CITY HA3vTv

POLO
i

TUESDAY EVENING, Jan. 11,
PORTLAND.
vs.

ROCKLAND

Thursday evening, Jam 13.—BATHS.
(lames at 8.30. Seats In advance at Chandler’s.

]an7dtf

MUSICAL AT TOLMAN HOUSE
Friday rveninj, Jan. 7l!i,
at 8 o’clock p. m.
Tickets 25c. For sale at Williamson’s Drug
store, proceed * to be given to the Boy®’
Home.

1

dtt

(Illustrating

Nov,

STEAMER SALACIA

singer

GRAND BALL AND

tiaviiation Co!

after Tuesday,
9tli, 1897, the

Concert
and

AMERICA,

Chase,|Manager, Auburn, Mr.'S

Homer N.

jane

commercial street.
dtf

on
anil Foi tland. Touching at
Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
CHAS. E. LEWIS. Treasurer.
iiov9dtf

Scroll Saws with choice woods,
Fine Razors and Cutlery,
Pocket Knives and Scissors,

—

Banliers.

153

46-3.

Brilliant

B3T* EXCURSION RATES ON THE FAILR ADS-

For further particulars
det-3i

HALL,

HR. UAX* i*BOKOLD,
talented Violoncellist, will be the solo
artists. A lirilliant programme o. Symphony
and Opera selections will be rendered. Next to
Concerts will be the
the Maine Festivals tbes
create-1 Musical Events ever given in Maine.
AFTERNOON REHEARSAL CONCERT at
2.20 especially lor the children, tit which full orchestra will t lay. an t Mr. Kronold and other
soloists will appear. All under 15 years of age
will be admitted to any part ■ f the house for 25
ickets on sale at Box
cents; adults 50 cents.
Office at J p. M.. Jan. 14.
I'S
at 8 o’clock. Evening
CONCER
EVENING
prices $1.00, 75c and 50c. Holders of certificates
same
the
•can exenange
Saturday. Jan. 8,9 a.m.,
at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s.
Tickets for sale at Oressey, Jones & Allen s
Music House, on ami after Monday. Jan. 10, until 3 p. m.. day of concert, when they can he
procured at City Hall Box Office.

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove. Orr's Island; Card's Cove. Poor’s
Point, East Harpswell; Small Point, Ashdale
Sebasco, Phlppsburg and Cuudy’s Harbor.
RETURNING-T.eave Cundys Harbor at
7 oo a. m„ Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

Telepliole

a

The

“Perey "\7"”

liar diva re.

jj'27

CHAPMAN

Skilled Musicians.
MADAME LILLIAN BLAUVELT,
in

after January 3rd. 1898.

Five l-lau.tb

HOLIDAY

R.

POINT MILITARY

tviscasset
Returning—Leave
Mondays.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m., for
Ituotlibay Harbor. b.<th, Popimm beach

X-MAS

SWAN ft BARRETT,

€edar

COMPANY.

Ser-

vice.

£3

6’s
Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS

nov23

large assortment to select from, or manufactured to order.

vv«j

Maine

portlIdtrust

40

DOMINION LINE.

in..

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

Portland and Rumford Falls

Railway,

UNDER the direction of

WILLIAM

CAPT. CHAS. H. HOW,

4s.

n_A

N. H.,
Cumberland County,

Maine Symphony Orchestra!
PORTLAND CITY

Steamer

dlw

BONDS.

Cashier.

hqIebonds.

THE NEWLY ORGANIZED

Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
(Director of the Maine Festivals),
Londonderry, $S4.U0 and $36.25; return,
Will make a tour of the state and give
$66.76 and $69.00.
Grand Conte ht at
Steerage-To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every reand
the
for
$23.50.
$22.50
quisite
voyage
For tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress 8t„ J. B.
Friday, Jan. 14, 1898.
KEATING, 6lVv Exchange St., C. & A. AL-1
AN, Montreal, 92 Stalest., Boston, and 1 India
GRAND ORCHESTRA OF
St, Portland.jiy31dn

On anu

uii«i>

this

GRAND SYMPHONY CONCERT-

STEAMBOAT CO.

Time

of any

CITY HALL, PORTLAND

3treet"deo28dtf

BANKERS,
Cor.

jan«dlw

deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
"Rates of passage $62.60 to’$70.GO. A reduction is made on Round Trip Tickets.

on

The Chapman National Bank.

MBIi JBfck Williams Indian Pile
BBU Ointment is n sure cure
for PILES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops Itching.
reukp. c«c.
hskb or
ancl
At Druggists.

Honsiun Water Co. First Mortgage
Gold 5's, Kcnnebunk and Kennebunk-

-FOE SALE BY-

5's

M

The legal papers have been drawn under
the combined direction of Charles H. Tyler,
Esq., of Boston, Frank S. Streeter, Esq., of
Concord, New Hampshire, and Drummond
& Drummond of Portland, and they have
passed their opinions favorably upon this
Issue of bon is.

MANAGEMENT.

Gold 6’s.
edition Electric Illuminating Company of Baltimore City, First Mortgage Gold 6’s.
Penobscot Shore Line Railroad First
Mortgage 4’ts, guaranteed by the City
of Bath.
Astoria, Oregon, Municipal Gold 5’s.
ieadrillo, Cok>.. Water Co. Sinking
Fund Mortgage 6's,
Berlin, N. H., Water Compaay First
Mortgage Gold 5’s.
Sterling, III, Water Co. First Mortgage Gold 5’s.

Maine Central B. B- Co.,

f lic firm of Charles McLaughlin &
Co. was dissolved Dec. 31, 1897, by
The
the death of Mr. Geo. i'. Davis.
business wifi he continued under the
same firm name by the surviving partCHARLES WALKER,
ners.
ALBERT DRUMMOND.
jan5dlw

.

Bangor & Aroostook First Mortgage

deefi___dtd
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Chapman National Bank will be held at Its
hanking rooms on Tuesday the llth day of Jannary, 189s, at 10 o’clock a. m.. for the election
of directors for the ensuing year, and the transactlonAif any other business that may legally
come before the meeting.
CHESTER H. PEASE, Cashier.
deciOdtd
Portland, Me.. Dec. 10. 1897.

Investments
Geld 6*s.

4^’s

i>issoa7u tiow7'"

Ai'fcctioii.

a

& Co.

Maine Central B. B. Co.,

A Climatic

Get

—

son

==r2P£E323

T he annual meeting oX the stockholders of
the Canal National bank of Portland will be
held at their banking bouse on Tuesday, the
llth day of January, 1S98, at 11 o’clock a. in.
of seven direotors and for
lor the election
the transaction or any other business that
may be legally presented.
tJEORt.lt G. PETERS, Cashier.
declldtd
December 10, 180..

a t

~

maeeutical remedy.

Fay

Li huL

secr.ro boar results by the application
external remedy in the treatment of Cough
Colds, Whooping Cough, Pleurisy and other ches 1
troubles, be sure and get Densonr« Plastei
carefully avoiding imitations and substitutioi 1
with which the market is flooded.^ Benson’s Pla;
ter prompt ly relioves and cures aches and pains <
1
every description, Bheumatisro, Sciatica, Cun
bago, Sprains, etc. Price, &5c«

w

FOB SALE BY

dec31_

BANK.

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK.

f
1
[

^5*

IS. HI.

Ogdensburg Railway.

!

.m

—

~

~€)T (Seed to Eai [•

ffi
gy.

$50,000
Portland Water Company Gold
4s, Due 1927.

of

ItHE

Comfort Powder Co.
Hartford, Conn.

of

only $ | .85*

_

the Stockholders of
annual meeting
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railway will
of
the
be hehl at the office
Mayor of the City of
Portland on Tuesday, the eighteenth day of
o’clock
In the forenoon, to
January, lists, at tea
choose Directors for the ensuing year, and to
that may legally
business
transact any other
come before the meeting.
W.
JOHN
DANA, Clerk.
Jan4d2w

Sample Box Free.

To

at

financial.

_

It produces a fine,
clear complexion.

atthe

bark of congressmen is oftentimes mnoh
If one oould
worse than their bite.
get these orators into the confessional,
many of them would admit undoubtedly,

&

The Portland

stockholders
The annual meeting of the
National
Merchants
of
the
Bank of Portland. Me., for the election of seven
directors for the ensuing year and the transaction of any other business that may legally be
presented, will be neld at their banking house,
on Tuesday the lltli day of January, 1898. at 10
C. O. BANCROFT, Cashier.
o’clock a. m.
December 9, 1897._dee!9dtd

i

and

FINANCIAL.

Casco National Bank.

Merchants’ National Bank.

1

—

LEGALITY

*

fury of

8

ANNUAL MEETINGS

All skin irritation,
itching and chafing,
soothed and healed by

I

100 people engaged.
Seats now
specialties.

First Mortgage Five Per
Cent Gold Bonds.

increase in

CHERUB.

:

I_■
illusions
(Irand ballets, beautiful ti_ansformallons,
amusing

is to the North,
South.

ELECTRIC CO.

,ery. large

and Operators of S6
Manufacturers (an:? Promoters ©f Fashionable, Perfect Fitting Clothing,
in
America.
Dealers
jan5dtf
Retail
and
Wholesale
Stores.
Largest

William Mansell, Bangor, $30 to ICO ;
Hiram R. Brown, Harmony, *8 to $10.

There is danger of taking the present
assault on the civil service reform law
altogether too seriously. The sound and

at $7.50

255 Middle St., Portland, Me.

INCREA9K.

While it is a unit in opposing Hanna,
it immediately breaks up into irreconcilable tactions as soon as it attempts to
seleot a candidate of its own.

now

STAN ABO CLOTHING GO.,

people:

box.' l

selling

ULSTERS

warm

GREAT SPECIAL SALE OF BOYS’ CLOTHING SATURDAY.

MAINE
PENSIONS.
Washington. January 0.—Tho follow
ing pensions have been granted to Maim

2; and 50c. per
At all Druggists
and Toilet Dealers.

heavy

THE

:

issued,

on

gaged in this contest are by this time
But even though the
very ugiy indeed.
opposition be able to defeat Hanna it does
not appear probable,or even possible, that
it will be able to elect anybody else.

$12

and

selling
Boys’ *2.50 and 8.00 REEFERS, ages 3 to years, offered
Every article sold guaranteed as represented and thoronghly reliable.

evidence
waf
The
hire.
contradictory. The case was submitted
ex
to the jury, under instructions not
and plaintiff obtained a ver
cepted to,
of
a
It
was
fact,
question
diet.
entirely
The.t
within the province of tho jury.
may be doubt of the correctness of the
verdict, but.it is not so clearly contrary
to tho evidence as to require us to disturt
it.
Tho newly discovered evidence had 6
tendency to contradict the witness Bmal
rial to the issue
upon a point not ji
It is not of suflicu
weight or import
to justify the belief that its intro
ante
duction would have changed the result
Bath motions overruled.
balees for

of the House

Monday, -is tna ngnt increases in
bitterness the chances of desertions from
Influence or
either side grow
less.
pressure^doesn’t eSect much with ugly
men, and it is pretty evident that ail en-

$10

$5.00 each.

t*rc

here today confirms the news o:
It may bo that President Cleveland ex- received
the wreck of the Bucksport schooner N
tended the civil serivee system too far,
at Pert La Platte, on tin
and made it cover offices that ought to he E. Symonds
The crew wen
side of
Ilayti.
exempted from it. It may be also that north
The schooner was under charts:
ho dishonestly used it after packing the saved.
Fruit company, and woi
oilioes with party adherents, to keep them to the Boston
between
Hayti and Jamaica
running
But
a
rule
that
is
made
too
broad
there.
She was commanded by Capt. W. L
can be restricted by President McKinley,
and T.M. Niohoi
without any action on the part of Con- Snowman of this town,
fess. If correction is needed the Presi- son was the sole owner.

that may have crept in then all it needs
to do is to turn the whole matter over
to tno President, who has the power, and
no doubt tho
disposition also, to do all

of Good Black

AND

:

NoreRy,

The Laia.t

___

Week of Jan. 10th.
An Eyent of Groat

The Thrilling Burglarv.
The Massive Cotton Tress.
The Unique Electrical Effects.
The flan tat ion Brass Band,

am

a n

3

held,

—-SPE3CIAL--

Strong Cait.

Scenery-

Union Safe

WARM ULSTERS soiling at only $10 and $| 2.
A few *25 Ulsters selling at only $15 each.
reduced prices.
AH
Great values in GOOD OVERCOATS representing greatly
surplus stock and broken sizes MUST BE SOLD.
from $8 and $10 to only
BOYS’ ULSTERS ages 5 to 10 years, reduced in price

Bucksport,

supply it. If the only purpose
Congress has in view is to correct mistakes and eliminate dishonest
practices

Special

CAT

:

Frlces 25, 50, 75c, SI.00.

A Romance of Goon Hollow.

DATED MARCH 1, 1897.

Lots of *15 and $18 heavy

masted schooner N. K. Symonds of Bucks
It is gratifying to see that there is goport, Me.,Capt. Snowman,has been totaling to be an effort to confine the next ly wrecked at Pori-.> Plate. No particu'
reasonable soope. A lars of the wreck are known. It is pre
census within a
Th(
there was no loss of life.
of tiie last sumed
of
tbe
specialties
good many
Symonds was owned by T. M. Nlcholsot
than
useless.
Necessarwere
worse
oensus
of Buoksport, and in recent years she has
ily their statistics were in many oases been engaged in fishing, being the firs;
three-mated schooner to enter the fishing
nothing better than estimates, and fre- fleet.
remembered as tin
She will be
the
no
estimates
wide
of
doubt,
quently,
vessel which two years ago landed a car
conclusions
were
often
so
the
that
of frozen herring at this port from
mark,
go
Collectoi
which
and
Furthermore this unneces- Newfoundland,
misleading.
Warren declared
dutiable, imposing a
sary and unprofitable broadening of the
duty of $1,200 on the cargo, which wai
a
work entailed
great and useless ex- paid under protest. The vessel registered
and
dethe
109 tons net.
country,
greatly
pense upon
layed the completion of the work.
January 5.—A cabiegran

can

THE

matinee SATURDAY.

service
(U. S. and Royal Mail Steamers.)

$8.50.

and

treaty will lie ratified by the Senate,'and
the joint resolution plan will not have to
bo resorted to. Why the operations in the
East should help Hawaiian annexation is
MAINE SCHOONER WRECKED.
difficult to explain, except upon tho theoBoston,
January 0.—A private messagt
ly that stealing is contagious.
received here today states that the thret

dent

in.

Popular Prices—Matinee, Children 15c
Adults 25c. Evening, 15, 25, 35. 50c.
Seats DOW on sale at Box Office.

By the Manufacturers.

ant

jjvnouaoiWJi

Eve. 8 p.

j^isnsrjk.

Q

U*

Tlie Big Scenic Prodnction,

As the Old Homestead
so is Coon Hollow to the

REEFERS AND SUITS

vs. Kumford Fall!
Lumber company and Trs.
Rescript by Strout, J.—The questlor
was whether defendant caused the injurj

plaintiff’s

la

fl
«,u’•

UNITED GAS

Cumberland, ss.
G. Thayer
Henry

to

m.

tonight"

financial

RESCRIPT FROM LAW COURT.

£ The New Bedford mill operatives should
ponder well the fact that this Is the middle of the winter before they finally oon-

Clearing Sale

Mat. 2 p.

Fay Bros. & Hosford.
Lessees and Managers.
A GOOD RESERVED SEAT FOR 60 CENTS.

Manager.

C, TUKESBIIBV,

V.

OVERCOATS,

Bangor Y. M. C. A
remembered by thi
was substantially
gift of iOO, tho donor being Mr. Manlj
Hardy, one of Brewer’s best citizens.

7'

fv

and numerous other features.

Lot

I

Vf

*

*

AMUSEMENTS.

ieffersonTheatre.

CLOTHING CO.

Cash

*

j

AMUSEMENTS.

amusements._

I’LL
F*
Ulal.

On Tuesday the

FRIDAY,

___

MiscuLLANgorcs.

SATURDAY,

of £7 a year.
tlon he'woulcl.make eleven encmier. If i
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published were not for the personal demorallzatior
every Thursday,$2 Per year; SI for six months; it would work, wo should liko to see thi
CO cents a quarter; 25 cents lor trial subscripthi
civil service law repealed and all
tion of six weeks.
anc
for
the
in
offices
a
hungry
heap
piled
Persons wishing to leavo town for long or
to scramble for.
Such an oDjeci
short periods may have the addresses of their thirsty
lesson as that would furnish would brlnj
papers changed as oiten as desired.
about tlie speedy reenaotment of tho law
Advertising Rates.
and make it dangerous, until it had beer
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for one
to propose
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions forgotten,for any congt'essman
Every other day ad- its repeal or cry out about it.
or less, $1.00 per square.
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST
week or $2.30 for one month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a colInteresting trials were held Monday
umn and one inch long.
and Tuesday before Justice Henry Wood
Special Foticcs, ou first page, one-third addi- ward, In L. T. CarJetou’s office at iVintional.
throp. The offenders were North Wey.
Amusements ar.d Auction Sales, $2.00 per mouth and Wayne parties, who made r
Three insertions or less, disturbance at a Cbiainias tree entertain
square each week.
ment hold in the Sylvester schoolhouse.
$1,50 per square.
in what is knrfWn as the Funnal districl
Heading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
in the town of Wayne. Sometime before
with other paid notices, 15 cents per line each
this Christmas entertainment It had beer
insertion.
given out by certain unruly spirits that
Parc Reading Sot ices in reading matter type, the thing would begin with a prayer and
end with a light—and it^ciid. As a sequel
£5 cents pit line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- four young men aro now under bonds tc
for
keep the peace.
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance,
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adverThe eommiesoners appointed to pas;
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged upon the claim of Mrs. Margaret Paring
ton against tho estnte of her late has
at regular rates.
Charles W. Purington of Topsham
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square band,
their report to the Probate Couri
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square for returned
Thi
County, Tuesday.
of Sagadahoc
each subsequent insertion.
award allows Mrs. Purington $47,011
Address all communications relating to sub- Her olaim was for $112,000 in round num
scriptions and advertisements to Portland bers. The report Was something of a sur
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, prise to the parties.
Portland, Me.

press.

•'V'VpV-

|

•-—----

rate

TTTTT.

MiscEi-i^ANKors-

i*»f*wetxAn Kors.

of the congressmen who have made them
and without any real wish to destroy thi
reform Jaw. Really the very worst pun
whc
ishment that could befal the men

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Jan4dtd

Restored lanhooiL
DR. MOTT’S NERVERINE PILLS.
The great remedy for nervous
prostration and
all nervous diseases of the generative organs
of either sex,
I such as Nervous

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. m. From
InFine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Prostration.
surance one-lialf the rate of sailing vessels.
FaUtllg Or DOS t
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R. and
BEI-OBI! AND AFTER CSISG
Y outhof
Emissions,
free
South by connecting lines, forwarded
Manhood,Impotency .Nightly
commission.
ful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive nse of Toto
Consumption and
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
bacco or Opium, which lead
Meals and room Included.
Insanity. With every $5 order we give a writthe money.
WING.
or
or
refund
For freight
passage apply to F. P.
ten guarantee to cure
Sold sliSUOO per box, 6 boxes for $5.00. W.
Agent Central Wharf, Boston.
General
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
MOTT’S CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ofefc
Manager, 89 State Sti, FisUe Building, Boston,
For sale by J. & GOOLD A CO.
ootasdtf
Mass.

J$EW

FUNERAL OF STEPHEN HINKLEY.
The funeral of the lata Stephen Hinkley

I/JU61C AND D^AIViA
heil\

anna

Cherub,”
given the same as during
run in New York, Chicago

its successful
and London.
Several other features of interest are included in the programme. There will be
Seats are now on sale
no raise in prices.
nro

and

Dirigo
Libby,

presont
Pythias,

performances, which

all three of the

for

& Co.’s

next Friday and Saturday evenings,
matinee on Sata special children's

urday

at

sjains from

SUPERBA.

one

Today, Friday, is the fourth day of

P.
chancellor commander., past and
grand officers of the Knights of

To

splendid

con

struction of the characters and a humoi
and inthat is not farcical, but natural
effects
fections. The realistic mechanical
to its
used in elaborating the work add
froir
interest. The story finds its origin
Tennessee
East
in
romantio
glen
the
the
known as “Coon Hollow.” Among
scenic effects are a steam boa 1

magnificent

at night between
race on the Mississippi
the boat;
and
Lee
Xatchez,
Robert
the
E,.
of steam; a
lighted and under full heads
moona
cotton oompress at work, and
from
painted
of
Coon
view
Hollow
light
art
life. A band of plantation darkies
on the river,
seen in a wood landing place
in tht
where by moonlight they indulge
antics that have made
songs, dances and
in his
the colored rase a humorous factor

Half Price

Bunch.” Mr. Hart’s ballads were
Was Her An
good, notably so “Silence
swer.” The opening chorus, “My Lou
the

vim am
isiana Son,” was sung with
element fell as usua
The
comedy
spirit.
They did gooe
to Hainan and Mack.
The other turns, acts and feature
work
and the Creela whole, “hits,”

were,'
trio

as

won

hearty applause.

its

closes

The

compani
tomorrov

here

engagement

night.
ROSSINI CLUB CONCERT.
the programme o:
morn
the Rossini club conoert yesterday
was

The following

ingl

Beethovei
Plano Duet—Sonata op 6,
Misses Woodbury and Cbenery.
Paderewsk
Plane Solo—Melodle,
Miss Mary Jordan.
Lynei
Voeal Solo—Three songs by
A Summer Morning
a

b, Melody

o, Interpretation,
Mrs. Rand.
Piano Solo—Erstes Begnen,
Miss Mary Alice Cobb.

Vocal Solo—Elsa's Dream,
Mrs. True.

Music from
Eemecki
King Manfred,
,,
Mrs. Allen
Mrs Smith, Mrs. Johnson,
Mrs. Thompson.
Rubinsteii
Piano Solo—Impromptu,
Mrs. Hight.
d Hardeio
Vocal Solo—Mignon,
Plano

Quartette-Ballet

Miss iieieu

LOT II.

Solo—Upsoaring.

Schumam

Less.

or

Handkerchiefs—Gloves—linings

Cray,

ets,
Blue

GREAT

Surah--Mo-

reen--Buttons—Silk and Twist

Silk

Bags, &c,, &c.

Spool

Cotton

—

Books—Purses—Lead

REMNANT
SALE.

—Sleeve Protectors—Chatelaine

—

Pocket

Jackets, strap seam, braided and
colors.
$16.00 Jackets, Friday at

Saturday

\

1

to

$2.93.

$1.98

$3.98

Saturday,

Broken lot of Boucle Mixture and Fancies, sailor collar, trimmed with braid.
True prices from $3.98 to 7.50.
Half

price Saturday.

At Half, plus 4 cts. Fine elastic skin.
Both button and lacing. Tan, mode,
brown and black, Only two sizes, 6% and 7, and so
79c
instead of $1.50 their regular price, they are
Kid Gloves.

Silk Evening Gloves, elbow and shoulder
Pink, light blue, cream and white.
&1 ftft

1 25 and 1.37

Gloves

Ladies’ black Cashmere

On central aisle tables today, say half a
thousand pair Ladies’ Fleeced and Children’s Wool Ilose, 25 and 33 cent quality.
19o
Price for today and Saturday,
Men’s

26 different

ANOTHER DAY.
Terms For This

&C.

Sale, Strictly

EASTMAN

f

Cash.

SALE BEGINS AT 9 O’CLOCK.

STORE OPEN AT 8 O’CLOCK.

of the Young Men’i
Christian association and also of the Y
Free
Baptis
P. S. C. E. of the First
church, where he was a regular attend
ant.
Always cheerful and ready to sei

up-stairs departments will he
Watch papers for the details.

untrimmed.
some
Plaids and stripes of blue
and pink. We call them
worth $1.25, although we
have been selling them at

out

98c,
Price

wear.

DR. MAY TO PREACH HERE.
Rev. Eugene May, D. D., of Washington, D. C., is to occupy the pulpit of the
hestnut Street M. E. church next SunThe press
day morning and afternoon.
comments in regard to Dr. Way are unuHe is
sually flattering and abundant.

the brightest side, willing to lend a help
o
ing band to those around him, his life
patient thoughtfulness has taught u
eve
many a lesson and his memory will
remain dear to us.
man;
His funeral was attended by
friends from Portland, and the beautifu
floral embleprs testified to the rogard ii

as

comments:
“Dr.
May presents a comanding appearance, he has a splendid voice and is
master of his subject and the best English, and above all his descriptive power
Is the greatest ever heard in bur city.”
“Hi is a

teacher for about three years, a wreatl
the family, bouquets from Mr. am 1
m_r'i
xkt
riiiam
MisR Mae Wheeler
t
Mrs. Stiles, Mr. \V. J. Berryman an
Th 3
26 whito roses from Miss Stiles.
funeral service was conducted by Rev
Fre 3
A. Downey, pastor of the

from

George
Bapitst church at West Buxton.

man

of

pleasing personality,

strong, sympathetic voice and impressive
As a traveler in America and
delivery.
he has a record excelled by very
He gives his listeners the benefit of
his scholarly research and Investigation.”

Europe

few.

were

installed:

V. G.—J. W. Bonner.
R. S. —G. S. Stetson.
F. S.—G. D. Loring.
Trees.—G. E. Kenworthy, Jr.
O. G.—G. E. Hilborn.
W. —J. O’Neill.
G. —J. A. Lindsay.

Couduotor—E. Lanagan.

S. N. G.—D. F. Johnson.
S. N. G.—A. Perry.
S. V. G.— G. Hudson.
S. V. G.—W. B. Melcher.
S. S.—H. Abbott.
S. S.—T. C. Mangun.
Chaplain—J. M. Brown.

R.
L.
R.
L.
R.
L.

installation
At
ROYAL ARCANUM.
the members proceeded to the banquet
Deputy Supreme Regent Wm. H. Brine room where a ciam supper was served to
the

conclusion

of the

R. Chase Goodwin,
Who lms been with (JKO
SHAW & CO. fur the |wwfour years, t an now he found

$ BINES
£5$
W

asi.

7 Monument

Wright.

Messrs. Fred Muller and Ernest Emery
After the wedding ceremony an enjoyable reception was hold during which le
were served by Mrs. Frei l
freshments
■

■

same

to

Notice.

choose
his

one

or

more

question

Welcome

°lFuneral

TODAY, JANUARY 1.
LOWER PRICES
-ox-

OOOOOOOCOOOQCtOOOOOOOOOV^Q^

OOOOOOCKa^^wwwvawwvvv

forenoon.

jan7&l4

extended bridal tour.

S"ln1Mh1,ot,

-FOR-

of

Given under my hand the date first above
Meller, Mrs. Scott Jewett and Miss Lil
The bridal march wa 8 written.
lian Murdock.
C. L. BUCKNAM.
finely rendered by Mrs. Fred Meller.
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of
for said County of Cumberland.
Pull
on
the
insolvency
left
Johnson
Mrs.
Mr. and

paid

Lace Sale

as-

held
be
estate,
will
he
hold tin
Insolvency to
at Probate Court Room, in said Portland, in
said County of Cumberland, on the 17th day of
Jatulary. A. D. 1898, at 10 o’clock in the
of
signees
at a Court

CO.

Mr

Mr. Winfred Johnson and Miss Sadi 4
Jewett were married Wednesday evenini >
residence of the bride’s father
at the
estate of
Mr. Robert F. Jewett, 161 Oumberlam 1
JOHN McMANUS. of South Portland,
street.
insolvent
be
Debtor,
an
adjudged to
which
Debior.
of
said
?
whil
on
petition
Miss Mabel Files was bridesmaid,
5th
the
on
was
filed
petition
as bes "
Mr. Charles Jewett officiated
which
to
A.
D.
1898,
ot
January,
day
date interest on claims is to he computed.
man.
of any debts to or uy said
That the
took place i * Debtor andpayment
The weddiug'ceremony
the transfer and delivery of any
forbidden by law.
him
are
r
by
the
parlor wlrioh had been tastefull, property
That a meeting of the creditors of said
decorated with calms and was perforinei 1 Debtor to prove their debts and in case there
the
authorize
sufficient assets to
The ushers wer 3 are
A. H.

by Rev.

BROTHERS

-

w;

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Maine, Cumberland. S3. January
6th. A. D. 1608.
fil
day
nulls is to give notice that on the 6mthiusob
JL of January. A. D. 1898, a warrant
vency was issued out of the Court ot Insolvency
lor said County ol Cumberland, against the

JOHN SON-J E WET T.

-

W

^€«€€€€€€f#i
i?iessen^er;s

R, LIBBY CO.

__J,

quare,

where he will he pleased to
see all lib old friends and euscustomers.
jaiiTdlw

62aC

&

WILL H.G083WIN & CO.’S X
An

f!&

WEDDINGS

INSTALLA-

'Ancient Brothers, No. 4, I. O O. F.,
had an installation of officers last night
at their rooms in the Baxter block, DisGrand Master George A.
trict Deputy
Bynon being the installing officer.
The following elective and appointive

being one of the best pulpit
We quote a few officers
orators In the country.

reported

BROTHERS’
TION.

ANCIENT

:

/»i

f
*«vJ

member

THE_PUBLIC

Satur-

and

today

day,

R. LIBBY C8.

®
flj

& BAM088PT.

Bi'iOS.

TO

Flannellette;

of

braid,

Dainty things designed by

styles.

Correct for early spring
Two Thirds price Saturday.

artists.

Night Shirts.

warm, washable, wearable.
Some trimmed with fancy

is Silk Waist Day.

_J.
All the

50c
25c and 37c kind

15c

Mufflers, Handkerchiefs, Sweaters, &c., Ac.

The Sed Figure Sale will continue Saturday.
included.
CLOAKS FURS-WA1STS,

length.

at

Gloves,

$7.50

Our entire stock of Handsome Silk Waists go
Saturday at Two-Thirds price.

Men’s Neckwear of all kinds.
Men’s Hosiery and Underwear.
Men’s Heavy Outside Shirts.
Men’s Suspenders, White Shirts,

An employee for five years in the offici
of Cook, Everett & Pennell, he was wel
liked by both his employers and associ

I

collar,

Loug Coats, trimmed with
White Lace Insertion, Red
Fur,
Tippet
Green and Blue, sizes 1 to 4 years.

Regular
Broken lots of Model Jackets.
to 26.00, go out today
from
$15.00
prices
at half price.

LOT VI.

our
This great sale of Men's reliable and desirable Furnishing Goods is a part of
Sale
Clearance
Annual
is
our
It
morning.
Annual Red Figure Sale which began Tuesday
before stock taking, and we have put in hundreds of dollars worth of desirable Furnishings
at from ONE-HALF to ONE-THIRD the regular prices.

FUNERAL OF JJOHN P. BERRYMAh
Tho funeral of the late John P. Berry
man took place at nis home in West Bux
ton Wednesday afternoon, where he disc
after a lingering illness of ten months
During his residence in Portland he woi
a host of friends by his genial disposition

M

$4 98

Eighty elegant, up-to-date, perfect fitting
plain, all

LOT V.

MEN’S FURNISHINGS.

^

Wrapper.

gooa picking

Broadcloth

LOT III.

Boucle,
Diagonal, all

STATE MUTUAL. 5 SHE INSDK*
A MCE CO.
rpHE annual meeting of the members of the

JL State Mutual Fire Insurance Co. will he
held at the office of the company. No. 11 F'xchange street, on Wednesday, Jan. 1D. 1898, a
2.:’>0 p. m.. for the election oi directors for the
ensuing year, and to transact any other busi- j
ness that may legally come before the meeting, j
E. C. CAKLL, Secretary.
janTdlw

THAN WE HAVE EVER 31 ABE

Today

we

put

on

sale

an

BEFORE.

immense

Laces.

White, Cream and Black.
at
in Torchon, Vat. and Oriental

line of

Good patterns

HALF PRICE AND LESS.

The United Commercial Travellers
Will meet at the Falmouth Hofei Siturday night, Jan. 8, nt 8 o'clock. Juy !
travelling man thinking of joining
hand
now, or later on, should he on

Saturday night.
j.nnT

d-1

■

and

a

Hosiery.

Belts—Atomizers, &c., &c.

ElSKK!&k

Clasped

LOT 11.

Regular price
Saturday,

Made

said. Truly were “the elements so mixed
in him that Nature might stand up and
to all the world, “This was a man.’
W.

Demand

3 years.
Price

Made from

Pencils—

■

sav

Always

Black.

Beaver, Kersey. Cheviot,
colors.
$10.00 Jackets, Friday at

Belt Buckles—Shirt Waist Sets-

UXn1<KRStI

laundry

Tan,

and

$3.75

One hundred Jackets.

LOT IV.

Binding-

Worsted—Embroidery

Darning

Cambrics ---Silesias- Crinoline-Percaline—Cotton

Braids—Velveteen

bD’1 NonTat”Dcc.

Soap

Children’s long coats, deep sailor
trimmed with Angora Fur, sizes from

Twenty-

01)1) LOTS OF

°*In thhfcRv

jj^Merit
only

LOT I.

Price

five—
or
less—
more
Handsome Jack-

small lots out

s garments,

32 50
LOT III.

FOURTH DAY
OF THE

ODD LOTS OF

Miss Weeks.
Vocal Solo—Ring out Wild Bells, (by
(l0un01 (
request,)
ralu
Mrs. White.
winter
thou
Vocal Solo—Blow, blow,

Will Win

Twenty
C h eviot,

price
Regular
$5.CO. Friday at

man for an
Portland a visit at hls return from
the great enjoyment of all.
of
Biddeford and Saoo, where he has been
FUNERAL OF MRS, ANN M’CANN
D. Page PerkinB, Grand Guardian
MARRIAGESfor the past four weeks working in the
the Grand Lodge of Maine, was present
of Mrs. Ann McCann
funeral
The
Fifteen
Arcanum.
of
the
interests
Royal
at the installation.
wife of the late William McCann, too
In this city. Jan. 4, by Rev. A. H. Wrigh t.
new applications have been received in
B
morn
Albert W. Littlefield and Miss Alice X. l o-.v.e i
wind,
place from the cathedral yesterday
FORESTERS’ INSTALLATION.
York county. A publio installation of the g
both
of Portland.
Miss King.
mat
3
ing. There was a solemn requiem
No. 2, Foresters of
In this city. Jan. 4. by Rev. A. H. Wrigh ■.
Court Falmouth,
oflicers of Yo;k council will take place
Dot !
celebrated by the Rev. J. A. Barry, wh 5
Ilavki
U. .Johnson and Miss Sarah Jewett.
enthusiin Pythian hall, Biddeford, on the fourth America, held a large and very
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
an 1
was assisted by Fathers MoDonough
eveni
Rev. S. F. X’earso
ng
last
at
hall
81.
by
their
Dec.
t
is
about
A
council
astic
in
meeting
January.
Friday
Edward Fletcher of South Portland , Collins.
William J. Marshal and Miss Claribel Johnsoi
Bishop Healy pronounced th 3
exclusively of French. at which the incoming officers were duly
to be organized
Irene Fletcher, for $1. a lot of lf,m)
side c f final absolution and made some apprc
nortbery
Ranger
24. Haw,11 L. Alien an
on
the
Grand
Chief
their willing- installed by Deputy
South Portland,
Some 50 have signified
ov, r
priate remarks. The interment was i. 3
the road runnine from Portland
M. A. Welch, assisted by Herald M. J.
J- Keene an 1
ness to join.
.Meeting House hill.
I Calvary cemetery.
The following officers were inDistrict
Deputy of Atlas council of Walsh.
Mary A. Ivilborn to Lewis P- Kmgr
Joint
25.
Harper an 1
Dec.
Hebron.
whn
both of Naples, for 8150, all the
Portland, John D. Prindable, will install stalled :
Ella Hersey ot North Auburn.
t
FAIR.
ENGLAND
NEW
certain
a
and Ge]
Hassan
trees
25.
Elijah
Plich and poplar
upon
Chief Ranger—Frank J. Farry.
In Norway. Pec.
the oflicers of the above named council
trude Blanche Canwell.
in Naples.
The annual meeting of the Now Eng
Sub Chief—George P. Cady.
... „
w
a..
Men’s hall, Farringr
Red
at
Fied
W.
2.j,
Stic!
Dee.
to
this
evening
In East Brownfield.
Lida Caron of Brunswick
Treasurer—John S. Burke.
LoupJan i land Fair association will be held in Bo*
ney and Hannah Gatehell.
ton block,
Car m of Amcsbury, ior 41. a lot of
H. Lowery.
Financial
Secretary—Wm.
M<
Dec.
Man
son
r
President Burr
In Trevett, (Boothbay)
ton early next moDth.
with the buildings thereon in Brunsw
Becording Secretary—John T. Curran. Iunis and Maud Lewis.
w.
W
will undoubtedly represent tb
J.
ham
2.?.
H
3
W.—William
Welch.
Lafajctte
S.
Dec.
In Norridsewock.
PILGRIM FATHERS TO INSTALL,
t f
J. W.—James W. MoCullum.
man and Miss Alice M. Wentworth, both
Maine Mile Track association and ther
officers
of
the
The annual installation
S. B.—John H. Sylvester.
a
will be
large delegation from othe r
D c. 26. John Harper ofJAubur a
J. B.—George Smith.
of Portland Colony, No. 57, Pilgrim Fath*
ana Miss Ella M. Hersey of Minot.
parts of the state to urge the associatio 3
Trustee—James A. O’Neill.
in Orient
this
occur
evening
to
is
of time to again come to this city next summei ers,
a
It is
After installation the members of the
The business
block.
the officers of the Maine Mil 3 hall, FarriDgton
Among
held a social meeting at which e
Court
at
7.30
held
When you will decide
will
be
of the colony
DEATHSrack association the feeling isconstantl , meeting
number
of our local talent participated
commence
the public exercises are to
in voeal
the
amusement
Not to use any other
becoming stronger that the great fai r and
in
evening’s
The officers are to be in- and instrumental selections.
The toast
j at 8 o’clock.
than will taka place at JRigby’s celebrate stalled by the Deputy Supreme Governor master of the evening was Janies a. In this city. Jan. 6, Sarah J.,4 widow of tl; e
for the
07 years
irk.
months.
p
in his ever able late Samuel Caun.ageil afternoon
atuo cloc
C. H. Harlow of Auburn. The Supreme O'Neill who officiated
I Funeral tills Friday
and
manner.
humorous
her
of
son, William l.Cani i,
at
^
the residence
ANNUAL MEETING OF ADVEN' Governor of the order, Mr. J.foeolly Taft,
delega278 Danforth street.
Among the visitors was a large
,1nV„,.v rt.,e d
CHURCH.
to be present and deliver a tion from Court City of Westbrook.
is expected
In this city. Jan. 5, Mrs. Mary McNulty, age
reliable m
address.
brief
The annual meeting of the Second Ac
2 o’clocl ;.
this Friday afternoon at
and literY. M. C. A. BONDS SOLD.
An entertainment of musical
from tbc residence oi her sou, JoUn VV• ■Nad r..;
vent church of this city was held Tuei iHat or cold water.
Gathedn
the
at
exercises.
the
Services
Associa
No.
26 Union street.
will conclude
The Young JMen’s Christian
2.8° o clock.
day evening, and the following offlcei s ary numbers
bonds of the Immaculate ConceptionCliandlei K. Dye -,
cent
the
4
for
the
issued
tion
have
Jan.
*40.000
6,
In South PoHIand,
ensuing year:
per
were chosen
Terrible plagues, those itching, pester- tc complete their now building*
aged 77 years 1 month.
Clerk—Lewis Lupien.
o cloc k
Put an end to
hands on every
diseases of the skin.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2
ing
E.
Portlanc
Smith.
Treasurer—George
been purchased
by the
At have
from his late residence, No. 3o I reble street. it
Doan’s Ointment cures.
misery.
inlal
Jan.
Collector—M. L. Eiden.
Ill Cape Elizabeth.
Trust company at a good price.
Cake
any drug store.
Aduitor—W. G. MoGlauflin.

Piano

-Pickings

Children

Less than half, you see.

at

which he was held. There was a pillov
Everett & Pennell, and
from Cook,
wreath from their employes, a star fron
Free ,Bap
tho Y. P. S. C. E., of First
Grieg : tist church of Portland, a wreath fron
the Sunday school, where he has been

Wagne:

—

$7.50 kind, Friday

disappointed.

a

bargains.

Ten Jackets made from Frieze
and Beaver, 134.00 value, Friday at
98c

LOT I.

Men’s Furnishing Goods.
Women’s Gloves and Handkerchiefs.
Small Wares, Notions, Linings, Toilet Articles.

Strong and fearless in his denunciation
of wrong, he was unfalteringly true to
“as God gave him to see the
tho right
right.” Gentle-hearted ns a child, tender
and devoted in his affections, he possessed sterling and virile qualities which
made hlm'a tower of strength to all those
—and they were many—who came to him
for counsel and aid; as an employer, he
cared for the interests of his employees,
for their well-being and their happiness,
a s if they were his own.
As a citizen he was faithful to duty,
unselfish and untiring; as a friend, true
as steel; in his
family relations, such ns,
outside that sacred circle, may not be

ales.
He was

remarka-

Six
ble

FRIDAY’S JACKET LIST.

Today’s list is an interesting one.
The following depratments are. represented:

tory.

THE GAIETY.
the Gaiety
The musical numbers at
Miss
rendered.
were
happily
last night
Hei
Howard’s “Don’t Let Her Lose
a taWay” was encored, and she gave
Warmest Baby it
king coon song, “The

now

at

,

sey Jackets.

the welfare
From his earliest manhood, the town
has sought the services of Mr. Hinkley;
much of him and has never
has asked
been

now

Beaver, and Ker-

STEPHEN HINKLEY.

interest.

a

Today and

REMNANTS AND ODD LOTS

To the Editor of the Press:
flavored with
A natural pastoral drama,
In the death of Stephen Ilinkley, Gorthe breezy local color of Tennessee life,
an exceeding loss.
at- ham has met with
Southern
soft
the
with
and permeated
The olden residents of the piaoe have
’Romance
a
is
its
valleys,
mosphere of
to mark, in Mr. Hinkley’s
be seen at delighted
of Coon Hollow," which will
of the traits which dismany
character,
Portland Theatre on Saturday afternoon
There
father.
of scenery tinguished his honorable ]
a
wealth
with
and evening,
self,
was the same modest estimate of
of
the
one
and
and mechanical eifeots,
same absolute Integrity, the wise
the
dramatic
the
on
largest aoting companies
and
careful words
action,
ideal is a mirror of judgement,
stage. This pretty
in
ol large-hearted and generous interest
character
of
a
study
Southern life,
of others.

people who will ever
thoughtful people there is

|
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and the employes of S. Hinkley
tannery. The church bells were

”~~

COOX HOLLOW.

our

FIGURE SALE

ANNUAL RED

by

Deacon A. II. Sampson and
K. of P.;
Charles W. Harding,representing the Gorham Tannery corporation, and Geo. B.
Emery. The directors of the Gorham Savings bank and the members of Dirigo

of the largest of the season.

selections

“Pickings” prices.
Saturday the opportunities.

ISut “Selections”

lodge, K. of P., attended in a body. Delegates wero present from the following
Knights of Pythias lodges: Presumpsoot
Cumberland Mills; Oriental,
Valley,
Windham; Nonesuch, Searboro; Ivanhoe,
Portland; and Westbrook of Westbrook.
From the Grund lodge, P. G. C. Robinson Williams, P. G.^C. William A.Taylor,
G. K. R. & S. Wesley G. Smith, P. G.
R.fJoseph H. Hutchins.
ductions,
All plnoes of business and the schools
_Ml 1,~
fi-illvr tin
tnat tiiiH mcu
were closed
during the afternoon. Inof
sale
seats,
the Hanlon standard. The
terment was at Eastern cemetery.
bo
should
which opens Friday morning,
.ictcvov

bar-

cumulative

month later.

man, representing Gorham savings bank;
Gardiner M. Parker and Edward Hard
ing, representing Dirigo lodge, No. 21,

There is a scene of activity and bustle
Theatre this
on the stage of The Jenesrcn
for
week, whero they are getting ready
the big production of the pantomimic
of Janspectacle “Superba,” for the week
that nothclaim
Hanlons
The
10.
uary
done will
ing that they have previously
of magniequal thin production in point
tude or in the ability of their specialists,
The sconic
or the charm of their ballets.
extreme
investment is gorgeous in the
illusions
and many odd and marvellous
The specialists
have been interpolated.
talented and
arc said to bo extremely
of
most diversified in their different styles
entertainment. The Hanlons have always
different progiven us quality in their
and we hove no reason to doubt

^

week ol surprises.

a

Choice

tolled.
The pailgbearers were as follows: Lewis
and Frederick D. Soammon,
McLelian
representing the town; John A. Water-

The Jefferson.

HANLON’S

the cemetery was escorted
lodge, No. 21, II. of P., S.

ceeded to

SEW AX?~VEK11SEMH.MTS»

department,

Cloak

occurred at 2 o’olook yesterday afternoon
in- at the
company
Held’s
Miss
Congregational church, Gorham.
two star Kev. L.
Ferris of East Providence,
Z.
cludes the combination of really
officattentions, Miss Held having proven K.I., a former pastor of the church,
ever
iated. There was no music. The display
herself to be the greatest attraction
and never before of floral tributes was a magnificent one.
brought from Europe,
Mr. Ferris spoke from the text John
in the history of the American stage has
such a beautiful woman and artist been 1-47, “Behold an Israelite in whom there
his blametempted to leave Paris, where she is the is no guile.” Speaking of
French people. Managers less life, his many years of official service
idol of the
to the
Brady and Ziegfeid have spared neither in town affairs and his fidelity
time nor expense in the organization of church of his choico, he paid a fitting
dothe company presenting “The Cat and tribute to the sterling worth of the
and every detail will be ceased. The funeral cortege as it prothe

I

ADVEKT1SEMEj> JS.

child of F’red E. and Dagmar S. Libby, aged 1
year 7 months.
[Funeral Sunday noon at 12 o’clock, from
parents residence.
In New Gloucester, Jan. 4. Capt. A. G. Cutter,
aged 88 years 4 months 12 days.
[Funeral on Saturday forenoon at 9 o’clock,
Irom his late residence.
Ill South Windham. Jan. 5. Susan H. Smith,
widow of the late Thomas Smith, aged 91 years
7 mouths 20 days.
[Funeral Sunday afternoon at 1 o clock, at
Union Chapel. Friends are Invited without further notice
in Fast Winthrop, Dec. 2o, John W.\ose,
aged 75 years.
lu Trevett. Boothbay, Dec, 2o, Flora Stover,
agc.-l 15 years.
In Calais. Dec, 24. James 11. Stackpole, aged
75 years.
In Klngfield. Dec. 27. William S. Gilbert, aged
72 years.
in Searsmout, Dec. 2C, Setti Hall, aRed 77 yrs.
In Kcnnebunk, Dec. 27, Mrs.Elimira G. Sands,
aged US years.
In Whitefleld, Dec. 25, Adam Palmer, aged
CO years.
In Bucksport, Dec. 25. Mrs. Mary Emerson,
aged 77 years.

Same Prices

on

Fancy Silks

as we

advertised

Wednesday.

ALL REMAINING EDGINGS
AT RALE PRICE,

OTHERS

:

GO.

■

PUBLISHED

The

BY

Story of

BY

ARRANGEMENT.

SPECIAL

Lost

a

HERBERT

Memory.

j

RUSSELL,

“A Conflict in a Railway Tunnel,” “The
Author of “Shot in the Back,"
“The Mystery of
Haunted Room in tiie Forester’s Arms,”
“An Attempt at Blackmail.”
Dumpton Gap,”

EESF.RVED.)

(ALL BIGHTS
tccapter

-a.v

ouuauutu.;

space oi unse

During this while Marian and Rawdou
K'd seen each other every .day according
to thlur usual wont but a change seemed
of their
to have oomC o’er the spirit
subdued,
Cecil was depressed,
cl re-, m.
worried
to
by an inbrood,
and inclined
cessant conflict of sentiments which kept
and thoughtful. Marian,
silent
him
coming muoh under his influence as she
did, to a very great extent unconsciously
many a
reflected his mood. They had
never
walk and many a talk together,
or
times
three
during
failing to call two
Lambert’s
at
Mr.
each
of
day
the course
The
Clara did
house to inquire how
Dunbar
young fellow delayed quitting
all
taken
House for the lodgings he had
It;
the while the poor girl remained in

uecn was

no

quire

again.

<=n=o

matter of

“X havo called to discuss
much moment to us both, Mr. Lambert,”
be begun.
“By rights I should hare
eomejto you long before this, but poor
Clara's illness made it out of tho.question
fora me to intrude. Now, however, that
she is batter, or at least no longer in danto delay tho someger, it behoves mo not
what trying duty that lies before mo.” lie
paused, and added, “You have uot yet
heard the story of my remarkable experience, I suppose?”
“Only so far as I gathered it from the
Clara's account.
newspapers, and from
You have recovered your memory?”
came
back
to me quite
“Oh, yes. It
suddenly, whilst Clara was talking over
old times.”
but after she had been oarried out to be
But now let me hear
“As sho told ine.
driven to her home, he bade farewell to the whole
your
strange adventure from
the Hartrees, and moved into the rooms
lips.
that he had hired in Sydney.
LamBawdon
told
Mr.
Cecil
this
Upon
“Marian” said he to his companion, as bert
had befallen him
the tale of what
they strolled along together on the morn- since the day when he quitted England
inwelcome
learnt
the
ing that ho had
bound
to Sydney.
Godiva,
in tho Lady
telligence of Clara being out of danger, He recited his narrative in a ^lain,
“I must make up my mind to some netway. detailing in full all
long now. My straightforward
tled oourso beforo very
his
the circumstances of his shipwreck,
business in England renders it quite imlittle boat, his rescue, ab
in
the
sufferings
not extend
should
my
I
that
perative
it had been described to him, tho tendercan
stay in this country longer than X
which he had been
ness and care with
possibly help.”
nursed by Marian, and the sentiments of
The giri made no answer, nhe had too
that
affection
sprang up between them.
much delicacy of feeling to venture upon
to describe his mental strugcome from He went^on
must
That
any suggestion.
gles to combat his love for the girl, underhim.
he did that he hadrno right
as
“I have just been thinking it over,” he standing his
passions to become involved
and to allow
best
the
I
believe
“and
continued,
whilst he was not in a position to engage
certainly the most honorable plan for himseifjto her, owing to his ignorance of
will be this: li\ait until
me to adopt
his past, hut.said how idle ho found it to
Clara Lambert is^quite convalescent, then
feelings
try and overcome his growing
more put my
once
posisee
her,
go„and
within
towards her by coolly reasoning
tion before her, and ask her to.reieaee me
himself that he was m no condition to
from my .engagement.”
which
would
keep
entertain the thoughts
“Truly misfortunes come not singly to
through all his resolutions.
this unhappy girl,” said Marian, with a breaking
told of Clara Lambert’s appearthen
He
little sigh oi’ sympathy.”
ance upon the scene,.and tho discovery
“Rut what do
you ;think yourself?”
whioh followed upon the recovery of his
asked Cecil. “I do not see what other
'that
memory, of the great radical ohange
course is open to mo.”
of his mirnl had wrought
“I despise myself for net having, the the disorder
his earlier sensibilities. Mr. Lammoral courage to renounce you ana insist upon
If I bert listened throughout with rapt attenupon your marrying Miss Lambert.
tion. He*was astonished by .the revelathough tjthat l iy:givin g'.you„up,you>rould tion contained
in,the young man’s story.
still keep youi engagement with her—”
of thought had
brought him to
“You wouldn’t do
it,” interrupted Habit to
regard Cecil's marriage with his
gome
V^euil, WUjU t*
tho
in
almost
light of a “fait
“I do not believe I could,” she mur- daughter
and now, even whilst the girl
mured. “That Is to say, l.know It would accompli,”
but freshly emerged from the very
break m» heart; X never could have real- lav
i,ii,I— „r
fim
chpitnw nf
death, was he
ized that love is really but another word
practically making an appeal to be refor selfishness.”
his pledge to her.
“Not exactly,” said he; “although I leased from
It took the clergyman a short spell of
must admit that in our case the two senand realize
nearly allied. reflection to clearly comprehend
timents seem to be very
the conditions of it
But to retain to what I was saying—to Kawdon’s situation,
that has been the were so curious, so novel, so utterly unthe great problem
within the range of comhaunting condition of my existence for like anything
His knowlup mon everyday experience.
the past three weeks—I must make
was
sufficiently intimate to
I edge of Cecil
how
further
without
delay
mind
my
convinoe him that lie was a man of honor
intend to act.
and and integrity, and that no base motives
He walked on awhile In silence,
attributed to his desire for
were to be
then exclaimed:
his engagement. Indeed,
“I have an idea! I will go and have a freedom from
reasons couid be necestalk with Sir. Lambert. Ho is a gentle- no more satisfying
being the sary than thosejhe had named.
man and a clergyman, besides
“I appeal to you, Mr. Lambert, as a
father of Clara, and I am sure that if I
he friend, as a gentleman, and as a clergysituated
I
am
how
him
to
represent
of England,” said the
will counsel me wisely and in a right- man of the Church
young fallow, after anxiously waiting
minded way.”
his companion to
Marian agreed that he would do well to some few moments for
still silent. “I
take this Btep, and expressed some won- speak, and finding hita
as
plainly as 1
der that it had not ocourred to him to have put my case to yon
to do nothinterview the girl’s parents before now. possibly could. My desire Is
right. Advise
But he explained this by saying that the ing but what is strictly
of
benefit
me
the
your wisdom
notion had indeed several times entered me—give
yon think,
his head, only he could not dream of ap- and worldly judgment. If
deliberately and carefully
proaching them whilst their daughter after weighing
still
behoves
that it
lay in a state bordering betwixt life and ail I have told you,
uncondeath. Now that her condition was no me. in splto of the alteration—the
alteration—in my affections, to
longer critical, however, he deemed it his trollable
keep faith with your daughter, then, of
duty to go to them.
bold myself honorably
Accordingly, that same afternoon, he course, I I must
in a manner
can talk to you
walked over to Fitz William lodge, land bound.
Clara herself.
talk to
not
could
I
that
The
clergyinquired for Mr. Lambert.
would it be just to either of us for
directed that But
home and
man was at
I no
longer
Cecil should be shown into his room, me to marry a girl whom
where lie sat half dozing over a volume of love? Tell me what you, think. You
I
am
howl
know
now
placed;
the
exactly
for
anxiety
Jeremy Taylor’s Works,
of the past fortnight had rendered him oome to you for counsel, feeling sure that
one
man
far fitter to go to sleep than to appreciate you will give me the best advice
the rich eloquence of the old divine. He could possibiy give to another.”
“I can see your position, and truly it ie
closed the volume with a smothered yawn
and rose to
as Rawdon entered,
greet a most remarkable one—a most remarkaanswered Mr. Lambert slowly,
him. The first wordfl'were naturally in- ble one,
and
quiries after Clara. She was doing well, taking up a paperknife first reflectively
it. ”In the
with
place 1 must
to
3nd
require toying
likely
although very weak
from blame
great care for some time to come. Then certainly hold you acquitted
Cecil found Jhimself very much embar- of any sort In the matter. You have done
with
your character
rassed, for he hod come upon a delicate nothing inconsistent
that for honor, and you are acting honorably
mission—to toll a father, in effect,
ho no longer cared about his daughter, now by coming to me in this straightforsomewhat delicate
and to ask to be freed |from his
engage- ward way. It is a
ment to her.
But Mr. Lambert was not business for me to attempt to advise you
be
by any means a forbidding man; he per- for the sentiments of the father may
ceived the youngjfellow’s hesitation, and liable to come into conflict with the disBut
although he oould not then guess at the interestedness of the counsellor.
that Rawdon eince you ask It of mo I will endeavor to
reason of it. he imagined
unbiassed
mightTiave [something to communicate, give you a single-hearted and
the imparting of which would cause ghiru opinion ofprow I think youVhould act in
then, it
a little confusion;
therefore, in orderfto this dilemma. First of all,
the
question is one
reassurajand^enoourago him he put on^tbe seems to mo that
by your
mildest, most genial manner it his com- which must be ecttod entirely
mand. with the result that in a very short own feelings. Waiving, under the cir.
a

_
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Every Mother} We W

for the many common ailments which will
occur in every family as long as life has woes.
Dropped on sugar suffering children love to
the very important and
take it. Do not

*

forget
fact, that Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment
is for Family use, INTERNAL as much as
EXTERNAL. It was originated in iSto, by Dr.
A. Johnson, a good old fashioned Family Phyuseful

sician, for use in his own private practice, to
relieve pain and cure every form of inflammation. It is recommended by many physicians
everywhere. It has soothed, healed and cured
more diseases, and relieved more suffering for
nearly a century, than any ether medicine.

Could

a

remedy

have

existed for

over

eighty

except for the fact that it does possess
extraordinary merit for very many Family Ills?
There is not a remedy in use today which has
the confidence of the public to so great an extent as this wonderful Anodyne. It has stood
its own intrinsic merit, while generation
vears

upon
after

Young Mothers

use

Cider Mothers
Grand Mothers

use

it

use

it

it

have used it with entire satisfaction. and handed down to their children a
knowledge of its worth, as a Universal Household Remedy, from infancy to good old age.
L ;s the great vital and muscle nervine.
T!;e special ^province of this Anodyne is the
It
or external.
cure of inflammation, internal
is a fact, proven by the investigations of meddisease
from
ical science, that the real danger
is caused by inflammation; cure the inflammation and you have conquered the disease in
e »ch case.
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment produces an increase of vital activity in the parts

generation

m-utu..

hmuuj
and cure

--

organs
fTected. and by its electric energy
V“*i
disease. Wrapped
Vi;cm the nower to stop inflammation, soothe pain,
authorities upon
around each bottle is a 64 page book, compiled from the highest niedica*
full
diband.a
“Treatment for Diseases and Care of Sick Room.’’ It gives home treatmeiu
\i c
can understand,
cription of each complaint, in plain language that ever'y person
reteience.
for
it
send a neatly bound copy of the book free, by mail, to any auuress. Keep
excites me

r

io

prevent

-.

yriii

Free,
Book “Treatment for Diseases” and Care cf Sick Room,
Price 35 cents; six $3.00.
Tha Doctor’s Signature and Directions are on every bottle.
Mass*
Boston,
House Street,
by all Druggists. X. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom

Send for

gsS

our

cumstances, the
prior claims of my
between
daughter, the case stands thus;
to
two ladies you are at a loss which one
choose. Or, rather, to express it mere
and
clearly, on the one side is inclination, ot
sense
on the other the restraining
moral obligation. Now, I admire you tor
the courage and candor with which you
have told mo the plain, honest truth. Vo
not imagine, my dear fellow, that I stroll
over like you the
less because owing to
befallen
a strange misfortune which has
daughter.
you, you no longer love my
Were it a case of wanton fickleness—the
desire to discard one girl for another who
better pleases your fancy—then indeed I
should take quite another view. But I
know your character too §well to, for a
single instant, believe you capable of
whole
such dishonorable conduct. The
circumstances under which you met and
i'ell^injlove with this Miss Marston were
irreproachable, and quite beyond your
control. Sailors have an expression, full
of a rough reverence, which they apply to
outside the
any incident that happens
ken of human restraint—they call it the
act of God.
Well, the misfortune which
overtook you at sea. with all its attendant results, is purely the act of God, and
therefore there can exist no question of
blame to any living creature.”
“You take a generous, and at the same
time a right, view of the matter,” said
Cecil. “But then, indeed, 1 was sure of
a just interpretation at your hands.”
“I can see but one course open,” continued the olorgyman, gravely smoothing
down his iron-grey hair. “My daughter
must withdraw. Poor girl! I am afraid
it will be a heavy blow to hor to have to
give you up. »She was very fond of you
Cecil.”
“Oh, Mr. Lambert,” cried Rawdon,
distress, “if
with an expression of deep
state of my
you only knew’ what the
mind has been ever since the day that
Clara called upon me and restored to me
my memory \ The torments of conscientious scruples which I have undergone.

(WRONG AROJIGHT
SNE MAKES US

I

_wT«tncT.T.AinewJ».__

EATING.

____I-"

WEAK I TIIE OTIIEK
Sl'IiONG.

MAKES US

Wrong eating makes us weak, because it
doesn’t nourish us. It poisons us, because it
sets up poisonous fermentation in our stomach
and the poisons go mto our blood.
Wrong eating is eating indigestible food, or
eating more than our stomach is able to digest.
Eight eating is eating digestible food, food
that the stomach is able to digest, food that will
nourish you when it is digested.
Eight eating strengthens and invigorates the
body, gives endurance, increases weight and re
stores health.
Wrong eating can be made right by taking the
Shaker Digestive Cordial. This preparation,
made by the Shakers from simple herbs, roots
nnd wine, is delieious, refreshing,and strengthening to the body. It is a powerful aid to di-

gestion.

It does not act by strongly stimulating the
stomach, but with its own digestive ferments
acts on the food la the stomach, and reduces,
instead of increasing, the work which the stomach has to do.

This is why it increases your strength, why it
will cure you of all the bad effects of indigestion
and of insufficient nourishment, and purifies
your system of all dangerous indigestive poisons
when nothing else has been found to relieve you.
At druggists. Ten cents for a trial bottle.
Write for interesting book to Tbe Shakers, 30
Eeude street, New York.
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THIS

SALE

_

SALE—First
I?OR
A

Good OlotSiing for

SALE—At Old Orchard Beach, summer
■pORboarding
house, Winona house, beautifully
situated on Hotel street, io rods from depot, 15
rods from site of
proposed pier, 10 furnished
rooms, house in first class repair and will be
at °nee. Inquire at SMITH
& RUBIK’S STOKE. Old Orchard. Me.
5-4

Boys.

SALE—House of 7 rooms with ell and

Ij'ORstable. 9000 feet laud, best location on Stevens Plains avenue, close to schools,
$8.00
$10.00 ULSTERS, (for Boys 5 to IO years,) only $3.50 and $5.00.
post office
and
stores, electrics pass the door, price $1350
and
and
6.50
2.50
3.50.
5
0.) $5.00,
grades, only $2.00,
Boys’ line AH Wool Suits, (ages 4,
Terms half cash balance
to close an estate.
mortgage. W. II. WALDRON & CO., 180 MidBoys’ middy Suits, ages 3 to 8. $2.00, 2.37 and 3.50.
dle
street.__5-1
Boys’ Reefer Suits, ages 4 to IO, $2.50 and 3.50.
one and a half
story house
O V LY S6.50 each. F’OR SALE—A
Boys’ Fine Suits, ages 8 to 16 years, ia $8.00, 10.00 and 12.00 grades,
arranged for two families. Sebago water,
3
50
and
5.00.
in
the
2.50.
feet
lot,-fruit
3
lo
$1.85,
(Extraordinary
values.)
chance
trees,
Boys’ Reefers, ages
15,000 square
8,
electrics, a good
Great for a garden, near schools,
BOYS’ Mltli KSEE TROUSERS—SPECIAL LOW PRICES—39c, 50c, 75c and $1.00.
home at a bargain. Also a tliree-flat house at a
values because extra quality goods.
good paying investment. N. S. GARDINkR,
133 Middle street.5-1
mothers’ Friend Shirt Waists, all 50 and 75c grades, sizes 4 to 14, to he closed out at
to

SALE—Three storied brick house, two
13 rooms, newly painted and
papered, new open plumbing and perfect drainage- one of the best houses and best location
on Lincoln street; rents $25 per mouth, first
time offered. Price $2,500. W. H. WALDRON
4-1
& CO., 180 Middle street.

ONLY 38c each.
fancy patterns, $1.00 and 1.25 grades,

AH our STAR SHIRT WAISTS—in

IVORtenements,

to be closed out at

ONLY 75c each.

SEE

CLOTHING

Fashionable,

and

Fitting Clothing
America.)

Perfect

Operators

terms.

FERRY,

Largest Wholesale
d3t

SALE-New and secondhand sleighs at
a
Express Co.’s
a-l
Stable. Cross street, B. M. MITCHELL.

—--

and boiler;
tvoK
condition.

I

EwaiwMiw^waiitkwwMgi
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sSSpiLying

II

AllUUj

UNIQUE

M. Steiner! $ Sens Go.,

1

15 horse power engine
also 2 radiators All In good
of H. H.NEVENJ
CO.,
dec!tf
398 Fore street, C ty.
SALE—Tickets to dancing school fo!

SALE—One

BRAUf¥lULLER,

HYDE,

Enquire

* ISOR

BLANKE'S

beginners, Manchester teacher, commencing Friday night, January 7; 13 lesson^
Post Hall,
ala<
10 assemblies, Thatcher
pupils, 12 lessons, 12 assemblies for advance*
pupils, commencing Wednesday night, JanuTickets at HAWES’ Music Store, 4U
ary 5.
18-3
Congress street.

1 “KOFEiCO," |
\j/

THE ORIGINAL

§ Malted Grain Gotfea.
jii

Pure and Wholesome
and
Pelicions to

/|\

the Taste.

m
jli

Recommended by Eminent
’hysicians and pronounced by
them a Wonderful Discovery
and a Benefit to Mankind.

*}’

fly

| SERVED

w

W
fn

W

t|f j street,
V/

I

FREE

can

ask for

and this certainly ought to prove
suffic lent guaranty of attention to the
Deering section on the part of the greater
city. Tho people of Deering have never
been slow in making their wants known,
nor have they been
lacking in
persistency, or independence at the polls when
the occasion called for a rebuke. Moreover, upon any arrangement, Deering is
too counsiderable a section to be ignored
by the government of tho greater city,
especially if its growth and prosperity as
a residential section shall continue.
The citizens of Deeiing are too imporPortland business
tant a factor also in
circles to be neglected and the frequency
o f the electrlos, Che
telephone, ami the
large amount of travel throngh Deering
to and from the outlying community, all
tend to make Deering a more homogeneous part of Portland than are the islands
or any of it present suburbs.
The report provides that there shall be
no abridgement of our
schools, and especially that our high school shall be
aud
so
much discussed
this
maintained,
apprehension is removed. Provisions of
a special nature quite often
prove to be
case
fetters and obstacles; and in this
if enumbe
as
exclusive,
might
regarded
erated by law; whereas, in their absence,
direct apnea 1 islmade to the eternal fitness
of things, and tho responsibility is with
city government ins tend of the law. All
more,

among the many who
Detroit Tree Press.

sought

\ti

WANTED—All

janklst

|jR

tills, However, cioes not, appear to nave
been tho purpose of the commissioners,
for they carefully investigated the comparative conditions and needs of every
department and branch of the two .cities,
patiently listening to the details as ..they
the various
were told by tho heads of
departments, and by those citizens who
take sufficient interest in their respective
cities to inform theinselveB about publio
affairs. All were agreed upon the facts,
which were what tho commission needed
to learn; but each bad his own idea about
which was a
what ought to be done,
problem properly assigned to the commissioners for solution. For this reason
But the
it was impossible to please all.
time for annexation is so nearly ripe, and
and
two
finances
of
tho
conditions
the
cities so nearly equal, that tho commissioners, three of whom were not interested in either city, and one, a
prominent
official of" Deering
and honored public
could not iincl a reasonable opportunity
for any unusual stipulations.
I cannot refrain from again referring to
the question of iinances. It has played
so important a role in tho discussion here
tofore, that its present aspects should receive special emphasis. Three out of four
anti-annexationists, in spite of the annual
reports of the cities and this report of
tho commission, will still meetouo with
tho old assertion; ‘Oh! Portland is so
much more in debt than Deering.” They
do nob appear to know that, while Portland has been rapidly paying her debts,
Deering lias been iust as industriously
contracting more debts
Aly friends, do you roalize, that after
there
the new school house is paid for,
between tho
will be only about $60,000
cent
debt o: Deering and her five per
limit, and that it will take a large part,
at least a third, of this to complete Forest
avenue? HoW long will this provide for
improvements? And after it is gone,
what.abont our tax rate, and'our i future?
Note another fact. A loan of
$43,000
in
would raiso the percentage of debt
the
in
Portland
one,
greater
Deering
only
likewise an extra apone tenth of ono;
propriation of $45,000 would raise the
Deering tax rate ten dollars on a thousPortland it
and. while in tho greater
would raiso the rate but one dollar. In

•>
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RANDALL & MLISfER

WANTED—Everyone
ity to remember to

of

public
West

the

receiving

4id

said

the

conceded that Ripans

assure

our

us

“

patrons

use

are a

them to

a

out

“but

we

its sign

and it

remedies,

reliable

do

auxiliary to

Neuralgia

is The Home

merits,

This Bureau does

recently,

the merits of

Tabules

that it

which has had

Sick,

manager

discussions concerning

Some of

appreciation

Street for several years.

the

Gentile world for it commemorates
the arrival of tho Magi at the manger of
the Infant Saviour of the world, bearing
this gift of incense.
Until the last Council at Baltimore this

has

and is

Bureau Delicacies for the

peculiar Interest to

holy day of obligation in the Roman Catholic churches, but since that
Council tho solemnity of tho High Hass

not

Mr.

at

15

been

transferred

to

the

following

dispense

hear frequent
seems

the

to

be

physician.

considerable extent, and physician*

that the formula is excellent."

COM Baltimore, Maryland, %
% AMERICAN BONDING AND TRUSTOF ALL
\
KINDS.
ISSUES SUBEXY BONDS

|

AFTER THE

was
m.

LIQUOR SELLERS.

Yesterday forenoon for two or three
hours,several representatives of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union were
in consultation with Mayor Randall anti
The ladies prcduootl
Marshal Sylvester.
a
list of people in Portland who have
paid a special tax to the United States internal revenue officers.

They argued that, by law, the fact that
these people hold a United States license
is priuia facie evidence that they are engaged

in tho stile of

Intoxicating liquor.

conference was for the purpose of
ascertaining if measures cannot be taken
against all these persons who
to
Tho

proceed
have paid

the United States tax. it js
not known what conclusion was reached.

“Little Cold6” neglected—thousands
of lives sacrificed every year. Dr. Wood’s
Norway Pine Syrup cures little colds—
euros big colds too,, down to tho very
verge of consumption.

\

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
THE INTER-STATE CASUALTY CO.

i

J?
High Mass at 8 in the morning. Appropriate servioes were held at St. Dominica,
and at St. Luke’s Cathedral thero
Holy Sacrament of the altar at 11 a.

room

TO

lodging

The above

I HERBERT S.

companies

are

represented

^

Maine by

W1'

OYER,

(OVER WOODBURY

in

(

&

MOULTON

***

w

\
J

>
eodlm

fl. I. STEPHENSON, Corner Park and Congress Sts,

bags Wasliburn Jbiour. .oc Broken Canny.3 ids. tor 25c
bags Fillsbury’s Flour.75c Choice Ham.9c lb
Tallis Fine Granulated Sugar.$1.00 I 10 lbs Boiled Oats.25c
100 Common Crackers.19c
Aroostook Potatoes.79e busliel Portland Creamery Butter.25c
x
no
Soap.25e
Choicest St. Louis Flour.S5.65 bbl
7 bars be
14c.
Cream of Wheat.
2lcdoz.
Chickens..13c lb
Eggs
Choice Countrymustard. 5c tumbler Choice Country
French
Choice
17 Chills Fer Pound
Fine Blaine Turkeys,
B
0 4

J

,

o

:

....

Ur.

Latliam

(Setter known

?s

irue

Chare; L Title)

Musical Theory
Tpaclier of Piano. Organ and
to Mr. Harvey S. Murray) will reI
fVoiu Leipzig, Germany, and resume teacliin JaniS' y, 1898, at the studio formerBoom 18, Browns’
ly occupied by Mr. Murray,
Congress street.
^

?c“9Sor
•urnppr?v

iTloer^
jailT

Paper

i

i

i

deem

dim

it

has

+

Perhaps because its sales are
largest.
Cheaper pianos
come

and

Chickering

go,
still

but the
stands

alone.

X
<►
&

%
❖

X

| Cressey, Jones & Allen.

f

4,

♦

»

*

♦

________

aMtu-Mtca

to.

under tills head
Forty word* tcterl«d
weak for 25 vents, dash in advance.

me

f
J

St.

SM3R RENT—Upper rent No. 89 Myrtle St.,
it? six or seven rooms. Price, §12.00. InQuire
of F. S. SMITH, 170 Cu berland St._3-1
TfO LET—Graphoph°nes; just the thing for «n
I
evening’s entertainment. For terms, etc.,
call or address 11. H. DARKER at E. I). Reynold’s trunk store, 503 Congress bt., Portland,
84
Me.
o let—Oiie-half of double house No. 271
Brackett St, near Neal, contains e.ight
all modern conveniences.
rooms with bath and
For further particulars inquire at 280 Brackett
LOEING’S
Priming Office, 43 ExSt, or at
ihange St.
rWwvLET—Rents with hath and other improv,-1 ments. Nos. 172 and 295 1 2 Brackett. 7
rooms each; No. 171 Neal, 7 rooms, steam heat;
Medien St.. 8 rooms; Higli, 7’and 8 rooms; ConReal
gress 7 and S rooms, and many others.
Estate Office, FREDERICK b. VA1LL. 4-1

%

Blasins, Kranich & Bach,
Sterling and Huntington.

J

Congress

♦

—the piano most often found
is the CHICKERING,

J

T^O LET—Very desirable room on the third
1
floor of building553 Congress St, corner of
Oak St. Hot water heating. Very reasonable
price. Apply to FREDERICK L. JERKIS. 396

I

♦

«

Books, Letter and Note Paper,
Bill Heads, Statements, ifcc,
S. D. KPItCMT.
No. 45 Exchange St.,Hoom on 8<l Floor.

of

!CULTURE

♦

4-1

TiO LET—Rooms, furnished or unfu mi Red,
with heat, gas and use of bath 100m. \ ery
pleasantly located. 129 Spring St.4-1

^

| HOflES

J

Ruled to Order,

Account

FOR

4b

!

X

desirable tenement of six
■

! in

rSe

verv

BENT—We have a very- desirable li<t of
houses and rents for sale and to let in all
We also make a
?arts of the city and vicinity’.
specialty of collecting reuts and general care of
property. For particulars. Real Estate office,
First National Bank. FREDERICK b. VA1LL.

Riverton. Deering.

it’s because
been sold longest.

roorn^5.

LET—Large sunny front room, nicely
lurnished, steam heat, gas, etc. Also

TtO LEL—A

Cured.

Perhaps

at

p«vi*ucu
luouis, ueuirany
locaieu,
md papered throughout. Price $ifl per month.
5-1 J
J. C. WuODMaN, 9:3 Exchange street.

Experiments in buying a
Piano are costly, but why
experiment at all?

1b

in Oxford Build-

Inquire

arge sunny alcove room unfurnished. 15 Gray
street, between State and Park._7-1

Editor:

janSeodtf

€

Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception there were largely attended
masses at 6 and 7 o’clock, followed by
At tho

LET—Good desk
TO ing,
185 Middle street;

Having seen several testimonials in favor o
Dr. Clutse’s treatment, I would add mine to the
number. About two years ago I began to have
neuralgia In my eyes. It grew rapidly worse
I was treated by
and we called a physician.
him for awhile and then called another, but no
■benefit was received from either.
The pain
was so great I felt I should lose my mind, one
eye was about blind, could only distinguish
I called Dr. Chase, Cum
light from darkness.
berland St., and began to improve in a sliurt
time. My sight returned and tile pain loit me
entirely and has not returned. Till-may help
someone else in a like condition to get well.
MRS. FRANK MORGAN,

a

Sunday.

a

house In a

a

(00-5

....

apr3M.W&FtJ

One of the New York institutions which deserves well of the

the

was

house suitable for
(Semi-Bituminous) and WANTED—A
house, all furnished. Want a

OFFICE:

medicines,”

of

WANTED—1To hire a large pung or would
buy set of heavy, secondhand, hub runners.
Address J. A. H AMP SON, 438 For©
4-i
street.

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.

EPIPHANY.
Yesterday
Epiphany, a day

_

TELEPHONE

“Ay. sir. there are a crow of wretch e soulU
that stay his cure.”—Macbeth, Act IV. Scene I
This refers to the people who offer “sometiling just as good” as toad’s Extract.

festival

in Portland and vicin»

use "Periodical Tick*
;ts.” Premiums free for 130 tickets, anything
,'ou desire. Office at IRA F. CLARK'S, Monu«
nent Square. Ask for book.7-1

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.

nl ’ey TloTiO

“what indeed would bo tho
play without me?”
Old man Hamlet gestured fretfully.
“It wouldn’t havo a ghost of a show
without jne,” ho retorted.
But that which irritated tho princo particularly was to have Ophelia giggle that
way.—Detroit Journal.

the

inserted under tblft
he«4
week for 25 Cantu, caih in advance.

boarding or
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
lodging house. Answer stating terms, etc.,
1-1
Box
1557, City.
unsurpassed for general steam and LODGING HOUSE,”
forge use.
TO LET.
Genuine Lykcns Valley Franklin,
Forty words inserted under this hwd
English and American Cannel.
on© week for 25 cents cash in advance.

complacently,

was

of trunks

want

good location and adapted for

gave her Castoria.
she cried for Castoria.

r>A

in

Forty words
»ne

Pocahontas

In the Greenroom.
1,

A

persons

WANTED.

A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coais tor Domestic Use.

When she became

<C

of every de«

and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our good!
therefore
can
Mid
give bottom prices
We fram*
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
«
23-2
pictures.
”

W

Square.

goods

type:

we

was a

Household

563

bar baud.—

Child,
Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
When she

WE

chase or larger, with 4 or5 fonts of
mist buy cheap. Address Lock Box 201, West
Buxton, Me.5-1

Fac-simiee signature of CHAS. H. FLETCHER
is on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoria.

Baby was sick,

will advance money on any kind of
merchandise consigned to us, or will
household furniture,
store
pay cash for
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tl

WANTED—Second hand printing press, 5x8

a

When

4._27-4

have articles less than half the cost to manufacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, li
11-tf
Free street.

m™ £ WILL 22.
I GOODWIN&C0., |
7 Monument

MiddU

GARDINER,

room

scription are always to be found «t
private sale at our Au tion Rooms. We often

VI/

person.

M

es

at 5 and 6

CONSIGNED

M

store where its merits
be fully explained by a

competent

TO LOAN—On mortgages ot real

MONEY

on

at our

will

be paid fo$ top of gilt butte*
road if left at
on Fort Preble
office, Preble house.
wll
REWARD
dish lost

tate in the city and suburbs,
pel
reasonable rates oj
^ cent.
Notes discounted
interest. Real estate for sale and rented,rents
m collected.
Care of real estate. 25 years in th<
185
business.
N. S.

All This Week

jj\

MISCELLANEOUS.

dently;
Then she realized beyond all haunting
rapid growth of Deering and its varied
of
this doubts that ho was the most desirablo
interests ure the only justification
man

C. G.
Houses and suites for rent
1686 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
4-1

FOR bargain, call at American

GABLER,

NORRIS &

monthly payments. Bakery and confectionery
and
double
for
single
lalso
sale;
houses in Bostons and suburbs for Bale on easy

.X

The report of the commission to invesPortland section, as the law provides unupon til the next apportionment shall lie made;
tigate and formulate the terms
which Deering may be annexed to Port- besides, such a division of Deering must
PEASE.
disturb her
to
land was published in full in all oi the have had a tendency
of action and feeling.
harmony
proverbial
Year’s
11 n iimustt
Portland daily papers on New
The sentiment in favor of annexation
in
Day; and I suppose that, by this time, has certainy been increasing rapidly
the public have had time to peruse its Deering since the facts disclosed before the
become
have
commission
generally
Board
terms, and now fully appreciate how ex- known. The writer has met many a Transposing Key
cellent a document it is. That my Deer- doubtful one, who has heretofore been a
ing fellow citizens, who are opposod to staunch and outspoken anti-annexationfor
the proposition, have likewise had time ist. A list of the Deering petitioners
the commission would, if space permitted
=~==~=~r ^a.ro-33 —!^=
aud
of
in
a
to analyze it,
hostility,
spirit
be edifying.
to critioize the commissioners, and exTHE
AEOLIAN.
In Monday’s PBES'3 appeared several
with Deering citizens, in one
A CALL at our Warerooms will convince you that we are fully equipped to fulfill your
press disappointment because the report interviews
and
that
we are in a position to give you better value for your money than can be
“Had
DeerDavis
of
which
says,
requirements,
Mayor
a
does not contain
large number of
elsewhere.
ing reckoned her public buildings as as- obtained
Our Liberal Terras of Credit enable anybody to own and enjoy a good Piano.
specific provisions for the benefit of Dec-r- sets as Portland did then our debt would
lV2CTX£*XO X3X3lPA.X:t8X*SlXX33XnCB.
observation.
it
is.”
be much smaller than
really
ing, I am very certain from
In selecting the goods for this department we have spared no pains o: expense to make it
His Excellency is mistaken. Portland
Some are frank enough to say that they
did not reckon her publio buildings, nor the Leading; Music depot in the State.
had hoped the report would be less favorso
for her.
Mail Orders JPromptly Attondod Todid the commissioners do
able, as_it would then have been easier to Dei ring’s net debt is slightly
larger in
net
debt
Portland's
when
Noththan
defeat. This was to he expected.
proportion
the available assets alone are deducted,
ing short of a failure to make any report without deducting anything for Portwould have pleased these persons, and so land’s numerous
public buildings, institho better tho report, the iess satisfactory tutions, parks, and large amount of city
TFLEPHOME 818-2.
517 CONGRESS STREET.
without property and lire equipments. It is unit would bo. But he who is
_declGdtfnrm
an
erroneous statesuch
that
fortunate
prejudice can not fail to recognize its ex- ment of facts should gain currency comcellence, no small part of which is due to ing from so high a source.
PBOGBESS.
freedom from
this vary simplicity and
fettering provisions, the very presence of
WIT AND WISDOM
which must, at the outset, have provoked
feelings of mistrust and antagonism. As
Acoeptct
I have noted heretofore, Deering,
by
“I’m
sure that I recognize my own
a
two
wards, acquires
being made into
faults,” sho murmured, with downcast
representation almost double what her
eyes.
population and more than double what
“Of course you do,” ho replied confiher taxable valuation would require. The
“thero aro so few of them.1'

I STYL.KS.J

of 36 Stores.

and Retail Dealers in

HARDMAN,

MFW

SALE—Lodging houses, newly
IP ORnished.
$200, $250, $300 down, balance

CO.,

STREET.

255 MIDDLE

STEEN WAY,

E

Away.

fur-

STANDARD

1

Hands me and Artistic Ca'eniars Given

SATURDAY—Elegmt,

FRIDAY AND

PIANiO BOYERS

No fair-minded

detached brick house

..

which city is there the greater likelihood
of such an unusual expenditure?
Farmers of ward one, two, three, and
seven, please make a minuto"of this.
You will probably find the anti-annexationists well organized each with hislittlo
canvassing book, ready to enlist you; bat
as for his equipment of reasons,
well, ho Manufacturers and Promoters of
vianuu
will undoubtedly have some; but is does
tne ieeiiDgs oi remurso t»ua,v «uvo
janO
and not follow that all which is for Portland’s
me, the desire to do what is right,
disadvantageous to
my incapacity to reconcile any resolution advantage must be
I arrived at with a complete sense of duty Dcering. “In union there is strength.”
of
One of the most fruitful grounds for
—upon my word, such a condition
continued criticism of the report, is
that another
mental coniliot much 'longer
do
be1
ward was not inane of portions of wards
would drive me;out of my.raind
seven in Portland and seven in
lieve.”
Deering,
thus making ten wards in all. But such
(To be continued.)
1
a division could have found little
justifiTHE ANNEXATION OP DEERING.
cation, nnd would have led to difficulties
and complications when it came to the
To the Editor of the Press:
election of the one representative by the

favor.

class

H rooms and bath, perfect repair, steam
heat and all modern improvements, rental of
rooms are $60 per month aside from what the
owner occupies; best central part of Congress
street. Price $6500. W. II. WALDRON & CO.,
180 Middle street.
0-1

IN

BARGAINS

GREAT

cents,

runner pnng. worth
a small movable
store office, cost $35, will sell for $12; a meat
bench, 2 harnesses, best P beans by the barrel.
8. HOBART, 143 Brackett street.7-1

ON----

OFFER SPECIAL

WEEK, WE

week for 25

traverse
FOR§75.SALE—A
to be sold fur S35; also

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
OF

under this head
cash in advance.

Forty words Inserted
one

ITT ANTED—Situation by int, lligent young
man of fine character. who has iiad coutl
iiderable experience in banking, and business

j

u

general;

best of references

given;

could

idapt himself to most any iirst class position.
Iddress A., this office.7-tf

it; ANTED—Situation by young lady to care
Y*
for children or invalid. Re.erences furlished. Address
it.. City.

or

call

MISS K. l’„ 14 Giiman

SITUATION as engineer, stationary or hoista
ing. eliher single or donble arum; statonary preferred but would take watchman or
lreman’9 berth: or running planer, four sided
ireferred. Can furnish good reference. Do my
ran repairing.
Anywhere in the state. Aittress JAMES TIPPER, Brunswick, Me. 6-1
rTTANTED—Situation in small family by
TY
middle-aged American woman; no
Address, BOX
•hildren; good plain cook.
1-1
,40, Gorham, Me.

"

ANNUAL

FIRST

-=

THE RELIABLE BESSE

C O,,

&

AVERY

FOSTER,

SALE

#

DOWN

$

MARK

#

MIDWINTER

—^

SYNDICATE CLOTHIERS AND OUTFITTERS-OPERATORS OF 27 STORES.

■M

•■ONE ESCAPE I
The order has been

given,

obeyed regardless

of cost

j

it must be
or

value.

NOTICE

•

store

Dur

£
£

Thursday, Janssary 6th,

to

WITH THE GREATEST BARGAINS MAINE EVER SAW IN

day

£

mark

£
I

all

closed

|

was

•

down stock.

Overcoats, Ulsters, Reefers Suits and Odd Pants
FOR MEN, BOVS AND CHILDREN.

I

PUBLIC

FAITHFUL STATEMENTS FOR
a

CONSIDERATION.

TIae rush of the busy season off profit to 11s is over, and now conies the time for bargain seekers and close bnyers.
We propose to boom what is termed by many the Dali Season, and keep the business coming as we nave always
done for years past in every one of our 27 stores,J.»•••■’

g

Q

0

w

ErrUKI Ur A mudi 5ui«(jtddru!. dCAoUN.

THE CROWNING

PREVIOUS TO INVENTORY MARCH FIRST.

CLEARANCE SALE

•'*

oums is

aist

hoktesst aiarb: dowkt

from

9

9

9

9

•

"

**

prices

lowest

^ar
Aew Stylish Goods off this season’s manufacture, at prices that will be remembered tor years to come, and
Annual January Mark Down Sale will be eagerly watched for every year.
All are treated equal.
All are invited.
Act wisely and secure some of these unheard of bargains.

on
n
^

a

®

a

§

SAT.E

OF

OPERATORS

ST.,

3L.-a.ELC3-E3

E33L.1E3C3--A.3SrT

27

39c.

Goodyear Rubbers,

ladies’

PORTLAND.

STORES.

GrT^J&TST

0-5L3L.3H3^33-A.Tg.lE5

•

Vtll.

AVERY / &I

FOSTER,

Woonsocket Bute Boots, $1.89,
51© CONGRESS

KTRIIXATr, JAN.

OPENS

®

STORE,

.AT

_

Kansas * Texas pfd....
Kansas Pacific Consols. 85%
Oregon Nav. ists.112%
Union P. lets.103

Mo

Gram Quotationw

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRA:»‘t
Wednesday’s quotations.

c osing quotations

W'TRAT

....

•••

end

an

Comuncl bills at 4 82.
Government Bonds strong.

86.

Grocer*

26Va

..

OATS.

■

Jan

Opening. ..........
Clofiig, .«••••••..

Kx worts.

BAP.BADOES, \VI. Sclrr Edna—5834 sugar
mol
looc

clap
3aou

plank.

LIVERPOOL. ENG. Steamship Vancouver56,ulu bush wheat ‘.’440 do oats leo bags o:
beans ;i» do pe s JK28 do oatmeal 720 doort
73 organs 31 6 boxes cheese 67«1 bbls apple:
432 ock :s machinery 420 bdis chair stooic 26,
882 fits leatlier 42:>-s maBlo blooks ’414 pekgf
butter 2-t4 bags b 'rley 250 do buckwheat 8? ni
pou try 31 10 sax flour 00 cs eggs 12 Ipelc su'11
dries 1542 boxes meats 96u bbls glucose 35o e:
cottoleno 3000 pis lard 60 hhds tailow 226 bl:
cottou.
_

Rariruac: Receipts.

173

by

cars

POBTLANi), Jan. C
Central K. K.—For Bor
miscellaneous merciiamise; fo

reads 87

cars.

^0%
May
28/fe
29%

26%

May

Jan.

Closing.21 Va
PORIC.
Jan.

»

22
22

May.

Boston

Stool

were

4 82

tions of stocks at Boston:
Mexican Central, as...........
Atchison, Top. Si Santa Fe. R, new.
Boston &
do
pfd
Maine Central.

Pacific. 11%

27Va
-7%

Union Paolflo.
Wabash....

MarMs,
closing

Jpfd.60%

do

St Fau!. »S%
143%
do bid.
St. Paul * Omaha. 77
148
do
prfd.
St Paui.'Minu. * Mann.121
Texas

the

quota-

do

—

prfd.18%

Maine.±'*f

Maine.167
Boston
New Ybrk&New England pfd, 80
Old Colonv.183

Adams Express.1E9
American; Kinross.116
S. Express.

0_

Onion Pacific......2"

American Bell ..
/e
Amerioan! Sugar, .common.
Sugar, old. ..1 84
Cen Mass, pfd.
d
.*.
do commo
Flint & Fere Marq..

Peoples Gas.
Homes take.
Ontario..

The following are to-day’s closing quotations
Bonds
Jan. 6
Jan 6.
±28%
New 4s, reg
12tfV*
128%
do conn,

40

967/8
42 Vs
3

Pacific

Mail... 33».n
Puimau Palace.172%
Bazar common.143%
Western Union. 91%
Southern |lty pfd. 31%

10%
14%
37Va
104

16%
171
66%
111%
6%
100%
26

86%
34V«

96%
106
13
65

20%
59%
J20%
183%
16 Vi

22%
89%
94

143S/g
76
148

121
11%
26%
7
18
89
189
168
lie
40
96
42 Va
3

29%

of

New

4’s

r«g...112%

113%
New 4’« coup ...
Denver & R. G. 1st.108%
7i
Frle gen 4*.
r.

Mo.Kan
COTTOI.

Tavib

_.....

63%

112%
113%

108%
70%
63

BSE,

are

FLOUR.

Soring patents, 5 16;®5 75.
Spring, clear ana straight. 4 30&6 36.
Winter

patent©.

6

10@5

50.

Winter.!c!eananel straight,
Extra and Seoonds 00.
Fine and Supers —.

4

50 g>,5

rVtvn_Vrt «* TYilvnri

36,

MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—January

May at 88“*; July tat 8r,yac;
Noi Northern at S'sT/kc.

Tho genuine Cottoleno is sold everywhere in
one to ten pound yellow tins, with our trademarks—“Cottolene” and steer's head in cotto-nplant wreath—every tin. Not guaranteed if
sold In any other way. Made only by
THE N\ K. FAIRBAKK COMPANY, Chicago.

St.

Louis.

New

Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
JAN C, 1898.
NEW YORK—The Flour marker—receipt!
13.871 bbls; sales 3000 packages; state anc
western duli and lower to sell
Fiour quotations—city mills pateDts at 5 66.7i
5 86; winter patents 4 60.^6 loicity mills clear:
ents o 40ft.> 40; witer straits 4 5.r(a4 75; Minn
pats 5 j oft5 30: do bakers 4 *20@4 40.
Wheat—receipts 76,776 Push: sales l,200,00(
bush; quiet. weak; Jan 97 3-16n 97^c; Mch a
u5VaCo)05Va ; May 91 11-10:^92 1-lCc: July a
c.

Rye quiet—No 2 Western
Corn—receipts 61,000 bush: sales 100,000 bu
aciive, easier; May 33%'ft34e.
Oats—receipts 231.800 bush; sales 000.00(
bush; quiet, easy; May —; track white 29@33c,
Beef steadv Jamily 11 0u@ 11 50; extra mess
8 00a8 60: packed 9 U0«10 00.
Pork steady; new mess at 8 50@9 00; fanii
10 26@$11 0 0.
—.

York.

Montreal.

patents

4

95®

6 OO; second patents 4 SOd.4 00; first clears at
3 90it4 00 seconn Clears at 2 90@3 00.
DULUTH—Wi.ieat—No 1 Northern cash at

89l/ic Jau SOV'ic; May 8s»y»c.
CINCINNAT I—Hogs at 3 0083 62. Cattle at
2 25iiij4 n6.
bheep 2 76® 4 86. Lambs 4 0036 86,

■L y

lard lacks. Lard lias many faults that
Cottolene is without. Cottolene is composed
of refined cottonseed oil and carefullj’' prepared
beefsuet and is as pure, healthful, and nutritious as
the highest grade salad oil. As good as the best
olive oil for frying and better than any other material for shortening, Cottolene is even
more economical to use than lard.

at JS8s/kc;
No 1 liara 903/sc;
M

Cotton Markets.

Chicago Live stock Market,
iBv Telegrapn'
CHICAGO, Jan. 6, 1898.—Hoes—receipt!
45,0ou; left over 1600; fairly active; light 3 ef
.ft 3 60; mixed at 3 fi@3 06; heavy at 3 400
3 65; rough 3 40(fl<3 46.
Cattle—recetw© 8,000; strongtoIOchigher
beeves 3 85ft6 40; cows and heifers at 2 00(«
4 60. Texas steers at 3 55 £4 20; Stockers anc
feeders 3 20(fl.4 45.
Sheep—receipts 12,000; steady, strong.
Domestic

Whilst at 90Vic:

o/v^

MINNEAPOLIS;—Flour—first

Produce Market.

BOSTON. Jau. e. 3 898—The following
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc.:

87®8i8c;

Domestic Forts.

NEW YORK—Ar 6th, sells Herald, Craig, fm
Demerara; Laviula M Snow, Snow. San Bias;
Linah C Kaminski. Charleston; Jas G Beecher,
Dunn, Brunswick; CarrieS Hart, Fall River for

Philadelphia.

Sid 5th. schs Cumberland, from Amboy for
A S time son. Portsmouth.
Ar 6ih, steamer Manhattan, fm Portland; sch
Laura C Anderson, do.
Passed Hell Gate 5th. schs Commerce, from
New York for Rockland; Jordan L MoR, do for
do; Madagascar. Elizabethport for Lubec.
BOSTON—A r 6th, schs J B Manning, Sprague
Newport News; Win Jonss, MeLean. Norfolk.
Cld 5th, sch Harry Messer, Studley, for Balti-

Portland; Etta

more.
Ar 6th, schs Heten G King, DeYoung,
Mary Snow. Cameron, Rockland.

Amboy

MEMP HIS—The Cotton

market

to-daT

was

steiidy; middling

FALL RIVER-Sld 6th, Bch Fannie LChll •«
Fuller. Jacksonville.
GEORGETOWN. ME—Sid 2d, sch Charles 1
Wolston, New York.
ItYANNIS—Sid Cth, sells Abner Taylor, fi ,r
Calais; Jos Luther, Greens Landing lor Ne K
Beriford-

HIGHLAND LIGHT

—

Passed

6th. barqi

Allanwllde. irom Boston for Buenos Ayres; si
Aug Palmer, coal port; Jos Luther, from Gree;
Landing for New Bedford.
Passed out llth, schs Ella Francis, from Ne
York for Rockland; Hattie E KiDg, Amboy fi

Portsmouth.
Passed 6th, sch Lizzia Carr, from Norfolk fi
Portland.
KEY WEST—Ar 29ih, sch Eva, May, Sma

;

f

was

—

I
m

oropcnn MarKet*.

3y Tolocrranh.
'NDON. Jan. 6, 1898,—Consol* closed at
3 * 2 ,/8 for money ana 113 for account.
L
iverpool, Jan. e. isss—cotton market
sales
low er; American
middling at 3 7-32(1;
lb- 000 bales, Including moo bales for speculaand
tion
export.
_

MINIA T Oil E A LM A N A <

...

J A N U A E Y 7.

SSSS5S,:.'.:::v:
I^|u«B..Wat.r{;:::1Sil8
Moon rises.
OOl Height.0
0

0—

00

I

A beautiful 6-sheet art calendar given away free to purchasers of FAIRY Soap. This calendar is 10x12 inches in
size, is designed by some of America’s best artists, lithographed in 12 colors, and can be secured only through your
Ask him for particulars,
grocer during the holiday season.
If he does not sell FAIRY Soap—pure, white, floating—
send us Iris name and we will tell you where you can get a

ft

g

j pj
ft

g

p

To California, New Mexico,
Arizona and Texas.
Sunset Tourist Excursions leave WashingD.
0 ton,
C., every Wednesday and Saturday.
Y Through sleepers to >San Francisco without
0 change through New Orleans and the sendtropical
regions of the South. Fersonal Con0
X ductors and Porters through. 5rtay < to San
to Los Angeles, 3‘-; days to
A Francisco, 4 days
^ew Mexico and Arizona. £’:■ days to Texas.
a
0 Sleepers open for occupancy Tuesday night
to
show the National capital (withv and guide
Wednesday morning.
0 out extra charge) on
For information, tickets and reservations,
A
X address,
X E. E. CURRIER, N. E. A.So. Pac. Co.,
3tato Street. BOSTON.
Y
Y GEO. C. DANIELS, T. P. A. So. Ey.,
0
223 WMhiacton Sc,, BOSTON.
& ALEX. 3. THWEATT. E:,3t'r. Par.3. Agfc. So. Ky.
271 Broadway, NEW YORK.
X
x

S

no v

X

f
J
0
♦

0

X
X

Y
Y

0
A

X
X
Y
Y

0
0
X

20

.

U

THE N. K. FAiREANK COMPANY. Chicago. St. Louis. New York. Boston. Philadelphia,

Boston St Rfflaine

R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4tl», 1837.
Trains leave Union Station. for Searboro
Crossing:. 10.00 a. m.. E>.15, G.20 D.m.; bcarboTo Boach, AMne Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30.
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Old Orchard. Saco. Biddeford, 7.00. 8.40, 10.00 a. m.. 12.45, 3.30,

onnahunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. ill..
n).; Kennobnnkport,
7.00. 8.40. a. in.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.1" p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. m., 3.30. 5.15 p. m. i
North Berwick, Some mwo t h, Dover,IF 4.05,
32.45, 3.30, 5.15 p. in.;
7.00, 0.40 a, in.,
Rochester. 7.0o. 3.4oa. m„ 12.45, 3.S0 p. m.;
12.46,
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
3.3o p. in.; Northe-n mv„ Laltaport, Laconia, Plymouth, 8 4y a. in.. 12.45 p. ni.;
Worcester, via Somers worth* 7.00 a. m.;
Concord. Yla
Rockingham
Mamchwstfcr,
3.30
7.00 a. m..
Junction,
p.
m.;
Junction. Exeter, J-IaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, ^14.05,
m.,
t8.40 a.
t7.00,
§12.45, 3.30 p. m.
Arrtve iu Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a JE.. 12.50,
4.22. 7.2-5. D. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 5.59. 7.30. 8.00. 8.S0 &. UL. 1-00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. in.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 3.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach, Pine Point. Old Orchard, Saco, Bin deford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.65. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p. ®. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. in., 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. iu., arrive Port
land 7.10 a. ill.
EASTERN DIVI.MOX.
For Way Stations, 9 a. HI.; Biddeford,
R is

•■>(»

n

in

Ir. effect Nov. 14. I SIT
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Bueksport.

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
LewFalls.
Mechanic
Falls. Rumford
iston, Wlntlirop, Oakland. Readfleld. Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Danville June., a uburn and Lewiston.
11.2na. m. Express lor Brunswick, Batli, AuWaterville. ritrsliekl, Bangor. Bueksport,
ar Harhor.jureeuvllle and Aroostook County,
via B. & A. K. R. for Houlton, Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St. Andrews, via Vaneeboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falla,
Bemis. Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Kingiield. Carrnbasset, Phillips
and Hangeley, Wlntlirop, Oakland. Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
Brunswick. An
1.15 n. m. For Freeport.
Rockland and
gusta.' Bath.
Boothbay.
and
on
the
Knox
all
stations
Lincoln division, WatervlUe, Skowhegan, Belfast. Hartland, Dover and Foxeroft. Greenviile, Bangor, Oldtown and Matlawamkeag.
For Brunswick. Bath.
5.10 n.
m.
Lisbon
Falls, Richmond. Gardiner, Augusta and
Waterville.
Danville
New Gloucester.
5.15 p.m. For
Junction. (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
Il.oo p. m. Night Express, every night, for
Brunswick, Bath. Lewiston. Augusta, Waterville, Bangor. Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
countv via Old Town. Bar Harbor, Bueksport.
Andrews, St John and
St. Stephen. St.
Aroostook Countv via Vaneeboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train doe*
not run to Belfast. Dexter. Dover and Foxorort
or heyouu
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St. John.

Portsmouth, Ncwburyport. Salem, Lynn,
t2.00, t9.00 «u ID.,
§1.00. t6._l0
Boston,
p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 5.57 u. in., 12.50,
for
Leave
Boston,
Hi.
P.
4.16, 9.26
7.00,
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m.» 12.15.
p. m.
4.30. 30.20 p.m.
SUNDAY TRAIN’S.
NewburyPortsmouth.
Biddeford.
porl, Salem, Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. in.. 1.00
na.
p. hi. Arrive in Boston, 6.67 a. m.. 4,io P«
Leave Beaton for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.80
Arrive in Portland, 12.25,
p. in.

^Connects

Station.
D. .J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GKO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, Portlaud.

For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke.
Montreal, Chicago. St. Paul ana Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.3o p. m. For Sebago Lake. CormslnFryeburg.
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabvans. Lancaster.
LuneuDurg. sl Johnsbury. Newport, Sherbrook. Montreal and Toronto.
8.45

a. m.

7.20

a. in.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

K

12.45,3.30. 5.16 ,6.20 p.

fUonnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
1; Daily except Monday.
with Sound Lines for New \orlc.
Through tickets to ail points for sale at Union

j ^j

MAINE CENTRAL &. R.

W ilde Mountain Division.

^

FAIRY CALENDAR

RAILROADS.

6u9ta,

It All, ROADS.

a

=

6 G-I6e.

Spoken.
31. off Key West, soh Mabel Hooper, fm
lor Galveston.

;i !Tourist Sleeping Cars!

Ar 4th, sch Kolo
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Sands River, NS, tor New York.
Sid 4th, schs Carrie L Hlx, S J Lindsay.
Ar 6th, schs .las It Talbot. South Amboy fi
*.
Portland; Lucy, Calais for New Haven; Mai -v
E Olvs. Perth Amboy for Bath; Abby Bowke
Randolph for New York.
Passed 6th. sch Joseph Luther, ftom Greet s
Landing for New Bedford.

I

Dee

Philadelphia

3

for da.

S'

Foreign Forts.
Passed St Helena Dee S3d. barque Adolph
Obrig. Amesbury, Singapore ior Now York.
Sid tin Rto Janeiro Dee 4. seb Helen M Atwood. Watrs. Brunswick.
Ar at St latent Dec So, seb Eleazer \V Clark,
Goodwin. Norlolk.
Ar at Barbados Dec 33, barque Julia. Reed,
Pernambuco.
Arac Barbados Dse 33, sell LuisG Robol, McKown, Vovfnlk.
Ar at Cienfueiros Jan 5, sch Albert L Butler.
Lelaiid, Philadelphia.

e

MAClflAS—Ar 6th, sells Clias J Willard, fro n
Red Beaeh for New York; Julia A, Bryant, 1 n
Jonesport.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 6th, sell John L Tret
Greenlaw. Fernandina.
N EW LONDON—Ar 4th, sells Elvira Freni h
Kendriek, New Bedford for Norfolk; Ka'.li
rine D Perry, Garfield. Boston for Newpo •t1
News; Wm O Snow, Ellis. Fall River for No rfolk; Edwin K Hunt, Crowell. Boston for 0 >;
Alma EA Holmes, Providence tar Philadeluhii l;
II H Himscom, Russell, do for do.
NEW LONDON—Ar nth, sell Lydia M Dee ...
ing, Swain. Boston for Philadelphia.
Ar 6th, sch Robert Graham Dun, Bootlib; v
for Savannah.
PORT TAMPA—Sid 6th, sell James W Fite
Kelley. Philadelphia. ;
PHILADELPHIA—Ar otli, barque Loul:
Adelaide. Orr. Philadelphia; schs Linah C K iniinski, Ray, Charleston; Lavinla M Snow. A
leu, Cartagena.
Cld 6tn, schs Edith L Allen, Darrali, Proi *'
deuce, John J Hanson, do.
Cld 6th, sch Longfellow. Chase, Caibarien.
Cld Gtb. steamers Lancaster, anil VMlIian 1S
port, tor Portland.
Ar 6th. barge Lincoln, Portland,
Newcastle.—Passed down 6tli. sch S M Bir }
for New Bedford.
Slil fm Delaware Breakwater 6Lli, sell Earl p
Mason. Irom Norfolk for New Hnven.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 6th, sch Edw P Aver r
Hawley.'Savannah.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 5tli, ship Shenandoi h
Murohy, Liverpool.
SAVANNAH—81:1 5th, sch Lucia Porter,Fa r
raw. Union Island, Ga.
*
SALEM—Ar 6th, sell Mattie J Alles, Loi ^
Cove for New York; Fiheman, JCarvers Haabi

was

was

t

Tampa.’

steady; laladllugs 6%c.
NEW dlRLEA NS—The Cotton market to-day
MOBI LE—The Cotton market i>day
quiet; middling 6V*c.
SAV ANNAH—The rotten market to-day
steady ; middling 5 E-I6c

•>

BRUNSWICK-Sill 5jh, sch Grace Davi b
Dodge. Amboy.
BALTIMORE—sill 4th, sch Ida Lawrence '•
Campbell. Savannah.
Ar 5tn. sell Clara A Donnell, Brendldge, to t

Telegraph.

JAN. 6, 1898.
YORK—The
Cotton market to-uav
dull; middling uplands at 5 16-16C; do gull at
6 3-160; sues 1078 bales.
CHARLJISTCIN—The Cotton market to-day
was quiet; Middling 6 Vsc.
GALVE STON—Cotton market today was
steady; noddling 5y2c.
NEW

r

News.

Cheese—receipts

white

Oats—No 2 white 2j5c.
Rve—No 2 at 47Vi.

FALL RIVER. Mass. .Tail. 6. 1897.—The
print coth market is quiet at 2 3-16o.
I'.oston

1'filRT OF POHTLANB.

DETROIT-Wheat-No 1
No 2 Rad 90%c; May 91 Vac.

15s

Glil 6th,
Campbell, Stephens,
Charleston.
Sid 3d, sells Mary E Palmer, and Aug Hun
for coal ports.
S d 6th, sch Augustus Palmer, for Newpo

NEWS

14t%
90%

99%
111%

NowVork fctocKAiMl Honey Maraet.
By T*tecrapn.»

M.A.MTSTR

173

22%

167%:

h

85Va
±2%

10%
162

Ene.naw.14%

39
<:o 1st prelerrec;
Illinois Central.104V*
16%
Lake nrie* West...
Lake Shore.,....172%
Louis & Nash. 66
Manhattan Elevated.112
8
Mexican Central.
Michigan Central.,.101
Minn & St Louis. 26%
Minn A 8t Louis pf.86
Missouri Pacific. 34%
New Jersev Central.. 97%
New York Central.108%
New York. Chicago* St Louis 1 %
66
do pf
Northern Pacific com. 21%

Reading. 23%
Bock Island. 90%

LARD,

following

3n%

Atchison pfd. 30%

May.

?

•Jan.
4 72

12%

Central molhc.... 11
Ones, a| oalo. 22%
Cnicagost Alton...162
do
nfd
CRlcago’Burilnzton * Quine? 100%
Delaware* Hudson CnnalCo.lifiVs
lielaware.Lackawana & Yiesrl64
Denver.* Rio oranae. 12

do

nom.

82G pckages; quiet; large
\
THURSDAY. Jan 6.
at8%(gs%c; small while 9Vi «»%.
Eggs—receipts 2,931 packages; aulet: State
Arrived.
/
and Penn 21@24c; Western t22®26c.
Sell St T.;bomas; Hammett, Charleston via WilSugar—raw steady: fair refining at 3%e; CenNC, whero she put In for repairs—hard
trifugal 96 test 4Vic; refined steady: Crushed at mington/
to .Richardron, Dana & Co.
pine
5
Powdered
Granulated
55* c;
6Vic.
7-16c;
Sell (Clifford I White, l’alkingham, PhiladelPetroleum dull.
phia-/;
Coffee easv; No 7 at 6%.
Serf Fanny F Hall. Hutchins, Boston.
Spirits Turnentlne quiet 33Vi@33%.
sell Joe, Fiekett, Boston.
Orleans
20®31.
Molasses quiet ;Netv
Sell Juicy May. Strout. Boston.
Rice steady ;domestic4%®6 Vi ;Japan 6@6Vi.
Kioh
Charlotte Beal, lieai, Jonesport.
Freights quiet.
Sell F McNlehois. Beal. Jonesport.
Rosin quiet.
.Sell
Telephone. Beals. Jonesport.
Tallow easy; city 3%; country 3%@3%.
Sell John 1,1 Pummel. P E Island bound west.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations,
soil Laura Robinson. Rockland fur New York,
Flour qnie
Sch DM Marritf, Rockland for New York.
Wheat—No spring 8S% @87e; No3 do at—c;
Sch Mariner, shore, with oU.000 lbs fish, and
No 2 Red at 90vt@91c. Corn—No 2 at 26%(Pj sailed lor Gloucester.
26%c. Oats—No 2 at 22% c ; No 3 white lo u
Cleared.
at 23@24;No 2 Wliite lob 24@24V4; No 2 r ye
44%c. No 2 Bariev fob28@39c: No 1 Flo.xSteamship John Hughs, Bragg. New York—
JBCovie.
seed at 1 17®1 20: Prime Timothy seed 2 67 1 v.
Sell Edna, Donovan, Barbados—Fred F, Allen
Mess pork at 9 10®9j5.
Lard 4 7604 7',%;
short rib sloes 4 6004 76. Dry saltea me; its— & Co.
Sch Lucy May, Strout. Millbridge—J H Blake.
shoulders 4%®4»4 jst.ort clear sides! 76® v SB.
Sch Joe. Fiekett. AlihbrUlge-J II Blake.
Butter stcaay; creaniry 16(02 lc; dairy at 12
Cld
5tli—Sell Flora Rogers,Francis, Ponce. PR
®i8c. Cheese quiet 8®B%c.Eggs steacU ;fresh
Fred E Allen & Co.
52c.
Receipts—Flour. 28.000 hbls; whea t 28,000
SAILliD—Steoiner Peeonic, New York.
bus; corn 288,000 busli:| oats 341.BJ0O bush;
rye 11,000 hush ; barley 60.000 bush t
EXCHANGE UrSPATCHKS.
Shipments—Flour 16,000 hbls; wheat 16,000
Passed Portland Biil. E, 6th, steamer Ilurona,
bush; corn 104,000 bush; oats 45J:,u00 bush; from Portland for London.
rye 9000 bush; barley 21.009 bush.,
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red 4ash elevator
Memoranda.
at 92% c; track at ;u3c; Jan 93^; May U3:1/ec
Boston, Jan 5—Capt Sumner, ef sclir Sadie C
bid; July at 79; N2 hard cash;V-c.
at Souhportt. NC. telegraphs to the
Flour null, unegned: pats 4 7. o®4 86; straits Sumner,
that the hull of nis vessei Is in good conat 4 36@4 60: clear 4 00«-V 25f;medivm at 3 60 agents
dition
and docs not leak. Will proceed to Dela®3 76.
ware Breakwater in tow of a tug.
Corn—No 2 cash at 25% e; J&n 26 asked: May
Calais, Jan 5—The friends of the crew of sclir
27 Vic bid: July 28%c.
Julia A Warj. have no expectation of ever seeOats—No 2 cash elev28c; track at 23%c;Jan ing them
again, it is now lour weeks since the
23V4C;May 23%; No 2 white 24%®25.
vessel left Calais for Fall ltiver, with a cargo of
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 <jash at 90VaC; May lumber, and it in nelieved she capsized in a
92c.
gale. The J A W was a three-masied sclir of
Corn—No 2 mixed 27V4<■;. ;
17# tons, owned by James S Mure hie & Son of
Oats—No 2 mixed 22c.
Calais, and H N Skinner of Fall lliver.
Kve—No 2 at 4- c.
London, Jan 5—Italian barque Fortunata is
ashore at Eastern Reach. Gibraltar.
Cioverseed—prime cash and Dec —.
Supposed
to be the barque Foetuhata, from Bangor, Me,
at
1
MILWAUKEE—Wheiit—No
Northern
Dee 6 hound to Catania.
91c: No 2 Spring
My 90Vs.

Jan E,

13

Atchison.

Lard easy: prime western steam 5 05

Butter—receipts 3,109 Daclcagesisteady; state
lb®20c:.statecream at i6@21c; Western do a
lb®20c; dairy at 13&21C: Klguis at 22c; fac-

tory at 12.«ilcc.

23%

Opening......
Closing. ..JO 05

Closing.

103

of stocks:
Jan 6.

Northwestern.122V*
no
pfd...164V*
16Vs
Ont * Western.

23

Opening.

Ths

It ceints

I May

OATS.

The follotv In? quotations represent the paying prices in this market:
Cow and ox hides.7c P1 lb
Bulls and st gs.6c
Ot-alf skins. trimmed,.ice
9c
do
iintrimmed.
Lamb skins.60 to 80c each

an 1

936

wn ka c

I Jan.

Hides.

romi-rtmc

9lo

opening.
.916
Closing
Thursday’s quotations,

sugar Staton

Maine

May.

cokn

market—cut ioal 7: coufetion ea >
pulverised 6o< powered, 6s; grauuiu,.,-u
eolfee crushed 5c: yellow 4*.
'.V

It

23%
23Vs

•*.»«.<

Portland

lihd sliooks.
PONOE. PE. Sell’ Flora Eogeis-3861
pun, shooks and heads 68« mol hhd do
sugar hlid do 118 double \cs do oo.OOu
boards 25.000 hoops too prs sug heading

Mav.

Jan.
<>n#»n1ng. ..
.21
c
Closing. *o

Jan.
Op# dng...
SO Vi
Closing..

State Ronds dull
Railroad bonds strong.
Bar Stiver 66VsMexican dollars *591:.
Retail

pe

me..

b

Eontl!

NEW YCEK, Jan. 6.
call firm SigS'Apr cent: prime mer
Sterling 'r
cantlie paper at 3Ve@4 oer cent.
change strong, with actual business In bank
ers bills at 4 86^4 85Vi lor demaua aad;4 t2V,
@4 83 for sixty days; posted rate* at 83ti 5
4

May.
29%
29Vs

Jan.

iBy Telegraph.'
Moiey

U%

*.

OK'

(.

nuotatious Stock*

91 V«

••
Opening.
Q)o< ng...••• ••*••• 90%

Leadm? Markets.
New Pork

May

[Jan.

Notations ef Me frodnets ia tlif

S4%
112

Ii

sell Isaac T

gusta,

12.50

Bath.
11.00

frvv

Paper train for Brunswick. AuWaterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
p. m.
Augusta. W’atervlUe, and Bangor.
p. ra. Night Express with sleeping cars

.ill »A«nta

ARRIVALS

LN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8."5a m.: Lewiston aud Mechanic Falls, S.30
Watervllle and Augusta. 8.35 a. m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland. 13.33 p. m.; Kiugfleld. Phillips. Farmington. Bemls. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 1330
p. m; Lewiston and way sialions 3.35 p. m.; St.

John Bar Harbor. Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.m.; Rangetey, Farmington. Eumfordialls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all W hite Mountain points
S.10 p 111.: daily from Bar Harbor. Bangor,
Bath amt Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. dally: Halifax.
St. John. Barflarbor, Watervllle and Augusta, 3.50 a. m., except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. & T. A.
novi3dtf
Portland, Nov. 14.18»7.

Portland & Rumford Palls B'y.
In Effect Nov.

15,

1807.

DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8.30 A. 7,1. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buekfleld. CanRumford
Falls.
Dixlleld,
ton,
From Union
8.30 a. m.. 1.10 and 5.15 u' m.
Station for Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at
ford Falls for Bemls and all stations on
& R. L. R. B-

Through Tickcis

on

EumK F.

Sale.

K. C. BRADFOKD, Tiaffle Manager.
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent.
Bmnford
Falls. Maine.
dtf
jel8

TEOH~1?Jre:SS._

mi Emm censured

AND

Up

Company A Takes Action
leged Irregularities.

On Al-

Friday, January 7,

Schooner St. Thomas,rCapt. Hammett,
from Charleston, South Carolina, which
was considerably overdue, and was reported in the PRESS of Tuesday as hav-

—

afternoon at 8
this
be held
o’clock at 86 Oak street. Mrs. L, M. N.
Stevens will speak, and all Interested are

said he
again If

entertainment and supper.
There was no session of the municipal
as there were no law
court yesterday
This is
breakers to receive punishment.

Such is the mission of
tea

(that

is, good tea), and

when the tea is

one

of

Chase & Sanborn’s

Package Teas,
the drinker feels that he is

using the best that money
can

buy, whether it

is the

famous Orloff, Koh-i-noor
or the Orange Pekoe, each

distinctively
tic in

characteris-

its* flavor, and al-

ways coming in pound
and half-pound packages.
Your grocer sells and

recommends them.

One pound makes o¥@r 200 cups.

tho first time in some weeks that Judge
Robinson has not been called upon to
hold court.
Members of Bos worth Relief Corps are
Haskell Corps of YarW. Ij.
to visit
mouth, Saturday, January 6th. Train
leaves over Grand Trunk railway at 1.30.
returning at 5.35 or 6.15. Half-fare has
been secured, if 25 or moro go.
The regular meeting of the Catholic

Literary society will be
Young
held this evening. All members are requested to be present.
The Signal Corps elected its civil officers Wednesday
night. Tho corps contemplates giving a ball in the near fuLadies’

1S9S.

class Muslin Underwear begins.
some of the finest goods in

RUPTURE
of Men, Women and Children, cured by
tl'.o Fidelity Method.
No cutting operation, no detention
from daily duties.
We guarantee a cure in every oase vro
accept for treatment, and no money is

ture.
Rev.

E. P. Wilson of Leering will
preach next Snnday morning at the St.

Lawrence Congregational church In exchange with Rev. Mr Wright.
As an additional feature for the Jackson day celebration, Mr. A. D. Sweetsir
secured by kind permission, tho St.
church ohime bells for Saturday, January 8, and commencing at 2
o’clock p. m., Mr. Merrill will ploy all

of Mr, Latham True.

~

left at

Over 12,SOO cures already effected.
It is to the interost of every one afflicted

$1.75,

nail

ar»rl

gate.
to

investigate this.

and

whole

there should
but there

are

with

Skirts, trimmed

deep

flounce, and fine groups of cluster tucks above, at
marked from 3.50.
One lot of Cambric Skirts with deep flounce, three

of cluster

tucks,

at

One lot of fine

Satordays,

Lew'stoncfflce, 194 Lisbon St, Mon- £ Tins.
Erii.oswic! office 118 Ulan St-, ThursdaysBiih office 43 Front St., Wedsesihys.
Office hours O a. m. to 5 p. m.
and Fridays t) a. m. to 8 p. m.

prices we
closing time.

our

$1.45, marked from 2.90.
nainsook Skirts, profusely trimmed
with Platte Val. lace at $1.75, marked from 4.50.
One lot of nainsook short Skirts, lace trimmed, at
rows

Portland Office, 472 Congress St.,

Fridays

it

piece
Following are some of the special lots,
others equally desirable.
a

One lot of fine Cambric
Swiss

t-rv

have marked

SKIRTS.

completo.

62 1-2C, marked from

$1.25.

One lot of long Skirts, made of fine
with four rows of lace and inserting, with

Monday*

at

cambric, trimmed
lace edge ruffle,

$1.64, marked from 3.25.
One lot of

plain cambric Skirts,

the flounce

edged

with

65c, marked from $1.00.
One lot of Lonsdale Skirts, with embroidered ruffled

Swiss

at

embroidery,

flounce, at #1.00. marked from &I.75.

CHEMISES.
One lot of fine Lonsdale cambric Chemises, trimmed
with linen torchon lace, at 50c, marked from 98c.
One lot of fine cambric Chemises, trimmed with lace,
at $1.50, marked from 3.00.
Chemises, cut Mother Hubbard style, with broad round ruffled collar, and a row of Swiss
embroidery, at 75c, marked from $1.50.
Another lot at 39c, marked from 69c.

Swiss

embroidery

and

insertion,

One lot of fine cambric

ROUSING SALE

DRAWERS.
One lot of fine cambric

Men’s Furnishings

Swiss

“wind

To

sfjall add
our

the week

we

new

bargains

to

A lot of

from
from
from

*t ft Jn

a

.iUSjiSSSlUiJiS, UBffguuuo,

amIh

OOa nni!a

CHRISTIAN

iVednesday

evening:

President—Abble 0. Trefothen.
Vice President—Edna Rricketf.
Recording Secretary—Grace Harrington.
Secretary—Fred a.
Corresponding
land.

cambric

with

marked

Swiss

tucked revers, at

Nightgowns,

ments, at 79c, marked from

em-

lace

trimmed

75c,
with

$1.12.

In connection with this Underwear Sale we will sell
several lots of black Skirts and Dress Skirts.
One lot of black Satteen Skirts with double flounce,
trimmed with braid and velvet, lined with outing flannel, at
Another lot

at

the

same

price with corded ruffle.

One lot of black satteen Skirts with three flounces,
trimmed with velvet and feather trimming, at $1.88, marked

$3.75.

One lot of black Brilliantine Skirts,lined with cambric,
stiffened flounces, deep stitched ruffle, velvet bound, at $3.00
4.50.
One lot of black Brilliantine Skirts, cambric lined with
single flounce, at $1.25, marked from 1.75.
One lot of black satteen Skirts, umbrella shape, with
were

be men’s
at

greatly
will got

deep flounce and small full ruffle above,

at

69c, marked from

1.00.

\

One lot of black Skirts, at 50c, were 75c.
One lot of pattern Skirts, all wool, to be made up, at
5oc, marked from 75c.
Also several lots of silk Skirts at prices much reduced.
One lot of black and blue serge and figured Brilliantine Dress Skirts, thoroughly well made, velvet bound, ready
to wear, at $4.00 and 5.00. great bargain.

t

The sale

<
Casco lodge, No. 72, A. O. U. W, ha'd
smoke talk last night at Orient ha H
around and in teres.1'
Cigars were passed
were made by the members
ing remarks

the
beneficent
objects of
after which
b>^:re»m and
the order,
cake were served. The n&mr was indeed

explaining

pleasant! one,

at 75c,

round ruffled yoke, edged with Platte Val. lace at $1.00,
marked down from 1.50.
One lot of plain Night Gowns,at 58c,marked from 86c.
One lot of Flannellette Nightgowns, cold weather gar-

CASCO LODGE SMOKE TALK

a

Covers,

$1.42, marked from $2.86.

RINESBROTHERSOO.
PEOPLE’S
UNION.

and

One lot

i

iTOUNG

48c, marked

$1.50.

lace, with broad
marked down from $1.25.

ach.

reduced prices, and you
wonderful values.

at

69c.

embroidery

from

Underwear

Covers,

$1.48.

One lot of full size Cambric Nightgowns, trimmed
with Swiss embroidery, fine tucks and ribboned insertion, at
$1.38, marked from 2.75.
One lot of Cambric Nightgowns, trimmed with Swiss

...

Winter

75c,marked

NIGHTGOWNS.

NIK STYLISH DOLLARS

will

at

broidery,

50c Neckties, new before Xn^as, 75 dz„ at only 29c each
25c Neckties, new before Christmas, at oniy 12c each
4o each
Odd lot of 20c Neckties (oSderv§ty!ss) at only
$1.00 and 78s Percale Shirts with separate collars and
50c each
cuffs, just received from factory, at
(All sizes but 151-2 collar.)
New stock of Celluloid Collars (“Interli ned”) at 12c each
25 doz. laundered White Shirts, short bosons, at 41c each
35c each
20 doz. black Duck Shirts, white stripes, at
35 doz- 20g and 15: Linen Coliars, odd lots, hardly
Oc each
two lots alike, at only

Ill the sale

Covers,

One lot of Corset Covers, trimmed
at 29c marked from 50c.

IUU4, eiumj4,uu pan

Cents

$1.50

$2.00, marked from 5.00.
Drawers, Swiss trimmed,
plain

One lot of lace trimmed Corset

59c each
(odd tot) at
$1.00 Cheviot Gvsrshlrt3\ (light colors) at only 49c each
50c Colored Bosom Shirts^with white h:dies at 29c each
na

fine

white cambric

One lot of lace trimmed Corset

$1.00 Jersey Overslilrts going in this sate at 5Qc each
5flc each
$1.00 gray flannel Oversliirls going at only
$1.50 and 1.25 French flannel Overshirts

■■a

insertion,

at

CORSET COVERS.

Furnishings.

0UG"33U

and

with

at 37c, marked from 50c.

Gents’

of

tucks

ribboned

One lot of lace trimmed Corset

lip”

great sale

embroidery,

trimmed

Drawers,

marked from 4.13.
Another lot at

TODAY AND TOMORROW.

The Young People’s Christian Union
it the First Universaliet ehuroh, Congress Square, elected the following officers
Cure sick headache, bad
■ ■ B
S B
taste in the mouth, coated eQB
81 B gSj»
tongue, gas in tile stomach,
B
H Q
distress and indigestion. Do
not -weaken, but have tonic effect.
25 cents.
tbe only Pills to take with Hood’S Sarsaparilla..

at the

not be

many

WERE CROSSED.

has

collection and

imracfi.

T>l»Trcvr»?ar»a

A prominent feature of the.jgrand bail
and military entertainment to bo given
by the Sheridan Rifles, assisted by the
full American Cadet band, will be the
ceremony of mount guard, which is the
most important ceremony in camp. This
feature will be under the sup 31-vision of
Adjutant Charles E. Davis of the First
Regiment,and will be of interest to those
In connection with this
in attendance.
ceremony other features will be introduced making an attraction that should
auditorium on
All the
Wednesday evening, January 12th.

La wren co

the popular national airs of the day.
Attention is called to the advertisement

until cure is

required

would do the same thing over
the occastion demanded it.

WIRES

great Clearance Sale of

last

our

It includes

ever

About 10 o’clock last night an alarm
of Are was rang in from box 412. The
apparatus "responded to it and found no
been
indications of Are nor had the box
that
It was concluded
tampered with.
the Are alarm wires had become crossed
with some other wire. The ail out signal
was
sounded, bin on top of it thejbox
rang in 412 again. This brought about
half the town to the'eorner of Union and
Fore streets, but they met the apparatus
returning to’the engine houses.
g

Friday,

TODAY,
high

He
was very grateful for the gift and
expressed his thanks for it with tears in
cordially invited.
his eyes.
Mr. Grant Snow, the well known comDriver O’Rourke is a very popular felhas
voluncf
Boston,
poser and guitarist
low and well merits the medal, which he
teered his services for the entertainment
has won again and again by his gallant
in aid of tho Home for Friendless Boys,
fires in this city. On the
conduct at
to bo given at tho Tolman House Friday
gold medal were inscribed the words:
intends
Mr.
Snow
7ih.
evening, Jan.
Michael J. O’Rourke, October 5, 1897,
making Portland his home.
and over the garnet
setting were the
Ivanhoe lodge, Iso 25, Knights of PyLatin words, “Bene Merenti.”
Its
17th
anniversary
celebrate
will
thias,
A NEW ATTRACTION.
Tuesday evening, January 18th, with an

contentment.

j _--

Alongshore

on
Green island and was
went ashore
wrecked conAction of Finance Committee in Sending pulled off again in a badly
has been sold to McKay, the junk
lleport to Adjutant General Cliarac. diticn,
Her cargo of laths will be disdealer.
Keaolntions
terized as
Unmilitary
at Lewie & Whitten’s wharf by
charged
Unanimously—Civil Officers
Adopted
Ephraim Webster.
Elected.
One of
the tow boat men is telling a
The annual meeting cf “A” Company, funny story about his experience on the

U. will

bring

)

Yesterday.

SootJung ot Syrnp,
First regiment, Portland Light Infantry, morning following the big storm recentof
Has been used over Fifty Years by millions
was
the armory last night and ly. He
was held at
proceeding down Custom
mothers for their children while Teething
goodly representation of the house wharf early in the morning followit soothes the child, besides a
with perfect success,
H. Kendall of the reg- ing the big snow storm when he mot a
the gums, allays Fain, cures Wind company, Col. L.
• often*
the best iment was present and spoke in the in- young girl who showed by her dress and
and
is
the
bowels,
Colic, regulates
had not seen much of
manner that she
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from terest of the National Guard.
For sala by Drugteething or other causes.
The
reports of the armorer, F. E. the world and was a stranger to the city.
“Can you tell me whore I can find the
gists in every oart of the world. Be sure and Knight and inspector of rifle praotice,
sk for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts
Paul J. Lidbaok, were.read and accepted. East Boston
forry?” asked the young
a bottle.
F. B. W.' Welch, was woman of the tow boat man.
The treasurer,
Now this particular tow boat mau Is a
granted further extension of timo for the
preparation- of his report and then the great “jollior” himself, and he thought
woman was trying to
report ot Clerk P. J. Lid back was heard. that the young
Fac-simiue signature of CHAS. H. FLET<\_,5R
At the conclusion of this routine business “string’* him. He told her she could best
is on the wrapper of every bottle of Castoxza.
P. P. Kennard offered the following res- find the East Boston ferry by taking the
When Baby was sict, we gave her Castoria.
train for Boston and inquiring her way
olutions and moved their acceptance:
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
to it after she landed at Union station.
bewe
That
as
a
company
Kesolved,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
was
have The
very much
lieve that the finance committee
young woman
them
Castoria.
she
had
she
Children,
gave
When
rather premature in making their troubled and said she thought she was in
been
for
report, as our By-Laws do not cull
Boston already. After a few questions
until
the annual
meeting,
the same
had been answered the tow boat man
in
Januthe
first
is
hold
Thursday
Which
learned that the young woman had arary.^
PERSONAL.
Hesolved. That we believa Captain rived in Portland from the east early the
some
for
has
been
Dow
trying
is, and
taken a state room on the
effect a settlement with Sergt. night before,
JN T Davis of the Portland timo to
jax. William
to sleep.
Lidbaek on various matters referred tc Boston boat and at onoe went
Packing company is dangerously ill at in said report.
When she woke„up she thought her jourT'Let: wo holtoro
tillr* ror.nrt
his home on Pearl street.
was over, but the boat had not left
Gie anniversary of the ney
Lieut. Robert E. Peary, U. S. N., the of tho committee of
the dook on account of the snow storm.
was
Lieut.
of
which
Sawyer
of
6th
June,
Arctio explorer,was in town yesterday afchairman, was read ana accepted, ns out The tow boat man has been having a
ternoon on his way to Waterville.
records of the meeting of--November 4, good laugh over the occurrence.
monej
has had a relapse 1897, will show, and any otfe^r
Sheriff Plummer
The Gloucester fishing schooner Marrisubscribed beyond that mentioned in the
andjis again confined to the house.
unbeknown to Capt. Dow, ner arrived here yesterday with 30,000
was
report,
The Rt. Rev. James.Augustino Healy, or the chairman of the committee.
pounds of fish. Her captain telegraphed
Rev. Fr. Mcbishop of Portland, and
Resolved, That we believe Capt. Dow to Gloucester his arrival, and finding
of
the
out
Cathedral
and
to
of
the
rector
with
used
honesty,
to have
Donough,
fish selling at *1.35 here, without waiting
Immaculate Conception, are to sail from best iuterest, the funds contributed foi for instructions
begon.to unload. A little
of the Lynn Naval
the
entertainment
on January 15 for a
trip
New York
from
Brigade on July 5th, 1897, and taking while later he received a telegram
abroad.
the circumstances of the occasion into Gloucester ordering him to come there
Katherine Rober, tho popular consideration, we deem it unadvisablo for
Miss
Alwith his fare as quickly as possible
a vote
a report cn the same.^as takeD by
actress who has a host of admirers in this
5000 pounds of fish had Nwn taken
at the'meeting of Decemof
the
ready
company
city, received the honor in Lewiston this ber 30th, 1S97.
g
out of the Marriner and the captain Male^
week of being elected an honorary memResolved, That we believe Capt. Dow’s
graphed for permission to sell here. Thd-,
a
December
1897,
This
dated
18th,
gave
of
Elks.
Lewiston
report
ber of the
lodge
relative Gloucester syndicate sent positive orders
full
and
explanation
satisfactory
to
beis the first lodge in New England
assessment of, the year for the Marriner to proceed to that city
to the muster
stow that honor upon a lady.
1897.
with the flsh. The captain had ordered
That we believe tho report
On Tuesday forenoon while the Rev.
Resolved,
to Lynn bait sent to Portland and he telegVaped
the trip
cf
committee
of
the
food
and
was
Pearson
distributing
,S. F.
(October 6, 1897) dated October 98th, to the Gloucester people to have it stopped
fuel to the needy and was passing down
as our records of tho meeting of that
and held there for him. He then got un1897,
slipped upon the ioy data will show. We further believe that der
Smith street, he
way and started up tho harbor, headed
that
sidewalk and fell with such rorco that any other money contributed beyond
The Marriner had not
mentioned in the report, to be unknown for Gloucester.
time.
for
some
Very
unconscious
he laid
or any other member of reaohed
before a telegram was
Dow,
by
Bug
light
Cape.
ana
bones were broken,
fortunately no
the committee.
received for her captain ordering him to
although suffering from severe bruises,
Rosplved, That owing to the financial sell in Portland. It was too late to stop
be about again in a few standing of the company for the past few
he expects to
years, wo know that Capt. Dow has paid the Marriner and she continued on her
days.
bills out of his own pocket, way to Gloucester where fish were sellcompany
tho
Miss Marguerite Gifford, who spent
Having
which we do fully appreciate.
ing yesterday at 76 cents. It may be seen
vacation at her home on Pine street, re- the utmost confidence in our ouptoin, we
is havthe
be
to
him
do believe
propar person to by this what effect the fish war
turned to Smith college Wednesday.
consult first in any irregularities of the ing on the hard working fishermen.
Mr. R. Chase Goodwin, who has been
oompany or its members
Geo. C. Shaw & Co., for tho past
That the action taken by
with
Resolved,
“BENE MERENTI.”
Will
Corp. W. H. Jeffrey in presenting to the
four
years, can now be found at
of
unofficial
This
was
the inscription on tho modal
an
General
report
H. Goodwin & Co.’s,7 Monument square, Adjutant
committee without first
the flnauoial
presented to Driver M. J. O'Rourke of
where he will be pleased to see all his old consulting proper authorities, was unthe chemical engine.
friends and customers.
military and prejudicial to the organizaLast night tho committee^on fire departtion.
The Columbia club;met last night, but
Resolved, That these resolutions be ment held a special meeting. Tho board
for the
officers
of
eleotion
the
of
postponed
the company, of
placed on the records
engineers of the fire deportment were
next year until Sunday afternoon next. and a copy forwarded to the Adjutant
also present and the permanent men of
officers
of
the
General.
an
Installation
There was
fir 3 station
were
resolutions
The
unanimously the department in the Central
of Una encampment, 46, I. O. O. F., at
to attend. When all
were summoned
their lodge room, in Baxter block, last adopted with a demonstration of great
were gathored in the office of the chief
They will be forwarded
night. District Deputy H. W. Sears was enthusiasm.
Councilman Florence Driscoll,
engineer,
to
channels
assisted
the
who
was
military
proper
through
the Installing
officer,
a member of the llro committee, requestof
the
State.
General
oththe Adjutant
by Grand Scribe B. C. Stone and by
Michael J. O’Rourke of the
ed Driver
The meeting next proceeded to the elecer oflBoers of the lodge.
chemical engine to step forward, and in
the
for
officers
of
civil
No.
O.
tion
ensuing
Geo.
3,
Council,
Washington,
one of his characteristic speeohes, Mr.
U. A. M., installed their officers last year. The following were chosen:
Driscoll presented O’Rourke with a handTreasurer—Isaiah Frye.
night at their rooms in Farrington block,
some gold medal for brave and gallant
Clerk—G. B. Sawyer.
after which
they adjourned to the banStanding and Finance Committee— conduct at a fire on Ootober 6, 1S97, in
quet room and enjoyed a delicious clam Privates Bert Kennard, Harry Crocker, saving the iife of a woman in a teneW. L. Rowe.
stew.
Investigating Committee—Lieut. H. ment house at the peril of his own. The
the gift of Bishop Healy,
H. Sawyer, Corporals J. A. Purington medal was
ROUSING SALE.
and John Moore, Privates E. R. Harris who took this method of
testifying his
advertise a rousing and F. E. Knight.
Bros. Co.
Rines
of the gallant deed.
appreciation
This finished the business of the night
for today and
sale of mens’ furnishings
Driver O’Rourke is a modest fellow.
Lots of furnishings are ad- and the meeting then adjourned.
tomorrow.
He said that he didn’t think the matter
star
the
See
vertised at reduced prices.
merited a medal, as there were many othBRIEF JOTT3NGS.
ad In this paper.
in the department who would have
ers
The rocmlar meeting of the W. C. T. done the same had they the chance. He
“Mrs. Wlnlow'8

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

^PVEBTISEMESTa.

1

ing passed Vineyard Harbor on Sunday
last, came Into port yesterday, with
500,000 feet of pitch pine lumber for
New Wants. To Let, For Sale. Lost. Found CAPTAIN DOW FULLY SUSTAINED
Richardson, Dana & Company.
and similar advertisements will .re found under
their appropriate heads on page 6.
The schoonor Areola whioh recently
BY HIS COMPANY.
The Dexter Woolen Mills arc advertised to be
sold at auction on Tuesday next at it p. m.,
January 11, 1898, at the office of the corporation
in Dexter. Evidently a good trade is in store
for the purchaser. Circulars giving particulars
decadlw
may be bad at this office.

NEW

HEW Ali^EXlT-ISEHEBnaB.

THERE.

Items of Interest Floked

JJJJIV ABVEBTISkJlBSIS TODAY.
J. E. Libby Co.
Eastman Eros. & Bancroft
Owen. Moore & Co.
Bines Bros. Co —2.
Messenger’s nonce.
Will H. Goodwin & Co.
Ira F. Clark & Co.
Suite Mutual Fire insurance.
The United Commercial Travellers.

HERE

begins

at 8

o’clock this morning.

Owen, Moore & Co.

—

\

/

